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DIARY OF 
EVENTS

Unless otherwise indicated, all LONDON 
events are held at The Gallery, 70 Cowcross 
Street, London EC1M 6EJ at 6.30 pm. Tickets 
can be purchased at the door from 6.00pm: 
£5.00 non-members, £2.00 members, £1.00 
students.

WEDNESDAY 19 JANUARY 2011
Urban Design & Anthropology
This event will look at the relationship 
between anthropology and urban design, 
exploring how social and cultural factors, 
lifestyle and behavioural norms impact upon 
the built environment. Speakers will show 
how an understanding of anthropological 
principles can be of practical benefit to 
urban designers, particularly in meeting the 
challenges of a more sustainable future.

WEDNESDAY 2 FEBRUARY 2011
UDG Awards Event 2011 at 61 Whitehall, 
London
The Urban Design Group’s first awards event 
away from Cowcross Street will be held in 
the stunning surroundings of Royal United 
Services Club (RUSI), 61 Whitehall, London. 
The evening will commence at 6.30pm 
with drinks and canapés in the impressive 
first floor library followed at 7.15pm by the 
presentation of the awards in the historic 
Wellington Hall. The awards fall into the 
following categories: Private Practice Project, 
Public Sector Project, Student Project, Urban 
Design Book Award and Journalist Award. 

Seating is limited to 150 seats with a 
certain allocation being made available to 
speakers and guests connected to the various 
awards. For tickets, please apply to the UDG 
office: admin@udg.org.uk /020 7250 0892 
(Price for non-guest places: £7 members / 
£10 non-members).

WEDNESDAY 16 FEBRUARY 2011
Masterplanning
An overview of current thinking in 
masterplanning, both in Britain and further 
afield, with speakers from Broadway Malyan 
and NEW Masterplanning.

THURSDAY 24 MARCH 2011
CABE & Local Design Initiatives
How is design quality to be ensured in 
the aftermath of CABE and following a 
radical change in the planning system and 
a diminution of budgets? Are local design 
initiatives the only answer? 

WEDNESDAY 13 APRIL 2011
Innovation in Street Design: Pedestrian 
Progress? 
It is 20 years since the publication of the 
Devon County Council Traffic Calming 
Guidelines – a landmark document that 
was emulated in Manual for Streets some 16 
years later. This event will look at the pace 
of innovation in street design philosophy, 
reviewing past doctrines through to the 
present, including the Manual for Streets 
series. Why does it take so long for thinking 
about street design to change? How might 
innovation be made easier in the future?

FRIDAY 14 MAY 2011 TO SATURDAY 
22 MAY 2011
Study tour Italy
See page 57 for details

VIEW FROM THE 
CHAIR….

Leeds! Now there’s a great little northern 
city…. It also boasts the ‘best tall building 
in the world’, as voted by the Council on Tall 
Buildings and Urban Habitat in Chicago on 
October 25th 2010. By architects Fielden 
Clegg Bradley, the tower section of Broad-
casting Place, Leeds Metropolitan Univer-
sity, stands confidently on top of a hill and, 
unimpeded by any adjacent buildings of such 
vertical scale, creates a positive sculptural 
element on the city skyline. 

The building’s strong Cor-Ten steel clad-
ding adds to the drama of this landmark 
location and it is appropriately occupied by 
the design faculties of the university, as well 
as student housing. But the city has more 
to offer than just its latest award-garlanded 
building.

Arriving in Leeds for the UDG conference 
in October, several of us trekked around the 
station looking for our hotel and, follow-
ing the complex detailed instructions found 
ourselves in the most fantastic underground 
space – below the station but above the River 
Aire which races through three dramatically 

arched channels beneath the tracks and 
concourse. Images of The Third Man come to 
mind as the banality of its use as a car park 
slowly dawns. 

A wonderful but completely daft place 
to build a railway station, you have to hand 
it to the Victorians. And of course the tracks 
and station neatly cut the Southbank area off 
from the city centre. This much emptied area 
was the industrial powerhouse of the city and 
surroundings before it re-imagined itself in 
the late 20th century to become the financial 
centre of the North. The regeneration of this 
brownfield land, set around the junction 
between the River and the Leeds-Liverpool 
Canal, is coming slowly along, bringing more 
residents into the city centre as well as 
reinforcing urban commercial uses. There’s 
a lot more to do here, but the benefits are 
already felt with quality new buildings going 
up and, hopefully soon a direct access from 
the railway station. 

Much of the positive urban quality of this 
development can be ascribed to the Leeds 
Civic Architect John Thorp whose vision and 
long view has been shepherding the city’s 
renewal for several years. The role of Civic Ar-
chitect has been largely lost throughout the 
rest of the country and it seems likely that 
John will be the last one in Leeds, where it is 
possible to see the value that such continuity 

of urban vision is able to bring. It is partly 
this continuity that enables Leeds to punch 
well above its weight in terms of impact and 
character, and has it nurturing buildings like 
Broadcasting Place. All of this makes Leeds 
a great place to visit and walk around for ur-
banists – even on a rainy weekend in October! 

• Amanda Reynolds
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UDG DIRECTOR’S 
REPORT

Perhaps contrary to expectations, 2010 
seems to have witnessed an explosion of 
energy within the urban design community. 
STREET, the Urban Design Group’s young 
urban designers’ network – that antidote 
to staid professional silos – seems to be 
growing virally, thanks to the efforts of Katy 
Neaves in London amongst others. We have 
seen more events and more groups, with 
Manchester the latest addition. 

In Scotland, Francis Newton and Jo White 
(Laurie Mentiplay currently being in the Far 
East) have been running a steady programme 
including events on the new Springside 
neighbourhood in Edinburgh. 

Laura Alvarez, the UDG East Midlands 
convenor, achieved great success in running 
a full-house one-day event on Shared Space 
in Nottingham in October with speakers 

drawn from across the UK. We are grateful to 
Laura for her dedication and to her employ-
ers Lewis Hickey for their continued support. 
Laura is currently planning a major event for 
2011. In Newcastle, Georgia Giannopoulou 
has been active including running a major 
event on Reducing CO2, and she has made a 
bid for a future National Urban Design Con-
ference to be held in the North East. 

The 2010 National Conference on Urban 
Design – this year masterminded by Lindsay 
Smales of Leeds Metropolitan University and 
the UDG’s own Louise Ingledow – was, in 
spite of the recession, a sell-out. It was fit-
ting that in the very week of the conference, 
the university’s brand new, Corten steel-clad 
Broadcasting Tower – venue for some of the 
conference events – was declared the world’s 
best tall building. The conference was also 
the launch platform for the HCA’s inter-pro-
fessional memorandum of understanding on 
mutual recognition of CPD, and a new book 
Pennine Lancashire Squared showcasing de-
sign concepts for high-profile public spaces 
in six Pennine Lancashire towns. 

Work also began on creating a new UDG 
website, and the Executive Committee are 
hugely grateful to Ed Povey for his efforts and 
JMP for their support. The website is being 
developed on an open source platform called 
Drupal. 

The digitisation of back copies of the 
Urban Design began in October 2010, and 
they will be available for members and 
society at large to download in 2011. The full 
sequence of issues should be of particular 
value to researchers and to students wishing 
to obtain a perspective on how urban design 
has developed over the past 30 years, and 
how it has weathered successive recessions 
and booms. 

The Urban Design Group exists because 
of the enthusiasm and commitment of volun-
teers to improving people’s lives. Despite the 
recession, this snapshot shows the irrepress-
ible goodwill within our community and the 
determination to get things done.

• Robert Huxford
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Secure By Design 
The Gallery, London,  
22 September 2010

As urban designers we are fortunate to work 
within a world by and large inhabited by the 
well intentioned. So an evening of counter – 
terrorist advice seemed to herald a clash of 
worlds. This talk, provided a fascinating, if 
sobering insight into the response to terrorist 
acts and gave some clues as to how urban 
designers might adapt the physical environ-
ment to combat the threats, if not so much as 
to the potential pitfalls. Given that a two-day 
course was condensed into 90 minutes, there 
was a lot of material and consequentially not 
much time for discussion or questions.

Paul Forman of the Centre for Protec-
tion of National Infrastructure gave a fast 
paced and visually lively presentation of all 
the research and technologies that are being 
developed with a specific focus on prevention 
of vehicle attack. The references to old style 
Irish terrorist threats with their telephone 
warnings, non-suicidal activity and objectives 
to damage property was almost nostalgic.

One underlying message was that there is 
not a design problem with security, and that 

with sufficient attention and advance plan-
ning many threats can be designed out. Some 
of the measures such as excluding cars may 
prove advantageous (as happened in many 
parts of the City of London following the early 
1990s designated ‘ring of steel’). Landscape 
design can achieve attractive defensive ele-
ments for buildings and spaces. The puzzle is 
perhaps why such an obvious security target 
as the Houses of Parliament, didn’t give a 
stronger incentive to exclude traffic and im-
plement the World Square ideas. 

One question the evening did not answer 
is where the threshold lies to implement 
costly defences: effective bollards don’t come 
cheap and many are needed. There was less 
obviously a sense of constraining urban de-
sign principles though barriers and bollards 
are still street clutter; it would be impossible 
to secure minimalist design solutions in a 
high security situation. But what represents 
a high security setting? When do issues of 
street activity such as licensed stalls and 
kiosks, represent a security threat that has 
to be removed? Do buildings have to be de-
signed with less glazing due to fragmentation 
damage in bomb blasts? On the positive side, 
the provision of secured vehicle exclusion 
areas, slowing of vehicle speeds, deflected 
vehicle paths rather than straight roads, and 
barriers to vehicles by ditches or landscaped 

banks, provide security benefits and can offer 
creative design opportunities. 

One wonders at the urban legacy of our 
time and how it will be viewed in decades to 
come. Could disgust at terrorist acts become 
so universal, security so smart and effective 
and normal political avenues more avail-
able, so as to eliminate the need to design 
for security? That is not the world as we face 
it. A point that urban designers and security 
experts would probably agree is that the best 
answers are not found in complex technologi-
cal solutions. The best solutions are often 
the simplest, involve imaginative design and 
respond to individual site circumstances.

• Tim Hagyard
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In our Summer issue, we looked back at 

the past ten years as a period of great 

improvement in the quality and understanding 

of urban design. The influence and impact of 

CABE were undoubtedly one of the causes 

of the improvement. It is therefore sad and 

worrying to hear that the government is 

withdrawing some or all of CABE’s funding. 

CABE had its detractors, particularly those 

groups or individuals that were criticised 

by it, probably a sign that it was doing a 

good thing. Perhaps it had grown too much, 

had become bureaucratic and lost some 

of its original spark. But even those that 

criticised CABE may live to miss it and regret 

the changes. Above all the reduction or 

withdrawal of funding symbolises an attitude 

and sends the message that design is not 

important, that it is a luxury that we cannot 

afford. The truth is that we cannot afford bad 

design.

The sadness and worrying situation is 

compounded by the declarations of contenders 

wanting to take on some of CABE’s roles: a 

body entirely controlled by architects could 

not have the same wide and objective outlook; 

whilst handing the functions to the Princes’ 

Foundation would be a retrograde step, 

whatever the declarations of its director may be.

Sustainability was at the core of CABE’s 

campaigns, and is the subject of this issue’s 

topic: Wendy Shillam has gathered articles 

covering different approaches to good practice 

in sustainable development developed for 

Whitehill Bordon, one of the few British Eco-

towns that is still going ahead. The French 

approach to climate change, the ÉcoCités 

programme, is presented by Kathryn Anderson 

whilst Michael Hebbert gives a scientific 

overview reminding us of the long historic 

connection between climate and city planning. 

This issue also includes six public sector 

urban design initiatives shortlisted for the 

Francis Tibbalds award. The very encouraging 

number and quality of entries for this award 

also reflects CABE’s influence; we can only 

hope that the next few years will not see a 

decline in the quality and quantity of entries.

This is a new year and we cannot end in 

gloom. The UDG has had an excellent year with 

a successful conference and well attended 

events throughout the country. Happy 2011 to 

all urban designers!

• Sebastian Loew

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DESIGN 
WITHOUT CABE?

Urban Design for 
Developing Cities
The Gallery, London, 
13 October 2010

After a hard day’s graft in the office you’d 
have been forgiven for feeling disheartened 
when hearing a statement like ‘however 
much we’ve learned, it doesn’t seem to find 
its way back into practice’. But somehow the 
discussion that surrounded the topic of ur-
ban design in developing cities, evolved into 
an evening of soul searching for the urban 
designers present, with the stark social reali-
ties of cities in the developing world bringing 
the impact of urban masterplanning into 
sharp focus.

First up, an exploration of Space Syntax’s 
work in Jeddah, Saudia Arabia. Ed Parham 
gave a fascinating pictorial and analytical 
tour of the city. He questioned the attraction 
and success of planned versus unplanned 
settlements. The presentation highlighted 
the importance of the scale of analysis, and 
how different parts of the city can appear 
successful at one scale but entirely dysfunc-
tional at another. The analysis illustrated 
the superficial success of Jeddah’s planned 
settlements at the city-wide scale, well 
connected by major routes and appropri-
ately ordered, compared to the unplanned 
settlements disconnection and isolation. But, 

zoom into the neighbourhood scale, and the 
picture reverses, the unplanned settlements 
displaying an appropriate natural hierarchy 
of internal routes and permeability. Space 
Syntax’s proposals aimed at achieving a 
sensitive approach to change across the city, 
with delicate adjustments to existing settle-
ments as well as substantial new extensions, 
bringing the best of the unplanned into the 
planned.

Tony Lloyd-Jones from University of 
Westminster, then provided a glimpse into 
both historical and contemporary master-
planning in Kaduna, Nigeria. The work of the 
Max Lock group, and its legacy organisation 
the Max Lock Centre, has been instrumental 
here; Tony was keen to stress the importance 
of evidence gathering and survey as the 
backbone to sensitive masterplanning. With 
little existing baseline data, an extensive 
survey has been essential to truly understand 
the factors at play, and at a basic level just 
simply to know the scale and population of 
neighbourhoods. Tony admitted the deeper 
one digs, the more complicated it gets, but 
insisted this was no excuse to shy away from 
the baseline stage.

The last speaker, Prof Nabeel Hamdi, 
Oxford Brookes University, described himself 
as both a ‘development practitioner’ and 
an ‘urban acupuncturist’. His talk contained 
some sharp messages for urban designers, 
based on his experience in Africa. It was clear 
these messages had equal application to 
masterplanning closer to home – particularly 
when considering local consultation and 

engagement. The degree to which we allow 
areas to emerge or consciously design them 
was a core area for discussion. Prof Hamdi’s 
solution was one rooted in local engagement 
and enablement. His message: development 
practitioners should stop being providers (of 
designs) and instead be enablers. 

Whilst the discussion focused on the 
detail of the specific cities referenced in the 
talks, the overriding messages listeners will 
have left with are how can we ensure that 
everything we learn about places translates 
into sensitive and more organic designs 
rather than a big designed vision? Should we 
act more as facilitators, enabling local com-
munities to bring about their own solutions 
rather than the ultimate problem solvers we 
perhaps see ourselves as? 

• Jane Manning

↑ Unplanned settlement in Jeddah, 
Courtesy of Ed Parham, Space Syntax
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Urban design on 
the Edge: UDG 
Conference 2010 
Leeds, 21 – 23 October 2010

The UDG conference in Leeds– the last was 
held here in 1996 – occurred at a critical 
time for urban design, as the decision to 
close down CABE had just been made. On 
the Thursday evening, the work of Yorkshire 
Forward, one of the regional agencies already 
destined for abolition, was described by Jan 
Anderson who gave the background to Town 
Team undertaken in about ten towns. This 
work was strongly related to that of the USA 
UDAT programme (see UDQ 49): the combina-
tion of professional groups and community 
involvement has led to positive changes 
as illustrated by projects in Doncaster and 
Calder Valley. The main day of the confer-
ence included papers extolling the benefits 
of local involvement as well as describing the 
Leeds situation and specific papers on shared 
space, high street regeneration and the eco-
movement.

SHARED SPACE
For those who hadn’t visited Ashford before 
(see UD 112), Mike Martin of Whitelaw Turk-
ington provided a context rather different 
to Jeremy Clarkson’s reported off-the-cuff 
remarks. This enabled an understanding of 
the existing situation and the shortcomings of 
the one-way ring road changing to a struc-
ture that provided for the significant growth 
in dwellings and employment. An integrated 
team with a strong philosophy engaged with 

the public and achieved the largest shared 
surface scheme in the UK, a new junction on 
the motorway and better public transport 
and parking facilities. The lessons were: using 
a design team including public champions, 
and the integration of art, environment and 
engineering to achieve reduced speeds, fewer 
accidents, better air quality and civilised 
streets. 

BACkGROUND TO LEEDS
Rachael Unsworth examined the situation in 
Leeds where, in common with other cities of 
its size, a large number of high density inner 
city apartments have been built and high lev-
els of occupancy are still being achieved. Her 
article on Leeds, written with Lindsay Smales 
(one of the hosts of the event) and distrib-
uted at the conference, provided a useful 
overview of the planning situation in the city 
since the 1970s when Patrick Nuttgen’s his-
tory of the city, Leeds: The Back to Front, In-
side Out, Upside Down City described a place 
that was difficult to read and understand. 
Much has changed since then as the river has 
been rediscovered and city living has been 
promoted.

Gordon Carey of Carey Jones Architects 
described the way Wellington Place propos-
als had been developed: a collaborative team 
of architects together with the City Council, 
had produced a proposal that acknowledged 
the history of the site, adopted sustainable 
principles including the importance of day-lit 
public space and created a flexible frame-
work which, in the current situation, had to 
respond to reduced demand for specific uses. 
In the event, some temporary uses had been 
introduced before future development would 
occur, possibly at a lower density and a dif-
ferent mix of uses.

John Levy and Paul Truman spoke about 
the role of the developer, Land Securities, in 
the Trinity Quarter area, a key site between 
the rail station and the Arcade Quarter in 
the city. They emphasized the sustainability 
aspects of the development and how the 
blocks of the project related to the historic 
background. Matt Quayle of Turley Associates 
reviewed the changing shape of the city in re-
sponse to economic conditions – the centre, 
the transition zone and the fringe. Pre-reces-
sion, the centre was expanding outwards and 
the density increasing. Today the centre has 
slowed down and there is decreased demand 
for the fringe, but the transition zone’s future 
is uncertain. One possibility is that more of it 
could be used for parkland as happened for 
instance in Detroit.

John Thorp, the Leeds Civic Architect 
who had given the UDG Kevin Lynch lecture 
in 2009 (see www.urbannous.com/urban-
design-group.htm), stitched these various 
contributions together by describing the 
creative design process. His length of time in 
the city, over 15 years as Civic Architect and 
his relationship with key city councillors over 
this period, allowed him to make a significant 
contribution to the form of the city. Leeds 
was one of the areas supported by Yorkshire 
Forward funding which enabled Koetter Kim 
to provide an input into the way the city cen-
tre could change and from which John Thorp 
developed further ideas as a preliminary to 
development.

On the Saturday tour, examples of his 
work could be seen in the Millennium Square, 
created out of a surface car park and unpre-
possessing surroundings, as well as the space 
in front of the railway station and the devel-
opment of Granary Wharf. During the confer-
ence the announcement was made that the 
Broadcasting Place development, an example 
of his involvement in city development, was 
the winner of an international award for tall 
buildings (Architects Feilden Clegg Bradley).

SELF SUSTAINING POSSIBILITIES
Duncan Ecob referred to the five Eco-
developments still on the cards. The 1983 
Brundtland statement remains the standard 
by which most are assessed with the newer 
sustainability level for homes giving a specific 
edge to such aspirations. The Transition 
Towns idea may still provide a way forward 
for communities outside the eco-develop-
ment definition.

Joanne Cave raised the issue of high 
streets under threat and how urban design 
could cope with this. She explained David 
Lock’s practice approach in Worcester: their 
proposal breaks down barriers, creates links 
to the river, provides a link from the station 
to the centre and embraces the medieval 
core. Despite or because of the downturn, 
she maintained that there is never a better 
time than now to produce master plans, that 
the pedestrian experience should still be 
the priority and that a spatial and economic 
development strategy is the key to sustained 
regeneration.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Pam Warhurst demonstrated how changes 
can be achieved from the bottom up in the 
Edible Incredible project: the image was of 
a Trojan Horse using the common language 
of food to change the future. Todmorden has 
17,000 people, 15 allotment areas and an 
indoor and outdoor market. Pam showed that 
there is an immense resource to be tapped 
as there is both public and private land 
available and underused. The project started 
through seed and plant swaps and propagan-
da gardens. For the town, it has meant new 
means of marketing, Todmorden cheese has 
been produced and raised beds have been 
introduced in many previously unconsidered 
locations.

Noha Nasser reflected on the changing 
emphasis in urban design from the macro-
scale of physical development to the massive 
micro: lots of small-scale changes with 
the opportunity for empowerment and the 
potential for communities, with the active 
involvement of local people finding a base for 
collective action. She described the Sense of 
Place project which asked three questions: 
what do you do or experience locally? what 
are your dreams? what will you pledge to do? 

Community rapporteurs were involved to 
increase interaction in the area and achieve 
pledges. She showed various applications of 
this approach such as Youth Projects, Life-
time Neighbourhoods and an Inter-Cultural 
House. Some of these ideas were expressed 
in a film using dreams to drive thoughts 
and create a sense of place, using local 
champions to run with the project. The links 
between the Todmorden project and this ap-
proach to community involvement was very 
clear. Todmorden had shown what could be 
done and Noha had applied those principles 
in a different situation. 

At the end of the morning session Pen-
nine Lancashire promoted their new 60 page 
publication (62) which illustrates competi-
tion entries for six spaces within six towns 
in their area: Accrington. Bacup, Blackburn, 
Burnley, Clitheroe and Nelson. Three UDG 
practice members were part of winning 
teams. The book is available from Pennine 
Lancashire for £20.

A paper was presented on the Skills Ac-
tion Partnership, an initiative in which the 
UDG played a significant role when the initial 
report Mind the Skills Gap was prepared 
in 2007. This was seeking to improve the 

delivery of housing and regeneration to 
ensure sustainable communities through 
re-examining place-making skills. There was 
insufficient time to discuss the implications 
of this partnership which should certainly 
find ways to develop an interdisciplinary ap-
proach rather than just looking to post-grad-
uate training to modify what might already 
have been learned.

The conference also provided an op-
portunity for representatives of four of the 
courses listed in the UDG’s Education Index 
to contribute to a discussion on urban design 
education. This will hopefully lead to a spe-
cific event in Spring 2011 in which all courses 
can take part. The objective of such an event 
would include considering the role that the 
UDG should or could play in education, and 
how courses could benefit from each other.
Sponsors for the conference included Turley 
Associates and Anglia Ruskin University with 
accommodation provided by Leeds Metro-
politan University. The wide range of topics 
and the opportunity to see what had been 
happening in Leeds together with the evening 
dinner at Club LS1 combined to make the 
conference a very successful event.

• John Billingham

← Broadcasting House, 
Leeds (Architects Feilden
Clegg Bradley).

kevin Lynch Annual 
Lecture
The Gallery, London,  
17 November 2010

Sir Richard MacCormac gave the annual Kevin 
Lynch lecture on Density, Typology and Place 
before a packed audience. In the age of ‘wow’ 
factor and star architecture, it was refreshing 
to experience his consistent search for qual-
ity which builds on the best of the past while 
fostering longevity, stability and durability, 
the French word for sustainability. Judging 
from the competitions he did not win, his 
work may have been too subtle for a brash 
post-modern culture. Instead of tower blocks 
he proposes a continuation and refinement of 
the existing urban grain, pavilions, terraces 
and small blocks,yet his schemes achieve 
the same density as the modernist high 
rise dreams of Le Corbusier and his follow-
ers. Contrary to isolated islands, such as 
the Unité d’Habitation which has nothing in 
common with its surrounding urban grain, his 
schemes include user friendly open spaces 
forming a continuum between private, in-
termediate and public realm, and blend into 
the existing neighbourhoods. On brownfield 
sites, he reinstates an urban structure at the 
human scale while responding to the con-
straints of high land prices and commercial 
considerations. He feels that his proposal for 
the regeneration of Spitalfields market has 
prevented outright demolition and influenced 

the realised scheme, as it kept a mixture of 
existing uses and buildings while yielding to 
the pressures from the City. 

His architecture, urban design and 
landscaping are truly domestic, often in 
unsung suburbs. These places constitute the 
aspiration and life experiences of most urban 
residents and are rarely given the attention 
they deserve. Sir Richard also astutely tack-
les their almost intractable Achilles heel, the 
car and where to put it when it is not moving. 

His work rests on in-depth study to 
understand historic urban structures and 
how they are adapting constantly to new 
demands and lifestyles. Examples which 
inspired him are the Georgian squares where 
the surrounding terraces are separated by 
roads from the central gardens with their 
dual function of private communal space 
and public realm. The theme of combin-
ing privacy and intimacy with places for 
spontaneous encounter and communal uses 
shapes also his university campus designs. 
He thinks in three dimensions when he uses 
the ‘underground’ for collective purposes, 

lecture theatres, places for sports and leisure 
activities. There is fluidity between vertical 
and horizontal movements, aided by the way 
daylight is penetrating even dense assem-
blages of buildings and semi-public realm. 

During the discussion, his notion of semi-
public space was questioned on the basis 
that suburbanites dislike being overlooked. 
McCormac countered that the perception of 
privacy is clearly a subjective and cultural 
issue. His stance reflects his conviction that 
designers have to produce spaces for human 
conviviality to nurture true urbanity. This may 
become increasingly difficult when urban 
spaces are conceived as pure commodi-
ties which need to yield maximum profit. A 
comparison between the Booth map and an 
estate agent value map would be very reveal-
ing. The important question about urban de-
sign choices, the effects of atomising street 
and block structures over several decades 
and, in particular, whether reinstating pre-
post-modern street based urban living was 
feasible remained open for future debate. 

• Judith Ryser
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CABE 

StreetNorthWest 
tour of New East 
Manchester
26 August 2010

The first StreetNorthWest event took place in 
East Manchester and was run jointly with the 
RTPI North West Young Planners. The walk-
ing tour was guided by Lyn Fenton, a local 
Regeneration Consultant who has been at 
the forefront of the regeneration of this area 
of the city. Lyn delivered a very personal and 
inspiring account of her experiences.

The tour first took the group through the 
streets of Ancoats Urban Village, known as 
the world’s first industrial suburb, witness-
ing at first hand the restoration of listed mills 
into modern apartments and commercial 
space, within a setting of high quality public 
realm. The group took the opportunity to 
reflect on the quality of the shared surface 
design, which successfully prioritises pedes-
trian and cyclist movement and minimises 
vehicle speeds. Lyn discussed with the group 
the challenges that were faced in finding 
a solution that balanced both the require-
ments of English Heritage with the need for a 
robust, contemporary solution. 

Moving through the streets of Ancoats, a 
unique urban public art work by Dan Dubow-
itz entitled The Peeps, provided an insight 
into the area’s past. The Peeps consists of a 
number of well-concealed peepholes visible 

only by the brass casts in the wall. During 
restoration and clearance works, several 
objects were found such as a child’s shoe and 
old money in Murrays Mills, the largest and 
oldest mill in Manchester. This inspired Dan 
to do something similar but with a modern 
twist. He added peepholes that enable peo-
ple to see objects buried in the walls of the 
mill buildings. The charm of the art instal-
lation is in the notion that the community 
of Ancoats and passers-by simply discover 
these peepholes as they wander through the 
close-knit network of streets. 

At New Islington, Manchester’s Mil-
lennium Community, the tour observed an 
innovative solution to social housing design, 
Islington Square designed by FAT Architec-
ture and developed by Urban Splash. Despite 
dividing opinion within the group in terms of 
the appearance of the housing development, 
the group discovered that the selection of the 

design was unanimously chosen by the future 
residents. This highlighted the importance of 
collaboration with the local community and 
illustrated a successful, working example of 
the importance of involvement and empower-
ment through the regeneration process. 

An incredible few hours were concluded 
with a look inside Will Alsop’s Chips building 
and the opportunity to view both a one and 
two-bedroom apartment with spectacular 
views over the Ashton Canal to the iconic City 
of Manchester Stadium. From this vantage 
point, an appreciation of the progress that 
has been made over the past decade is in wit-
nessing the change of the landscape across 
this city centre neighbourhood. New neigh-
bourhoods are being created and hopefully 
progress will continue to be made with the 
coming of the Metrolink and the opportunity 
for direct connections to the city centre. 

• Emma Zukowski 

A vintage year for 
housing

Is the design quality of new homes and 
neighbourhoods finally on the rise? From the 
evidence of schemes which have secured a 
Building for Life standard this year, the an-
swer is yes. A record 55 schemes reached the 
national standard for well-designed homes 
and neighbourhoods. Most encouraging is 
that the UK is now clearly capable of deliver-
ing every type of housing well – even the 
archetypal massive multi-developer scheme 
which has almost never succeeded before.

For the first time, this year more than half 
of all the entries for a Building for Life stand-
ard achieved one. This means meeting 14 or 
more of the 20 criteria. The number which 
achieved the coveted gold standard almost 
doubled, from 12 last year to 20 this year. 

The winning schemes bust a number of 
myths. The first is that when a big house-
builder buys up a lot of land and parcels it 
off, it will always be too complicated and 
difficult to reach Building for Life standard. 
Fairfield Park at Stotfold in Bedfordshire 
achieved Gold with 1,200 homes built out 
over a number of years on a former hospital 
site. Credit is due to Central Bedfordshire 
Council for implementing the Master plan 
and design code which created a solid basis 
for a number of big traditional house builders 
to work together. They have created a place 
with a strong unified character and identity 
and most importantly, set a quality bench-
mark that can help with the development of 
the other such sites located all through the 
commuter belt around London.

The second myth busted this year is 
that smaller schemes find it more difficult to 
perform well against the Building for Life cri-
teria. Around a fifth of the standard achievers 
were schemes of less than 20 homes. Burnhill 
Green in Staffordshire, for instance, is just ten 
homes but still sets a benchmark for energy 
efficient rural development. The Cometa 
development in High Wycombe by Aston 
Homes, provides 12 new homes through an 

attractive and ingenious infill design. 
Density is also clearly not a factor in 

securing a Building for Life standard – the 
principles of good urban design and architec-
ture can apply equally across the range, from 
19 dwellings per hectare at Jarvie Close in 
rural Sedgeford to 564 dwellings per hectare 
at the Robinson Building in inner city Bristol, 
a converted 19th century warehouse building. 

The third myth nailed is that good design 
is a luxury which can only be afforded by 
top-end market rate developments, or an 
indulgence dependent on public subsidy. Half 
of the standard achievers were funded by a 
housing association, and 25 received some 
kind of public sector funding. Good practice 
can be delivered by both the public and pri-
vate sector development models.

Ashley Vale in Bristol (see UD 115 page 26) 
was the first self build development ever to 
achieve a Building for Life standard. Its lively 
mix of 32 homes provides a delightful sense 
of place. Local pioneers identified a former 
scaffolding storage site for development, 
rolled up their shirt sleeves and got on with 
building a new community tailored to their 
vision of a sustainable community. 

Other game changing schemes show how 
deprived areas can be transformed through 
housing-led regeneration. Stonebridge 
Hillside Hub in Harlesden is an exceptional 
scheme in north west London for a site that 
certainly needs one. In particular, the archi-
tects argued strongly that facilities needed to 
be housed in one building, to bring together 
different strands of the local community. In 
Plymouth (where no fewer than five schemes 
achieved Gold) Cargo Millbay combines busi-
ness space and homes in a scheme which 
sets a new bar for a challenging locality.

For architectural inventiveness, look no 
further than the T-shaped terraced houses at 
Be: Newhall. Designed by Alison Brookes and 
finished in sleek black shiplap, these houses 
square the circle between a reminiscence of 

the traditional materials and shapes of East 
Anglia and the ingenuity needed to create 
homes for 21st century life. 

Now that 222 schemes have achieved a 
Building for Life standard, it is time to take 
stock of the initiative: it has managed to bring 
quality to the forefront of the debate about 
new housing. It has raised awareness in the 
industry and encouraged a greater commit-
ment to best practice. But the increase in the 
number of good schemes is also due to the 
greater currency of Building for Life as a tool. 
Over the course of the last three years, more 
than 500 local authority planners, architects 
and urban design officers have been trained 
to use the 20 Building for Life criteria in as-
sessing proposed and completed housing 
developments. 

It was back in 2003 when CABE, the 
Home Builders Federation, the Civic Trust 
and Design for Homes first put their heads to-
gether on the best way to judge new housing 
schemes impartially. The aim was to drive up 
quality – which was pretty low at the time. 
It has been a long journey, but now nearly 
all of the top ten volume house builders are 
represented in 14 of the standard achieving 
schemes this year. Practice within the indus-
try is clearly changing, maybe in recognition 
of how quality can deliver a commercial 
dividend in a challenging market. 

So far 222 housing developments have 
achieved a Building for Life Standard. In a 
post-CABE era, we can only hope that the 
achievements of Building for Life continue to 
exert a strong influence, and housebuilders of 
all sizes continue to aim to create successful 
places.

• Dominic Church, Senior Policy Advisor at 
CABE, www.buildingforlife.org

A Design for Life
Gold Award justifies commitment 
to Building for Life training

The Government and the profession have 
endlessly searched for meaningful ways in 
which to measure the performance of Local 
Planning Authority (LPA) functions. Arbitrary 
determination timescales, housing comple-
tions, or brownfield land take-up (etc) – all 
have their shortfalls, are influenced by 
economic climate and can result in perverse 
outcomes, without actually measuring true 
service quality and the physical legacy of our 
decisions on the ground. It is for this reason 
that the recent rolling out of training by CABE 
in relation to Building for Life (BfL) was of 
particular interest.

At St Helens Council, we prioritised our 
modest training budget and sent all Devel-
opment Control officers and a number of 
Policy colleagues on this training, resulting in 
the achievement of 13 accredited assessors 
within the Authority. The use of BfL is now 
standard-practice through our pre-applica-
tion and Development Team protocol for all 
housing schemes of 10 or more units (and 

is a free service to developers). Some may 
be sceptical, but this is a valuable check-
list to ensure developments are considered 
comprehensively. 

A recent regeneration scheme developed 
in South Windle, St Helens, for the erection 
of 44 new affordable homes is now com-
plete and occupied, and has achieved a gold 
standard in relation the BfL assessment. This 
is a testament to the hard work and commit-
ment of all those involved at the pre-applica-
tion stage (local Registered Social Landlords, 
Council Officers, Brock Carmichael Archi-
tects, partner organisations and commu-
nity groups) in ensuring the design evolved 
through an iterative process, so that it met 
the aspirations of the local community.

The Building for Life accreditation is not 
simply another measurement of planning 
performance. The 20 criteria should add 
value, consistency and structure to both the 
LPAs and architect’s design review processes 
respectively. It necessitates partnership 
working with developers, to avoid adding to 
the already heavy burden of new regulations, 
codes, submission requirements, funding and 
viability pressures.

However, awards are always beneficial 
for public relations and local developer 
confidence. The BfL Assessment process also 

currently opens doors for HCA funding, which 
is likely to be one of the most persuasive 
arguments in its use. Whatever the future 
for CABE, St Helens will continue to use this 
valuable tool to promote, secure and recog-
nise better standards of design for all new 
residential development.

Postscript – St Helens are currently 
exploring ways in which to offer up the ac-
credited status of staff and their expertise 
as a service to other LPAs at a nominal fee 
(calculated on scale of development). 

• Stuart Barnes, 01744 676115,  
stuartbarnes@sthelens.gov.uk.

↖ Cargo Millbay, Plymouth
↑ Cometa, High Wycombe
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The Urban Design 
Interview:  
Emilie Pignon

What is your current job and how long have 
you been there?
I am a senior urban designer at Barton 
Willmore International in London. I have 
been working there since September 2007. 
Prior to this, I was an urban designer at PRP 
Architects. In my current job, I used to work 
mainly on UK schemes (masterplans, urban 
extensions, business parks, etc) but for the 
past 2 years I have been heavily involved in 
major strategic masterplans in France. Most 
of my work is now to help cities to deal with 
sustainability and what it means to them in 
terms of planning and design. 

Can you describe the path that you fol-
lowed to become an urban designer and 
what motivated you?
I started my studies with an undergradu-
ate course in geography at University, and 
followed this with a Masters in planning and 
urban project management in Paris. As with 
a lot of my fellow urban designer colleagues 
and friends, I was particularly interested in 
the urban scale, public spaces and urban 
projects – what shapes the space where we 
live. Unfortunately, not being an architect in 
France is a major issue to get an interesting 
job in design. I decided to move to the UK to 
do a Masters in Urban Design at the Bar-
tlett. I then got a job with BDP as a graduate 
urban designer where I was involved in major 
projects, which I really enjoyed.

What do you find exciting about your work?
The contact with people, the travels, the 
political issues, the work on the design, the 
team work..., basically everything is really 
exciting! The least exciting is certainly the 
slow pace of the decision making process in 
the public sector?

What do you think are the most important 
skills of an urban designer?
Communication (verbal and written), prob-
lem solving, patience and obviously good 
design skills. It is also more about being 
able to communicate ideas through simple 
diagrams than amazing 3D images. In most 
circumstances, a good dose of negotiation 
skills is also very important!

What would you like to be doing in ten 
years’ time?
Roughly the same as I’m doing now, but with 
more people to help! I quite like the very 
strategic scale and I am currently involved in 
the shaping of the future ecocities in France 
(see p.30). It’s very challenging and I hope to 
be working on it for a long time, and most of 
all, that something will come out of it and be 
visible in 10 years time!

As an urban designer, do you have a role 
model?
Kevin Lynch has inspired me throughout 
my studies and I’m still using his theory on 
mental representation of the space from 
The Image of the City in my work today. Also 
some French urbanists like François Asher 
and Bruno Fortier. I also admire the work of 
my colleagues!

If you were to recommend an urban design 
scheme or study (past or present) for an 
award, what would you chose?
The very successful transformation of Lon-
don’s South Bank from a grim and hidden 
place into a promenade and open air art 
exhibition space (see below). 

Where is your favourite town or city and 
why?
Like many people, I am very fond of the tradi-
tional urban fabric. In the past, we knew how 
to make cities work for people, as communi-
cation and sociability were the main driver. 
Unfortunately, money and individualism rule 

the city today – it is hardly surprising that 
so many schemes fail to fulfil the basics of 
good urban design. Therefore, any city with 
a vision, and money well invested in public 
spaces and good quality housing is a winner. 
I highly recommend Nantes in the West of 
France which is currently transforming itself 
from an ordinary city into a vibrant place 
thanks to very efficient management and 
heavy investments in culture and sustainabil-
ity. In London, it would be Hampstead and 
Fitzrovia for the village feel. 

Where is your most hated place and why?
To mirror the previous question, places with 
no soul such as retail parks or industrial 
zones on the edges of most urban areas are a 
disaster: no design, out of scale, disastrous 
for the environment, they are nasty places to 
go to and to work in...Why are local authori-
ties still investing in them? 
In London, it would be Vauxhall. Despite the 
new bus station, it’s still a messy place with 
the most horrible block of flats in London. 

What advice would you give to UD readers?
Get out there and take photographs! You 
know you always run after good images of 
public spaces with people enjoying them-
selves! Also not to rush into the physical 
representation of the space: it’s always good 
to work towards bold visions first. And finally, 
stay up to speed with the sustainable agenda; 
it’s moving fast and urban designers are key 
players in this field.

What should the Urban Design Group be 
doing now or in the future?
Continue to raise the profile of urban design 
as it is still a new profession that needs to be 
known by the public and politicians.

Finally, who would you like to see inter-
viewed by UD?
People with a vision of the 21st century city.

International

BLOCkBUSTER 
Dr Carl Smith imagines a more sustainable suburban fabric for Northwest Arkansas

The Summer 2010 edition of Urban Design 
addressed the challenge of re-imagining 
Britain’s suburbs for the 21st Century. 
This challenge is shared with the United 
States where suburban sprawl has 
emanated from the edge of towns and 
cities fragmenting the rural landscape, 
its ecologies and its visual character. 
Unlikely as it may seem to British readers, 
the challenge is especially acute in the 
Northwest corner of sleepy Arkansas. 
Since the mid-20th Century the area has, 
in fact, undergone astonishing growth and 
urbanization, focused on the Metropolitan 
Statistical Area of Bentonville, 
Fayetteville, Rogers and Springdale. The 
area has seen population increases several 
times that of other parts of the state, 
which remains predominantly rural. At the 
turn of the Century, Northwest Arkansas 
MSA was the 6th fastest growing area in 
the United States. Drivers for this influx 
include significant increases in student 
enrollment at the University of Arkansas 
in Fayetteville; the establishment of major 
corporate headquarters such as Wal-Mart; 
the region’s flourishing food-processing 
industries; and the development of 
up-market retirement communities. A 
recent projection by the University of 
Arkansas placed the region’s population at 
1 million by 2050, translating into nearly 
140,000 housing starts over the next forty 
years. 

Irrespective of the significant 
population increases outlined above, the 
cities of Northwest Arkansas are not, 

nor are likely to become highly urban in 
the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, in 
order to encourage regional sustainable 
development that balances population 
increase with protection of built and 
natural quality, these conurbations 
will need to tend towards greater 
compaction, with down-town infill and 
a retreat from the loose suburban fabric 
that has led to sprawl. Bentonville and 
particularly Fayetteville have been self-
critical of their existing suburban fabric, 
and have recognised the dangers of 
proceeding in the same manner, setting 
out an alternative scenario of downtown 
revitalisation and the creation of more 
walkable, transit-oriented, compact 
suburban neighborhoods through their 
current and future planning policies. 
These policies speak to the complimentary 
ideals of new urbanism (with its design 
focus) and smart growth (with its 
emphasis on planning policy). However, 
the research and professional literature 
warn that increases in residential density 
can be an emotive issue: the American 
public can, simultaneously, find the idea 
of sprawl unpalatable yet baulk at the idea 
of increased densities within their own 
neighbourhood.

In order to try and demonstrate to the 
public of Northwest Arkansas just what 
these future population increases might 
mean in terms of new house numbers 
and building density, I created the 
Blockbuster exhibit at two public locations 
in Northwest Arkansas: the sUgAR Art 

Gallery in Bentonville and the Blair Public 
Library in Fayetteville. In each, 25,000 
tiny wooden blocks were laid out across 
the floor, at a scale appropriate to create 
miniatures of average-sized two-storey 
homes at a density of 10 units per net-
acre (around 25 units per net-hectare). 
The number is the smallest projected 
housing start for any of the four cities 
(25,000 new units for Bentonville; 
37,500 for Fayetteville; 35,500 for 
Rogers; and 41,600 for Springdale). It 
has been suggested that 10 units per net 
acre provides homes with key desirable 
suburban characteristics: low rise single 
family detached homes with dedicated 
parking. It also meets the minimum 
requirements for light-rail transit, and 
makes a greater contribution to land 
preservation than current suburban 
densities in Northwest Arkansas (typically 
just 2 to 4 units per acre). On the other 
hand this fabric may well be contentious; 
it sits within the density range found, in 
the literature, to be wanting in terms of 
space around the home and privacy. This 
method of presenting scenarios for future 
growth originates from a 1990s exhibition 
by West 8 in the Netherlands – though 
there perceptions of suburban density 
were not the intention: it was illustration 
of the sheer number of houses that was 
emphasised. 

It is hoped that questionnaires 
completed by visiting members of the 
public will help clarify perceptions of this 
possible future fabric – both in terms of 
personal needs and broader community 
objectives such as preservation of green-
land and reduced service costs. This can 
then be used to help guide the cities’ 
planners and design teams about how 
future growth is couched and illustrated 
to the public. A side-benefit of the 
exercise has been the opportunity for 
urban design students, many from rural 
backgrounds with little experience of 
densities comparable to the UK or more 
urbanised areas of the US, to contemplate 
and experiment with housing fabric that 
achieves greater compaction. 

• Dr Carl Smith, CMLI, CNU, UDG Assistant 
Professor, Department of Landscape Architecture, 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas, 
72701, USA.

↖  A landscape student contemplates 
layout options for compact housing, 
Photograph by the author
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In 2003, Oslo Kommune adopted a master 
plan for the strategically important 
Bjørvika area located in the heart of the 
medieval centre of the city. Bjørvika 
is a redevelopment area of national 
significance and is part of the wider 
Fjordcity urban expansion that seeks to 
utilise Oslo’s strategically important fjord 
location to absorb development over 
the next decade. It represents a marked 
shift in Norway to an active strategy to 
attract investment and to make Oslo a 
city of international significance. Whilst 
the development of the area has had 
the support of a broad cross section of 
interests within the city, the inclusion of 
possible tall buildings in part of the area, 
and the potential impact of those upon 
the character of the city and particular 
built heritage designations, has attracted 
widespread concern. Any consensus over 
the redevelopment of Bjørvika as project 
of national importance has subsequently 
dissipated with increasing concern 
that politicians have been favouring 
development interests over built heritage 
concerns. 

PLANNING IN A FAST GROWING CITY
Oslo, a city of some 590,000 people, lies at 
the head of the Oslofjord in the south east 
of Norway. Whilst it spans a vast area and 
is characterised by a dispersed population 
at a low residential density compared to 
other European cities, in Norwegian terms 
it is relatively concentrated. The wider city 
region with more than 1.4 million people, 

is one of the fastest growing Scandinavian 
regions and is at the centre of one the 
most robust economies in the world, 
sustained by North Sea gas. 

The city lies in a natural amphitheatre 
at the head of the fjord and is framed 
by the water to the front and mountains 
to the rear, a context captured in the 
phrase ‘the blue, the green and the city 
in between’. The Bjørvika area is one of 
the most historically significant parts 
of the city in that it was here that the 
city was founded in the year 1000. 
Currently the area is used for transport 
related functions such as roads, the 
railway and port. There are complex 
problems awaiting any redevelopment: a 
main highway cuts off the city from the 
waterfront; the area is covered in fluvial 
deposits, polluted sediments, industrial 
pollution and landfills from the last 400 
years; and, parts of the area contain 
valuable archaeological remains from the 
medieval period. 

The traditional consensus-building 
which has previously characterised 
Norwegian planning has given way 
to a system of decision making which 
favours private interests over public 
good, and judges progress by the physical 
transformation of the city centre. The 
local planning regime therefore reflects 
this shift in focus with the result that 
decisions about built heritage protection 
are subsumed within wider concerns about 
regeneration. One other salient feature of 
Norwegian planning is that third parties 

are legally able to forward alternative 
proposals for sites and areas that must 
be considered by the Kommune in their 
deliberations over planning applications. 
As such, Norway has a highly developed 
sense of civic duty in planning where 
organisations such as Stiftelsen Byens 
Fornyelse become involved in the detail of 
planning proposals and actively suggest 
improvements to development projects. 

TALL BUILDINGS POLICIES
In Oslo, an executive city government 
is elected by a majority of the city 
council. The city government advances 
a political programme in urban 
development through the office of the 
Commissioner for Urban Development. 
The commissioner and department 
produce the relevant plan documents 
to guide development in the city. The 
Development Plan for Bjørvika-Bispevika-
Lohavn (2003) directs development 
within Bjørvika in order to fulfil the 
desire of the other higher-tier plans to 
create a vibrant waterfront in this area. 
It is this plan that suggests that a number 
of tall buildings may be appropriate 
in a block in between the waterfront 
and the Central Station originally 
called Barcode Row but now known 
as Opera-kvarteret (as well as lower 
density housing and office development 
elsewhere, parks and a school). In 
addition, a draft tall building strategy 
(Tall Buildings in Oslo: Principles for a 
Tall Building Strategy) was promoted 
at the same time. The strategy firstly 
defined tall buildings as those over 12 
storeys. Secondly, it suggested a number 
of nodes around which tall buildings 
should be encouraged. It was felt that 
these nodes would provide enough space 
for tall buildings whilst enhancing the 
city’s natural form and topography. 
A number of nodes were promoted 
through the document along Ring Road 
1 immediately to the north of the city 
centre, at Bjørvika on the waterfront, 
and at a number of transport nodes in 
the wider city. The strategy sought to 
characterise the city with respect to tall 
building impacts recognising where the 
landscape could successfully absorb tall 
buildings. The draft policy was taken by 
the Commissioner for Urban Development 
to the city council in 2003 but was voted 
down on the basis that it was overly 
accommodating to tall buildings, that 

THE BLUE, THE GREEN AND THE CITY IN BETWEEN
Michael Short describes the tensions between conservation and tall building 
development in Oslo

the character of Oslo would be adversely 
affected by the strategy and that the 
public had not had sufficient opportunity 
to comment on it. 

In the original tall building strategy, 
buildings at 25 storeys plus were proposed 
in Bjørvika. The people of Riksantikvaren 
(State Directorate for Cultural Heritage) 
were so horrified at this proposal that they 
visualised what the tall buildings might 
look like, forwarding them to the city 
government (who, it must be remembered, 
have a duty to consider third party 
proposals for development) and making 
them available to the wider public. The 
city government promptly placed a ceiling 
of 12 storeys on development in the area 
as a result of public concern. As it became 
clear however that a certain amount of 
floor space was required to pay for the 
clean up of the site and proposed services, 
the commissioner altered this ceiling to a 
maximum of 19 storeys. 

BJøRVIkA’S ExEMPTION
In response to further concern being 
expressed by Riksantikvaren and the 
public more generally, the Commissioner 
of Urban Development produced a 
position paper in 2005 entitled Tall 
Buildings in Oslo – A Strategy for Further 
Work which sought to summarise 
the policy situation in relation to tall 
buildings and propose a new strategy. 
This sought to limit the height of buildings 
across the city to under 42 metres or 12 
storeys except in Bjørvika: here, buildings 

over 12 storeys could be allowed, subject 
to specific development proposals being 
approved. In particular the commissioner 
wanted to create a skyline of varied 
height to reflect the city’s international 
importance. Bjørvika was exempt from 
the 12-storey limit precisely because of its 
national and international significance. A 
number of tall buildings up to 18 storeys 
are now under construction following the 
final approval of the development plan in 
2008.

Whilst the plans for the Bjørvika site 
were required to recognise the impact 
of development on the built heritage, in 
effect the architect-dominated Agency 
for Planning and Building along with the 
commissioner, were able to mould the 
detail of the plan away from the public eye 
and propose a number of tall buildings 
which had explicitly been rejected by the 

city council in responding to the proposed 
tall building strategy. In this way they 
have been able to maintain the amount of 
development in Bjørvika. The planning 
framework for Bjørvika reflects that the 
acceptance of tall buildings in the area 
has evolved to a so-called gentlemen’s 
agreement between developers and the 
city government. 

The architect-led planning regime sees 
physical growth as a way of promoting 
the city’s image across the world and 
absorbing enough development to 
continue Oslo’s economic boom. The 
political will exerted to promote Bjørvika 
was in direct opposition to the concern 
of a number of organisations about the 
impact of tall buildings in this location on 
the fabric of the city, and on the medieval 
remains in particular. 

CONCLUSION
An essentially modernist view of 
development, planning and conservation 
is apparent in the debate about tall 
buildings in Bjørvika, one that is 
particularly felt by those working in the 
conservation realm. The desire for an 
insular Norway to embrace modernity 
through the adoption of internationalist 
symbols of development – tall buildings 
that is – is seen as representing some sort 
of societal progress by the politicians. 
Planning therefore, is viewed as culturally 
recessive and part of the problem of the 
past, rather than part of the solution for 
the future development of the city, or 
indeed as a positive tool to manage change 
in the built environment.

• Dr Michael Short, Senior Lecturer in 
Urban Planning, Department of Planning and 
Architecture, University of the West of England

↙ Bjørvika: new tall buildings 
under construction to the 
right, Snøhetta’s Opera 
House in the centre-left © 
Magnus Rørvik Skjølberg, 
Dreamstime.com
↓ The blue, the green and 
the city in between © Einar 
Bog, Dreamstime.com

↓ Tall buildings under 
construction in Bjørvika 
in 2009 © Magnus Rørvik 
Skjølberg, Dreamstime.com
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COMMUNITY COHESION IN OUR LIVING 
ENVIRONMENTS
Yue Xu compares two places in China and Scotland for common lessons

Viewpoints

Like many industrial towns in the 19th 
century, Dundee on the east coast 
of Scotland, relied on a single large 
industry for much of its employment – in 
Dundee’s case, the jute textile industry. 
This provided employment for several 
generations of people, with neighbours 
and families sharing similar experiences 
from working in the same factory and 
industry. Later, a massive decline in 
the importance of this single industry, 
combined with other factors such as 
changes in family life and an increase 
in life expectancy have contributed to 
the loss of important social cohesion, 
leading to an increase in isolation and 
fragmentation of traditional networks of 
support.

In Zhenjiang, China, in recent years, 
the rapid construction programmes 
and demolition of traditional housing, 
accompanied by the increasing 
phenomenon of gated residential areas, 
has arguably led to a weakening of 
community cohesion in residential areas. 
‘We almost all lived in narrow streets 
or courtyards when we were young in 
the 1960s and 1970s’, the residents in 
the old residential area of Zhenjiang 
stressed, ‘we had food sharing traditions 
and we knew each other’. Although 
limited space led to the kind of cramped 
conditions that urban regeneration seeks 
to overcome, it did not restrict social 
activities. Most Chinese people believe 
that there used to be a strong sense of 
community and a good neighbourhood 
relationship. Today, the roomier and 
more pleasant living environments of 
new housing has weakened this sense 
of neighbourhood, and it seems more 
difficult to make genuinely friendly and 
liveable spaces in modernised urban 

environments. Professor Shan Ding, Dean 
of the College of Art and Design at Nanjing 
Forestry University, has pointed out that 
the key factors in developing socially 
cohesive housing are: encouraging better 
neighbourhoods, improving safety, and 
fostering the sense of belonging in a living 
community. 

In both cities, cheap transport allowing 
longer commutes to work and for 
shopping, the stress of everyday life, and 
– ironically – the development of different 
forms of communication such as email and 
text messaging make people less socially 
(personally) interactive. The majority of 
interactions and necessary activities are 
conversely private: community spirit may 
exist mentally but not in practice. ‘We (a 
family) love the feeling of cohesion, but 
lack a platform’ (quote from an interview 
in Zhenjiang). The need for face-to-face 
interaction with what is termed our 
primary group involves sympathy and 
mutual identification. However, primary 
relationships are being replaced by 
secondary relationships (Park, 1925) 
which revolve more around expressions of 
‘me and I’.

Yet, there is no precise definition of 
community cohesion. The UK Home 
Office describes community cohesion 
as important to the success of strategies 
and initiatives which aim to improve the 
quality of people’s lives (Home Office, 
2003), as the table shows. 

CHANGES IN DUNDEE AND 
ZHENJIANG
As is common with many organically 
developing cities, Dundee has seen growth 
inland from its riverside. From the 14th 
to 18th Centuries, institutions such as the 
church formed the focus of city life and 

much of the growth centred on them. By 
the 20th century, with the rapid increase 
in car usage, a growing population, and 
more council housing, more attractive and 
higher quality environments were built 
to suit changing needs. The population 
moved further away from the city centre 
leading to the creation of distinct and 
remotely connected communities. 
Attempts at town planning led to many 
historical sites being demolished and 
replaced by tall tower blocks, leaving the 
centre of Dundee a sad shell of its past.

Now that old industries are being 
replaced by medical, bioengineering 
and creative industries, the old city of 
Dundee is regenerating. New residential 
projects are based on the original layout 
of streets, reusing existing structures, 
bringing residents back into the centre. 
Projects in Dundee feature off-street 
parking, colourful street furniture, tidy 
pavements and green spaces and, unlike 
the demolition-focused interventions of 
the 1950s-1970s, retain memories of the 
past.

Across the globe in China, two thousand 
years of carefully planned communal 
neighbourhoods have now largely 
disappeared and those that remain will 
soon be gone: more districts in Zhenjiang 
will face huge changes in coming years 
due to the growing population and the 
regeneration of the city. Even the most 
symbolic of matters becomes important: in 
the recent reconstruction of Zhenjiang, 43 
old street names were removed. Residents 
argue that these names are important: 
some of them date back to classical 
times. Meanwhile, there is an increased 
tendency towards gated communities; the 
sales summary for Zhenjiang commercial 
residential buildings show that the ten 

Viewpoints

biggest building projects from May 
2007 to February 2009 were all gated 
residential areas. The separation between 
these and common areas go against the 
principles of community cohesion.

The Central-Life District in Zhenjiang 
occupies 460,000m2 of land and 
includes approximately 5,300 houses 
and flats, making a large relatively 
low-density area. The project includes 
residents-only services – a kindergarten, 
medical centre and recreation centre, 
and a tropical environment – but living 
there is expensive; by March 2010, only 
1,000 houses and flats had been sold. 
The whole landscape is new, unrelated 
to its surroundings, and with very few 
people in this large and unfamiliar living 
environment, residents have retreated.

TESTING COMMUNITY COHESION IN 
DUNDEE
As part of my personal research, three 
studies were carried out in Dundee to 
examine community cohesion (picture-
based interviews, descriptive interviews 
and focus group). The first two revealed 
that history and tradition (eg. gardening), 
meaningful identity (eg. architecture), 
and attractive open spaces for interaction 
were felt to contribute a great deal 
towards people’s sense of belonging to 
where they lived. The need for space for 
walking, cycling, and jogging, playgrounds 
for children, safe environments, 
beautiful, changing landscapes and, 
more practically, parking access are also 
important in a living environment. 

However the studies highlighted 
some other issues: firstly, the isolation of 
different activities (for example separate 
play areas, restricting cycling near 
pedestrians) causes the separation of 

different groups and consequently reduce 
interaction among residents. Secondly, 
community cohesion could be better 
promoted by taking into account issues 
of need, influence and the right to fair 
access to the living environment, through 
a process of co-creation (countering the 
usual lack of residents’ involvement). 

The third study took the form of direct 
intervention, involving the creation of 
mini-gardens or the concept of guerrilla 
gardens. Guerrilla gardens often happen 
at night, with a vegetable or flower 
garden being laid by activists on waste or 
unkempt land. In contrast to the secretive 
nature of their inspiration, these gardens 
are open and get the local community 
involved as was the case in Leaf Street in 
Hulme, Manchester. The spontaneous, 
self-organised and relatively secretive 
nature of guerrilla gardening was used 
in a structured way to make an attractive 
space for residents. A pilot mini-garden 
was implemented by a group of residents 
in Blyth Street, Dundee with different 
groups of residents joining in to make 
it happen. Residents suggested that it 
could also be multi-functional, fulfilling 
the needs of residents and benefiting 
the social, economic and environmental 
needs of the community in the future. 
The reaction from the Community Action 
Group which has responsibility for this 
area has been very positive. From this brief 
intervention, it is clear that something 
as simple as gardening could have a huge 
impact in promoting community cohesion 
in residential areas. 

CONCLUSION
It is clear that the development of 
residential areas in Zhenjiang needs to 
proceed more respectfully, as in Dundee, 

and consider the needs of residents. 
Attractive open spaces are needed to 
create pleasant and safe environments, 
increasing interaction and equality. 
Secondly, the rapid destruction process 
should get residents motivated to get 
involved; Zhenjiang should also consider 
the process of reconstruction, making 
full use of existing streets and buildings, 
perhaps as recreation and cultural centres. 
History and memory should be preserved 
so that the gap between generations is not 
so wide and hard to overcome. Thirdly, 
a well-designed environment would be 
easier for people to adopt and become 
familiar with in a shorter time. This could 
help new residential areas to mature more 
rapidly. Multi-functional open spaces are 
worth considering, as they can be used 
to promote more public communication 
among primary groups of families and 
neighbours. Finally, a type of organised 
guerrilla gardening should be explored in a 
systematic way to create attractive spaces 
based on the traditions of gardening, even 
in larger spaces, to make public spaces 
for people to use and share experiences 
through multi-functional and crossover 
activities. 

This short paper has described initial 
findings and observations based on a year-
long design research project carried out 
at the University of Dundee as part of my 
MA studies. The idea was to encourage 
residents to get involved and to promote 
‘guerrilla gardens’ which Dundee City 
Council has now authorised.

• Yue Xu, Master of Design student, Duncan of 
Jordanstone College of Art & Design

↙↙ The new residential ‘central-life’ district in 
Zhenjiang
↙ Mini-garden created by residents, Dundee 2010
↓ The changing of the primary group and the 
secondary relation in residential area
↘ Table: Principles of community cohesion (Home 
Office 2003, DCLG, 2009)

Principle Issues and Methods

Share a sense of belonging, interaction and 
identification

Platform of getting to know the history of the living 
environment
Meaningful identity

Diversity of people appreciated and positive values Platform for communication
Multi-functional

Similar life opportunities: rights and responsibilities Safe(light/ layout/ function) place for exercises
Beautiful attractive environment and adaptability to 
changing

Strong and positive relationships are being 
developed

Place made according to the needs and traditions
Sharing and attractiveness

Understanding CC locally History and tradition/ Living the whole life 
Get people involved in the design process

Encourage CC in both target action and delivery of 
service

Service (inter community: grocery/ intra community: 
maintenance, delivery and mailman etc.)
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I like to cycle to work, but on a wet winter’s day it 
is very easy to weaken and jump in the car instead. 
However the imperative for all of us to reduce 
our collective carbon footprint is immediate. The 
eco-town programme aims to show how a whole 
town can approach these issues together rather 
than leaving the challenge to individuals working 
without community support. 

THE WHITEHILL BORDON ECO-TOWN
In 2009 Whitehill Bordon was selected as one 
of four towns in England to spearhead the eco-
town principles. Last year, an updated PPS1 was 
published outlining ambitious targets for these eco-
town developments.

Whitehill Bordon is an existing town of 
approximately 16,500 population, at the edge of the 
new South Downs National Park and surrounded 
by fine landscape, including some internationally 
important breeding sites for ground-nesting birds. 
The Wealden Heathlands were originally sandy 
pastures which, in many cases, have suffered from 
encroachment of forest. This gives the town one of 
its unique qualities, an urban place built within the 
forest.

The fundamental issue for Whitehill Bordon 
is how to manage the expected vacation of the 
army garrison. The work we are doing now is the 
culmination of more than six years of engagement 

with the local community, since the Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) announced its intention to move 
defence training from the Bordon Garrison to St 
Athan in South Wales. This will free-up over 230ha 
of land, large portions of which is brownfield. 
The loss of the MoD, the town’s major employer 
will cause economic and commercial stress if the 
transition is not well managed.

The challenge is to use this development 
opportunity as a catalyst for regeneration. The 
Master plan published in June 2010 identifies how 
a viable mixed-use development would provide 
effective regeneration of the town, enhance 
community facilities, provide a new town centre 
and generate new and diverse employment. The 
eco-town designation has brought with it funding 
of over £9M which is being used to deliver the 
current programme of community projects, 
demonstration schemes and masterplanning. 
We are looking with particular interest at actions 
based on modest capital investments, which 
can start to reduce the town’s carbon footprint 
immediately. 

The development must bring benefits to the 
existing population, to the new community of say, 
10,000 people, and also to the rural hinterland of 
parishes which account for another 25,000 people. 
This adds up to a total of over 50,000 people who 
could benefit from the project. 

Planning for climate change requires a variety of approaches. In the last 

article of this topic, Professor Michael Hebbert shows how science and 

urban design are now coming together to deal with the challenge. In Britain 

the Eco-towns programme launched in 2007 was for a while the flagship of 

the previous government. But following substantial controversy, only four 

of 15 short-listed sites were given funding. The example of Whitehill Bordon 

is the main subject of this issue. A different approach has been taken in 

France where eco-neighbourhoods and eco-cities are being financed by 

the government as described by Kathryn Anderson.

In order to plan for an exemplary Eco-town in Whitehill Bordon we 

recognise that we are working at the very forefront of science. Even though 

it is generally thought that Germany and the Netherlands are well ahead, 

the technologies and ideas related to low carbon living are advancing so 

fast that we cannot merely copy from good practice abroad. No single team 

or exemplar eco-town would ever have all the answers for Whitehill Bordon. 

In East Hampshire, a dedicated team of specialists including planners, 

economists, engineers and technologists, has been set up, offering 

an exceptional set of skills. These people work for the project as staff, 

consultants and advisors. Selected members of that multi-disciplinary team 

have written the following articles. 

Gary Grant, the team ecologist for AECOM during their Master plan work, 

covers the challenge of achieving a net increase in biodiversity, one of 

our stated targets. Sue Riddlestone, chief executive of the entrepreneurial 

charity BioRegional, was part of a DCLG panel which challenged all the 

eco-town proposals. She has more recently helped us hone our target of 

reducing the whole-town carbon footprint. Stephanie Beggs is a member 

of staff and an expert in helping people reduce their water usage. Paul 

Ciniglio is a consultant to the project and also the sustainability and 

innovation manager at the housing association Radian Group.

As project manager for the Whitehill Bordon eco-town project, part of my 

role is to bring these strands together and create a balanced and holistic 

approach to the eco-town delivery. I have chosen to talk about behaviour 

change because it cuts across everything that we do. With community 

support, interest and understanding, we are confident that a truly 

sustainable development can be achieved. Everyone on the team wants to 

create something that benefits the existing people of Whitehill Bordon as 

well as those who will live, work in or visit the eco-town in the future.

• Wendy Shillam

ARE YOU REALLY, 
REALLY GREEN?

THE CHALLENGE OF GOING 
GREEN
Wendy Shillam gives an overview of the issues faced 
in planning an eco-town

↑ Artist’s impression of a 
Whitehill Bordon
neighbourhood. Courtesy 
AECOM
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the town. These are both schemes of modest value. 
Other models of behaviour change look at the 

process by which a behaviour might be encouraged. 
The transtheoretical model has identified five 
different stages relating to a person’s readiness to 
change:
•  Pre-contemplation
•  Contemplation
•  Preparation
•  Action
•  Maintenance

The strength of personalised travel planning is that 
it can be tailored to provide people at different 
stages with different information, encouragement 
or incentives. However maintenance of a behaviour 
is important, and possibly the hardest part of 
the process. We are also hoping to design new 
wi-fi enabled bus stops which can beam real-time 
information to people via their mobile phones. We 
hope that this will help to encourage maintenance 
of the bus habit. 

INCENTIVES
Once people have started on a new path, many 
actions can be taken to help prevent a lapse. The 
limitations of some behaviour change models 
have been their reliance on threats rather than 
incentives. Consider the advertisements that warn 
us about flu pandemics: they can be pretty scary. 
But it seems that people react better to incentives 
and positive peer-pressure than to threats.

Keeping up good intentions can be difficult 
for anyone. Lapses are strongly associated with 
emotional and physiological factors, such as limited 
coping measures, social pressure, interpersonal 

For Whitehill Bordon the overriding green 
ambitions include
•  Whole town carbon neutrality by 2036
•  Reduction in car use to 25 per cent by 2036
•  Water neutrality
•  Net gain in biodiversity

SMARTER CHOICES
In transportation the term smarter choices has 
been used for some time where behaviour change is 
encouraged in an effort to achieve modal shift. This 
has been shown to be very cost effective in some 
cases. For example, personalised travel planning 
undertaken in a pilot study in the neighbouring 
town of Winchester, showed that 203 people could 
save approximately 186,000 miles of car travel per 
year, with simple interventions. 

Personalised travel planning is an example 
of using Learning Theory: the principle is that if 
people are encouraged to change their behaviour, 
for example take the bus instead of their car, over 
time they will learn this new behaviour. However 
the success of the programme is not wholly related 
to learning new behaviours. People need to feel 
that there are benefits which accrue to their new 
behaviour and they need to have confidence in the 
public transport system. An access study completed 
a few years ago in Whitehill Bordon showed that 
perception of the quality of the bus services differed 
widely between those that did use the bus (who 
were generally satisfied with the reliability of the 
services), against those who did not use buses (and 
considered them generally unreliable). 

At present we are setting up systems which will 
provide residents with far better information about 
the bus services as well as car-share options within 

GETTING TO THE GRASS ROOTS
In a busy community, public meetings and special 
exhibitions only attract the usual suspects. Our 
new public engagement strategy aims to piggy-
back local events which are guaranteed to attract 
a wider audience. For example, in 2008 the 
commencement of the Master plan process was 
launched at the town’s firework display, an event 
which attracts a wide range of families; more 
recently we have built Father Christmas’s Eco-
grotto for the town’s Christmas Fair (sponsored 
by several private companies). On some projects 
such as the retrofitting schemes, we are asking 
selected residents to make a diary, so that they can 
record how the physical improvements that have 
been made to their homes might influence their 
awareness in other areas a well.

USING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
We have a high proportion of young people in the 
town, with 25 per cent of the population being 
under 16 at the last census. So, special efforts have 
been made to engage them via more modern media: 
a dedicated website which we manage ourselves 
very cheaply using generic blog technology (www.
whitehillbordon.com); a Facebook page and 
messages on Twitter. As the town can boast three 
rare ground-nesting birds in its environs, tweeting 
seems a very appropriate form of communication! 
We are also about to set up Phase 1 of a free Wi-Fi 
grid that aims to eventually cover the entire town.

ECOLOGICAL APPROACHES
Another theory of behaviour change is that people 
will make changes if options are made available to 
them. This can be seen with the increase of cycling 
once cycle routes are installed, or the reduction in 

conflict, limited social support, low motivation 
and stress. Thus if we want to encourage people 
to change their habits we must look holistically at 
how the socio-economic factors of regeneration 
are linked together. East Hampshire District 
Council’s stated mission is ‘Improving People’s 
Lives’. We recognise that better access to jobs, 
health care, education and facilities will all make 
changing habits easier, because it will make the 
community stronger. 

For example, we are using our funding to 
appoint four community workers within the 
town. They will focus on retrofitting, community 
groups, youth, transport and biodiversity. This 
provides us with a strong conduit to provide 
information, but will also help us gain a richer 
understanding of the needs of local people. Many 
in the town are passionate about increasing 
biodiversity, and projects linked to improving the 
green infrastructure have been popular. The new 
allotments are already over-subscribed.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
We have found that the children in Whitehill 
Bordon are our greatest allies. In fact some of the 
primary and infant schools have monitors who are 
called ‘Eco-warriors’. Their task is to monitor the 
use of energy in the school and to encourage their 
peers to save energy. It is the community itself who 
will dictate the pace and the modes of behaviour 
change which it considers most important. In 
consultation about the design of eco-houses with 
these children we have been impressed by the level 
of understanding that they possess. The children 
go home and talk to their parents and so the 
message filters into the adult population.

Engagement with the community and finding 
local champions is very important. Within any 
community there will be the so-called early 
adopters who will be keen and enthusiastic to try 
out new ideas. We need to deliver the message 
that green=cool: events like recycled fashion 
shows, a soap-box (no petrol) Derby and others for 
international car-free day, are being considered. 

From the start we have benefited from the 
involvement of a series of Policy Advisory Groups: 
made up principally of local people, these have 
focused on particular issues such as housing, 
environment, infrastructure, sport and recreation, 
and business. They have acted as critical friends 
to the project, recommending changes and 
modifications to policies. In addition they have 
become very useful conduits for us to provide 
detailed information about specific issues, which 
can then be cascaded to the wider community. The 
presence of such groups is invaluable to a process 
such as this.

People need to feel that there are 

benefits which accrue to their new 

behaviour and they need to have 

confidence in the public transport 

system

↑ Whitehill Bordon master 
plan by AECOM

↑ Ecowarriors help 
spreading the message
↗ Local events are used 
for connecting with the 
community
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fuel use when new technology becomes available. 
We are currently piloting a series of different eco-
house designs to enable sensible decisions to be 
made for all new development once it gets going. 
We are focusing on more passive approaches, linked 
with using renewable and local sources of fuel, for 
example woodchip and other biomass resources. 
These new houses will make saving energy and 
reducing carbon footprint much easier: space for 
recycling, wild gardening, grow-your-own and cycle 
parking, all help to reduce the carbon footprint.

FEEDBACk
Few people are able to give their personal carbon 
footprint. It is even more challenging to know 
whether a town as a whole is reducing or increasing 
its carbon footprint. Over the next few years we 
will be working to make that assessment easier. 
For example visible utility counters are cheap and 
easy to install and at least in the first instance, have 
been shown to reduce energy consumption. We 
have been doing work with the charity BioRegional 
to calculate the existing carbon footprint of the 
town, and we are commissioning work to allow us 
to monitor and manage, and then to publicise the 
future footprint.

Most of the theories and models of behaviour 
change relate to research around health education. 
The monitoring of an individual’s health is a far 
easier prospect than taking the temperature of an 
entire town, but that is our challenge. It will only be 
achieved with the support of the local community, 
but we hope that just like individual behaviour 
changes the town will emerge fitter and healthier at 
the end of the process. •

That means that if everyone in the world lived 
as we do in the UK, we would need three planets to 
support us. So an eco-town worthy of its name will 
enable residents to achieve ‘one planet living’ – a 
two-thirds reduction. Carbon dioxide emissions 
form over 50 per cent of the ecological footprint 
in the UK. The UK government has just set a target 
for an 80 per cent reduction in carbon dioxide 
emissions by 2050 and eco-towns should also 
attempt to show this in practice. 

POTENTIAL OF ECO-TOWNS
Considering the whole impact of a UK resident’s 
lifestyle, eco-towns developers can help residents 
tackle 78 per cent of their ecological footprint and 
75 per cent of their carbon dioxide emissions in 
the areas of housing construction, home energy, 
transport, food and consumer goods. 

Urban designers might not feel that all these 
areas apply to them, but our experience at 
BioRegional on projects including the BedZED 
eco-village in London has shown that a surprising 
amount can be designed in. The general approach 
to follow is to understand where impacts arise and 
then make it easy for residents to follow the right 
sustainable behaviour and difficult to practise the 
wrong or unsustainable behaviour. This approach is 
therefore explored further in this article.

The remaining impacts cover the services 
provided for all of us by government and business. 
We all have to accept our fair share of this impact 

What do we mean when we talk about eco-
developments? Do we mean a few solar panels on a 
roof or passivhaus buildings? When you look into 
the credentials of developments claiming to be eco, 
they are usually very disappointing. How can we 
decide if a project is truly sustainable? What does it 
mean to be really, really green? 

BACkGROUND kNOWLEDGE
Ecological and carbon footprinting can help us to 
understand where our impacts arise and therefore 
what we need to tackle. The science tells us that 
there is a certain amount of productive land 
and sea from which we can meet our needs and 
which we need to absorb pollution, like carbon 
dioxide emissions. Human population is growing 
fast and we all consume more than our parents. 
Ecological footprinting shows that since the 1980s, 
humans are using more resources than the planet 
can regenerate annually and we now consume 
40 per cent more than is available. In effect, we 
have an overdraft with nature and we are seeing 
consequences, such as disappearing forests and 
fisheries and climate change. Leaving aside just 
10 per cent of this available space for wildlife and 
wilderness, the remaining area, divided between 
the human population of over six billion, gives each 
person a fair share of 1.8 global hectares (gha). 
Different countries consume at different rates. In 
the UK, the average person requires 5.4gha for their 
level of consumption. 

DESIGNING FOR 
SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES 
Sue Riddlestone suggests ways to achieve carbon 
and eco-footprint reductions

People will make changes if options 

are made available to them

↑ Planet footprint graphic – 
Three planet living: If 
everyone in the world 
consumed as much as we 
do in the UK, we would need 
three planets to support us

Ecological footprint of average UK resident

CO2 emissions of average UK resident

• Wendy Shillam, Project 
manager, Whitehill Bordon 
eco-town

‘Examples for abroad’ 
↑ Malmo Vastra Hamnen, 
children’s play area
↑↑ Cyclist and pedestrian 
share space in Albertslund, 
Copenhagen 
↑↑↑ Chicago, greening of 
an old building
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November 2009 included many of these standards 
and approaches but it missed the opportunity 
to join them up in a holistic whole life approach. 
Coming just weeks after the government set a 
target for 80 per cent carbon dioxide emissions 
reductions, it is ironic that the government did not 
seem to think that eco-towns should achieve this.

Human behaviour and a culture change towards 
sustainability is of course essential. It is our 
experience and indeed now commonly reported 
that neighbours in identical eco-homes can have 
wildly varying levels of resource use. We can only 
know if eco-developments have succeeded through 
the mundanities of interviewing residents and 
checking meter readings – but also when residents 
report- as they do at BedZED – that they really like 
the sense of community and have a better quality 
of life. 

Of course, every town should be an eco-town 
and urban extensions and regeneration probably 
have a better chance of achieving sustainability than 
out-of-town locations, as they are likely to have 
the necessary public transport and employment 
infrastructure already in place. In the right 
locations urban design with sustainability as the 
guiding principle is a fantastic opportunity to do 
something really special and enable residents to 
live sustainable lifestyles. That is to be really, really 
green. •

FOOD
23 per cent of Uk resident’s ecological footprint
8 per cent of Uk resident’s carbon dioxide 
emissions
Food is something that an urban designer might 
not normally consider but it is responsible for 12 
per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions, due to 
farm practices and animals. We need to achieve 
a 60 per cent cut in our food impact to meet the 
overall sustainability target. Studies have shown 
that this is possible by significantly reducing meat 
and dairy consumption, by eating local seasonal 
food, through improved efficiency in farming and 
by reducing food waste. 

We have got used to eating larger portions of 
meat and more often than is good for our own or the 
planet’s health. We waste food where our parents 
used to recycle leftovers into dishes like bubble 
and squeak. Worse than that, we often chuck food 
away unopened. In an eco-town this can be tackled 
by establishing a culture of delicious, healthy food 
that makes links with local farms and fosters on-site 
businesses that support this ethos. Urban designers 
can ensure that shops are conveniently located to 
reduce the food wastage associated with one weekly 
shop. And of course no eco-town should be without 
allotments.

CONSUMER GOODS 
14 per cent of Uk resident’s ecological footprint
13 per cent of Uk resident’s carbon dioxide emissions
This means anything we purchase, from furniture 
and household appliances to newspapers, clothes 
and electronics. As a society we are buying a lot 
of products we do not need and that are quickly 
thrown away. The target for sustainability in 
Eco-towns would be a reduction of 50-55 per cent 
in the purchase of consumer goods. Eco-towns 
could achieve this by designing an environment 
that favours quality of life, community and healthy 
activities over shopping as a leisure activity. Swap-
shops, re-use shops and locally produced lower 
impact products could be actively fostered. 

WASTE
Waste does not show up individually in the 
ecological footprint, as it forms part of each 
category, but naturally eco-towns should also adopt 
a zero-waste strategy. This should include a 25-50 
per cent waste minimisation target, 70 per cent 
recycling rate, composting of 66-90 per cent of 
organic waste on-site and sending less than 3 per 
cent of waste to landfill.

If all of these strategies and targets are adopted 
alongside our current ‘three planet world’ 
infrastructure, then residents of eco-towns could 
reduce their ecological footprints by 53 per cent 
and their carbon dioxide emissions by 60 per cent. 
This is still 20-25 per cent short of the target for 
true sustainability, but that’s where government and 
business need to pitch in. 

ADDITIONAL MEASURES
Other important sustainability features would of 
course include a water strategy with a sustainable 
urban drainage scheme (suds) and water saving 
measures, green infrastructure and increased 
biodiversity. 

The eco-towns PPS issued by the UK 
Communities and Local Government Department in 

and reclaimed content, reduced wastage, reduced 
built infrastructure, retro-fitting existing buildings, 
building more durable buildings and designing for 
de-construction and re-use. On-site infrastructure 
such as roads needs to be minimised, likewise 
drainage systems and electrical sub-stations. 

HOME ENERGY
18 per cent of Uk resident’s ecological footprint
23 per cent of Uk resident’s carbon dioxide 
emissions
UK Government policy is for all new buildings to 
be zero carbon in the next 10 years and so eco-
towns should be zero carbon now. It is not usually 
the best environmental option to generate all 
renewable energy needed on site. But for eco-
towns, this may be easier than for an inner city 
location. Considering energy efficiency, code level 
4, AECB Silver or BREEAM excellent for whole 
building energy use and carbon dioxide emissions 
targets should be enough. Passivhaus approaches 
can bring benefits as long as they can be achieved 
cost effectively and without overheating. These 
approaches coupled with low energy appliances, 
smart meters with visible real time energy 
monitoring to encourage behaviour change and 
Smart Grids can add up to zero carbon with a 100 
per cent reduction in carbon footprint in this 
sector.

 
TRANSPORT
15 per cent of Uk resident’s ecological footprint
23 per cent of Uk resident’s carbon dioxide 
emissions
Transport is a difficult challenge, especially outside 
of cities. At Whitehill Bordon eco-town , the carbon 
footprint modelling found that transport impacts 
in this semi-rural location were 20 per cent higher 
than the UK average. It is difficult and unsafe to get 
around without a car. But if we are going to make 
our targets add up to sustainability we need to aim 
for an 80 per cent cut in carbon dioxide emissions 
and a 75 per cent reduction in ecological footprint 
of our transport use. 

It is vital that eco-towns dramatically reduce 
the need to travel and provide sustainable mobility 
options to enable this as part of a travel plan. 
Community facilities and workplaces need to be 
within walking and cycling distance, which it is 
suggested may have an impact on density by 50-100 
homes per hectare. Road space can be reduced and 
cars relegated to the perimeter, allowing children to 
go out to play and neighbours to meet. We have let 
cars become so dominant in our lives that we can’t 
see what we have lost. For those times when we do 
need a car, a car club is the perfect modern solution. 
Each car club car takes five privately owned cars off 
of the road. Any private cars will need to be electric, 
preferably solar electric.

Eco-towns should be as much about creating a 
local economy as they are about building homes, 
otherwise they will just end up as commuter ghost 
towns with no hope of being sustainable. A target of 
one local job per household was therefore included 
in the 2009 UK Planning Policy Statement on 
eco-towns.

 

spread evenly across the whole UK. Citizens cannot 
achieve sustainability in isolation. When you leave 
your low impact eco-home to use a health service, 
for education, or to catch a train, you enter the 
three-planet world. Government and business need 
to do their bit across the whole of the UK and their 
targets should also be an 80 per cent cut in carbon 
dioxide emissions and a two-thirds ecological 
footprint reduction. But that might take a bit longer 
than building an eco-town.

What follows shows each of the sectors where 
urban designers and developers can help residents 
to reduce their ecological and carbon footprint: 

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
8 per cent of Uk resident’s ecological footprint
8 per cent of Uk resident’s carbon dioxide 
emissions
It is difficult to reduce the impact of this area 
sufficiently when building new and so designers 
need to think out of the box. Solutions to reduce 
our impact in this area could include lower 
embodied energy materials, increased recycled 

Urban designers can ensure that 

shops are conveniently located 

to reduce the food wastage 

associated with one weekly shop

• Sue Riddlestone is co-
founder and chief executive 
of entrepreneurial charity 
BioRegional

↑ One Brighton Concrete 
pouring – picture courtesy of 
Construction News
↑↑ Anna Francis selling veg 
from new van

↑ Suds system in Malmo 
Augustenburg
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the water cycle or pollination have been assigned 
no value in the past, even though life would be 
impossible without these services. This new 
information means that when citizens are involved 
in decision making they can better understand the 
chains of consequence that may be associated with 
particular choices and activities.

Another important concept that began to take 
hold in the 1980s is that of ecological restoration, 
the idea that it is possible to repair ecosystems, 
restore biodiversity and thereby boost the range 
and quantum of available ecosystem services. 
Nature conservation began in the 19th century 
with the preservation of sites and the protection 
of charismatic species. Although that work was 
and continues to be an essential part of nature 
conservation, we now know that nature reserves 
cannot survive in isolation and need to form core 
sites within a future network of expanded habitats 
and restored landscapes. 

URBAN ENVIRONMENTS
Cities are still sometimes considered as separate 
from nature. Of course they are supported by 
nature but by bringing nature into the city, people 
can enjoy, on their own doorstep, more of the 
ecosystem services that nature provides. In the 
past, in towns, these services have tended to be 
restricted to cultural benefits – tranquility and 
beauty alone – which has led to a simplification 
of urban landscapes (parks and gardens) through 
simplistic management, and a loss of biodiversity. 
This in turn led to the establishment in the 1980s of 
urban nature conservation groups, typified by the 
Urban Wildlife Group in the West Midlands.

Cities need infrastructure to function. The 
term infrastructure brings to mind roads, sewers 
and utilities, but realising that green space is also 
an essential component of a comfortable and 
healthy city, planners are now promoting the 
concept of green infrastructure. This followed 
on from the pioneering work of McMahon and 
others at the Conservation Fund in the US, who 
developed first the idea of state wide greenways 
and then broadened the concept to become 
green infrastructure. Green infrastructure takes 
green space planning beyond the preservation 
of a few selected sites or a minimum quantum of 
recreational space. There is a new emphasis on large 
scale, forward planning of restored, interconnected 
landscapes. It emphasises the importance of multi-
functionality, so that all sites provide a wide range 
of ecosystem services, with full consideration 
of existing landforms, biodiversity, flood 
management, water conservation, maintenance of 
microclimates and climate change adaptation as 
well as more traditional functions like recreation 
and relaxation. By conserving biodiversity we are 
simultaneously improving drainage and addressing 
issues like the urban heat island effect, thus saving 
money that would otherwise be invested in more 
capital-intensive grey infrastructure and higher 
operating costs like air conditioning.

This approach is now permeating into the design 
professions. In 2005 the American Society of 
Landscape Architects (ASLA) and partners launched 
the Sustainable Sites Initiative, which recognises 
the need to create green infrastructure that 
provides ecosystem services. The ASLA have blazed 
the trail for other professionals in other countries. 

For example, in 2008 the UK Town and Country 
Planning Association issued advice on green 
infrastructure with respect to eco-towns. 

Multi-functional green infrastructure, then, is 
a way of maintaining and restoring biodiversity in 
the built environment, including our eco-towns, 
and the planning of this infrastructure is guided 
by the desirability of creating networks. Networks 
make the landscape more permeable to wildlife, 
so that it can spread between, often isolated, 
protected areas, but networks are also compatible 
with sustainable transport infrastructure like 
cycleways and footpaths. Networks are also useful 
in terms of reducing flood risk, because they can 
be aligned to watercourses or integrated with 
sustainable drainage systems. Ecological networks 
are being planned across regions and nations, 
and increasingly thought of in terms of their 
connections with urban green space networks. An 
example of an urban green infrastructure network 
that connects city people and wildlife with the 

In 1962 Rachel Carson published Silent Spring, 
which documented the impact that pesticides 
were having on the natural world, especially 
birds of prey. People began to realise that short 
term, simplistic approaches to environmental 
management could cause more harm than good. 
Since that time, the concept of ecosystems has 
changed the way that many people view the natural 
world. The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement 
in 1978 was of special interest because it recognised 
that restoration of water quality and fisheries was a 
problem that would require an ecosystem approach. 
Here was the beginning of official recognition that 
humans were an integral part of ecosystems and not 
separated from them. 

The ecosystem approach finally came of age 
with the United Nations Convention on Biological 
Diversity, a global, legally binding treaty unveiled 
at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. It 
is the key international agreement on sustainable 
development and it puts biological diversity 
(usually shortened to biodiversity) at the heart of an 
ecosystems approach to sustainable development. 

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
During the 1990s conservation experts became 
frustrated at the lack of background evidence, 
a problem acknowledged during negotiations 
in drafting the Convention. In response to this, 
the UN published the Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment in 2005, This document describes how 
degradation of the natural environment is reducing 
its capacity to provide ecosystem services – services 
on which we all depend. These include clean air, 
water, food and raw materials and have been 
classified into supporting services, provisioning 
services, regulating services and cultural services. 
Supporting services underpin the others. These are 
photosynthesis, soil formation, nutrient cycling 
and water cycling. Provisioning services include 
food, fibre, fuel, medicines, pharmaceuticals and 
fresh water. Regulating services are those that 
provide pollination, maintain air quality and 
climate and reduce hazards including erosion, 
flood, disease and pests. Finally cultural non-
material ecosystem services provide cerebral, 
aesthetic and recreational experiences. Following 
on from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
various national studies were recommended and 
the UK’s contribution is the UK National Ecosystem 
Assessment, which is due to be published in 2011. 

The ecosystem approach will change the way 
that people design and manage the environment, 
including the urban environment. It recognises that 
resources are finite and that there are limits beyond 
which ecosystems may cease to be productive. The 
approach means thinking and acting at all scales 
and recognising interconnections. Economists 
are now looking seriously at the valuation of all 
ecosystem services. For example regulation of 

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
BIODIVERSITY 
Gary Grant advocates the reinforcement of 
biodiversity in the design of urban environments

↑ Biodiverse extensive green 
roof

↑ Green loop: proposed 
multi-functional green 
infrastructure network for 
Whitehill Bordon Eco Town
↑↑ Graphic illustrating 
ecosystem services

Shade and Shelter Regulation of 
Climate

Pest Control

Pollination

Flood Protection
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The Water Efficiency Project found that to supply a 
house with tap aerators, aerated showerheads, low 
volume dual flush toilets and water butts will cost 
around £500. Notably, most new homes built to 
meet CfSH Level 3 achieved water consumption of 
less than 105 l/p/d in practice. Therefore it seems 
that the CfSH encourages water efficiency, and thus 
energy savings, although water consumption is also 
dependent on individual behaviour. In any case, the 
Code for Sustainable Homes provides a mechanism 
to ensure that water efficient devices are included 
in new homes. 

RETROFITTING
Existing homes form the majority of housing stock 
(99 per cent of the housing stock). In contrast 
to the compulsory CfSH and Ecohomes for new 
homes there is no mandatory water environmental 
assessment when work is carried out on existing 
homes. Ecohomes XB for example is a voluntary 
environmental assessment method. Over the years, 
appliances have generally become more water 
efficient. Existing homes will tend to have less 
water efficient appliances, compared to new homes, 
as some of the appliances still in use are likely to be 
older and less efficient. For example before 1940, 

All over the world, water resources are affected 
by the changing natural environment as well as 
human development. By 2050 climate change could 
reduce the amount of water available in England 
and Wales by 10 per cent-15 per cent (Environment 
Agency). In the South East of England low rainfall 
and high demand for water is putting pressure on 
water resources. For example, South Hampshire 
faces these pressures and has 80,000 new homes 
and the provision of 2 million square metres of new 
employment floor space planned by 2026. This 
adds more strain on Hampshire’s water resources. 

In the South East of England there is now an 
overall need to tackle water efficiency both in new 
build and in existing stock of public and privately 
owned housing in order to sustain water supplies 
for current and future generations. Saving water 
also saves energy; Defra, in Future Water, states 
that hot water use in our homes – for things like 
washing, bathing and cooking – is responsible for 
35 million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions each 
year, over 5 per cent of total UK greenhouse gas 
emissions.

 
THE NEED TO LOWER CONSUMPTION
With a housing stock of over 18,500 homes 
throughout the South East region, Radian one of 
our local Registered Social Landlords (RSL) is aware 
that it has a contribution to make to resolving water 
supply problems facing the area. Similarly the 
Environment Agency is keen to find out how we can 
maintain a decent standard of living whilst using 
substantially less water. Therefore between May 
2008 and May 2010, Radian and the Environment 
Agency established a Water Efficiency Project in 
South Hampshire. The lessons that have been learnt 
from this project can be applied in the development 
of Whitehill Bordon eco-town, in East Hampshire.

The Water Efficiency Project sought to identify 
how best to reduce demand, both in new-built 
and in the existing housing stock. Currently the 
average water consumption in the South East is 
166 litres per capita per day (l/p/d). In May 2008 
the government implemented the CfSH (Code 
for Sustainable Homes) as the environmental 
assessment method of new build homes. To achieve 
certain levels of the CfSH there are mandatory 
requirements for water and energy. The estimated 
maximum water consumption levels, are worked 
out using the Department for Communities and 
Local Government (DCLG) water calculator tool. For 
a given property, the calculations assume a certain 
frequency of use for the water-using appliances 
with a variable for the quantity of use per appliance. 
Hence, a key aim of the project was to research 
how to achieve water consumption targets as set 
out in the CfSH and the Defra target of 130 l/p/d 
consumption by 2030.

WATER IS NOT EVERYWHERE
Stephanie Beggs encourages water efficiency and 
emphasises the importance of behaviour

together open spaces throughout the region and 
was established by rezoning various brownfield 
sites as parkland. The project is seen as strategic 
green infrastructure for two million inhabitants of 
the region, many of whom have lived in a degraded 
living and working environment for decades. The 
park also incorporates 580 km of new cycle and 
walking paths as well as a long-distance cycle route. 

In Portland Oregon, a concern to maintain water 
quality in the Willamette and Columbia Rivers, 
which support salmon, has led to the widespread 
adoption of rain gardens which are designed to 
slow down and clean up urban surface-water run-
off. Rain gardens are areas of vegetation selected 
to tolerate inundation following heavy rain. They 
consist of mixtures of predominantly native plants 
which are lightly managed, and bring biodiversity 
to areas like car parks previously devoid of 
vegetation. 

Portland has begun to encourage the adoption 
of green roofs, as part of its approach to the 
management of the urban environment. For 
inspiration and advice on how to increase 
biodiversity in even the most urban situation, 
the Swiss lead the way. In Basel, the Canton has 
a regulation that all new roofs must be designed 
for biodiversity. Research has shown that a 
variety of substrate depths and a species-rich 
mixture of indigenous wildflowers creates suitable 
conditions for a range of invertebrates including 
rare spiders, beetles and bees. This is important 
because invertebrates (notably bees) pollinate 25 
per cent of our food plants and agriculture would 
collapse without them. Although the Swiss roofs 
are designed primarily for biodiversity, they also 
keep buildings cool in summer and reduce pressure 
on surface water sewers, so they soon pay for 
themselves.

Ideas, of considering biodiversity at all scales 
from the wider landscape to the neighbourhood 
and down to individual buildings, are being applied 
in the planning of Whitehill-Bordon eco-town. 
Whitehill-Bordon is surrounded by heathlands of 
international importance, like Woolmer Forest, 
which support rare reptiles like the sand lizard and 
birds like the Dartford warbler and nightjar, which 
are protected by European law. Within the town 
there are pine plantations (like Hogmoor Inclosure) 
where there is an opportunity to restore heathland 
and other habitats that will be available for existing 
and new residents to visit, relieving the visitor 
pressure on the most important protected sites 
outside of the town. The intention is to connect 
existing open space associated with river valleys 
with restored habitats (like Hogmoor Inclosure) 
and new parks and sustainable drainage features 
in new developments to create a thriving network. 
Smaller initiatives like rain gardens and green 
roofs will complement and help to extend the 
network bringing biodiversity into the town and 
making the whole area more permeable to people 
and wildlife. Of course there are many challenges 
and matters of detail that are yet to be considered, 
but a plan has been formed and the ecosystem 
services, multi-functional approach, guided by the 
local Biodiversity Action Plan should ensure that 
the many people who will work on the Eco-Town in 
the coming decades will make good decisions that 
lead to the restoration of habitat and a net gain in 
biodiversity. •

wider countryside is the East London Green Grid. 
Part of this is the Lee Valley Regional Park, where 
otters and cyclists can move 20 kilometres from 
rural Hertfordshire down to the new London 
Olympic Park, close to where the River Lee meets 
the Thames. Otters are now seen in the Thames in 
London and their route is thought to be via the Lee 
Valley.

ExAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
Urban parks have traditionally been managed 
in a way that suppresses biodiversity but this is 
changing. As designers and managers acknowledge 
their obligations under the UN Convention on 
Biological Diversity and the national and local 
biodiversity action plans that have derived from 
it, they are beginning to restore habitats and 
work with ecological succession. An example of 
this is the Emscher Landscape Park in the Ruhr 
in Germany. The Ruhr was the industrial heart of 
Germany for 100 years but fell into decline during 
the 20th century. In 1999, as part of a coordinated 
plan to regenerate the region, the creation of 
the park was begun. It is 70km in length and 
covers 320 km2. The park is innovative in that 
it deliberately incorporates many of the derelict 
industrial installations and the species-rich self-
established vegetation that became established 
after abandonment. The park is designed to link 

Code for  Maximum Water Consumption
Sustainable Homes  (litres per person per day (l/p/d)) 
Level 0  No assessment 

Level 1  120 

Level 2  120 

Level 3  105 

Level 4  105 

Level 5  80 

Level 6  80 

(www.environment-agency.gov.uk/news/106050.aspx)

MANDATORY REqUIREMENTS FOR WATER

It is possible to repair ecosystems, 

restore biodiversity and thereby 

boost the range and quantum of 

available ecosystem services

↑ Portland, Oregon: a 
street before and after the 
insertion of rain gardens to 
bring biodiversity

• Gary Grant is an 
independent consultant 
ecologist specialising in
green infrastructure

↑ Chinese sign in public 
toilets encouraging people 
to dry hands with one sheet 
of paper
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middle of the century. Demolition and renewal is 
not a main stream solution if we are to keep up with 
housing demand, and in itself brings significant 
issues associated with embodied energy from the 
disposal of materials with locked in carbon and 
the predominantly new materials used to build the 
replacement housing.

The scale of the challenge is made abundantly 
clear when it is considered that we need to be 
retrofitting to an advanced energy efficient 
standard more than half a million homes in the 
UK every year until 2050. This is equivalent to 
retrofitting every home in Birmingham each year, 
or around 300 homes every working hour between 
now and 2050. The value of this work could be as 
much as £10,000,000 every hour: retrofit has 
the potential to be serious big business but the 
question is whether we can really achieve this level 
of retrofitting, let alone pay for it. 

The current level of exemplar whole house 
retrofits being delivered is at a very low rate, 
perhaps just a hundred or so each year. There would 
need to be a significant ramping up of activity 
to ensure that capacity in terms of skills and the 
supply chain could sustain the growth. 

THE WORk REqUIRED
It is important to understand what is meant by an 
advanced or exemplar retrofit if we are serious 
about hitting the targets: it is generally defined by 
an 80 per cent reduction in household emissions 
against a baseline level, most likely 1990. But 
this percentage reduction is not always the best 
approach as the baseline position becomes all 

The challenge of retrofitting our ageing existing 
housing stock in the UK is most certainly now upon 
us. In order to get anywhere close to reaching the 
targets set out in the Climate Change Act, namely 
an 80 per cent reduction in carbon emissions 
across the board by 2050, our 24 million existing 
homes will need to be a key focus of attention. The 
dramatic overhaul of housing in cities, towns and 
villages that is required will undoubtedly have an 
impact on urban design and the vernacular. Here 
we begin to explore just how much this change 
might be. 

HOUSING STOCk
As existing housing accounts for over a quarter 
of national emissions, it is understandable that it 
will be a key area to target action. It is in fact likely 
that housing will be expected to make even deeper 
reductions in emissions, these averaging around 6 
tonnes of carbon dioxide per year, to make up for 
sectors such as aviation which are never realistically 
likely to get anywhere near an 80 per cent cut. In 
previous years much of the focus has been upon 
new build housing, and the highly ambitious net 
zero-carbon agenda by 2016 for all new housing 
endorsed by the new coalition, is evidence of this 
drive. Despite this, new housing in a good economic 
year accounts for less than 1 per cent of the housing 
stock; it is therefore clear that in order to achieve 
deep cuts we must tackle the 99 per cent part of 
the problem, our ageing housing. This is made all 
the more important as the Existing Homes Alliance 
estimates that as much as 85 per cent of homes 
currently occupied will still be lived in by the 

THE ROLE OF RETROFITTING 
Paul Ciniglio emphasises the importance of 
retrofitting the existing housing stock for climate 
change

the same water saving devices may use significant 
different volumes of water. It is therefore important 
to raise awareness about water conservation issues 
in order to help change behaviour, though just 
because consumers are aware of their impact on the 
environment, it does not mean they will make extra 
effort to save water; saving water must be easy for 
all householders. 

The Water Efficiency Project reached its 
conclusion in May 2010 and the report and findings 
are now available on Radian’s website. Following on 
from the Project, in the development of Whitehill 
Bordon, it will be important to raise awareness of 
the importance of saving water.

We are looking far and wide for examples of how 
to raise awareness about saving water and other 
resources: For example in China, signs are displayed 
in public toilets encouraging users to turn taps 
off and only use 1 sheet of paper towel to dry their 
hands. Exhibiting these simple messages reinforces 
the eco-friendly ethos so that it is not just at home 
but everywhere.

LESSONS FROM CHINA
Furthermore, on a recent visit to a middle-income 
community in Beijing, as part of the British Council 
Future Leaders programme, a family was observed 
taking steps to reduce its water consumption: any 
excess water from the kitchen sink was stored in 
buckets in order to wash the apartment floor and 
flush the toilet: a drinking water bottle was placed 
inside the toilet cistern to displace the water. Also, 
the couple used only 3 sheets of kitchen towel to 
wash the apartment floor, tearing the sheets in 
half and then using all sides of the towel. Other 
measures included low energy lighting and a see-
through cover fitted inside the fridge in order to 
reduce the amount of cold air lost when the door 
was opened. 

Social welfare seemed also very important: many 
green spaces such as gardens and walkways broke 
up the built environment; there was a community 
centre which various groups used and many 
outdoor activities such as tai-chi and badminton. 
Residents were also educated about how to lead 
environmentally friendly lifestyles and they 
recycled rubbish.

These examples from China, encourage 
sustainable lifestyles: healthy living, pleasant 
and social environments to live in, and efficient 
use of resources. They are not directly relevant 
to Whitehill Bordon except that they have been 
shown to work. We are looking at raising the 
profile of being green in similar simple ways, 
so that it becomes part of everyday life. This 
means that eventually, the majority of people will 
unconsciously take simple steps such as turning 
taps off, that will contribute towards a greener 
lifestyle without much effort. 

In summary, in the development of Whitehill 
Bordon it is essential that water is valued as much 
as energy. It is crucial that as well as installing 
water efficient and energy saving products into 
homes, efforts are made to raise awareness of 
the importance of reducing consumption and the 
simple steps householders can take. In doing so, 
there will be benefits, in terms of money, carbon 
emissions and water savings. •

12 litre cistern toilets were the norm, whereas today 
dual-flush 6/4 litre cistern toilets are available. 

Therefore retrofitting would significantly help 
in achieving water neutrality for South Hampshire, 
and for Whitehill Bordon. The main research 
finding from the Water Efficiency Project was that, 
the eco-beta dual flush toilet device, which converts 
standard single-flush siphon valves into dual-
flush units, reduced overall water consumption by 
approximately 20 per cent, to 136 l/p/d per day. The 
device works by interrupting the vacuum created 
when a toilet is flushed, thereby using less water 
per flush. It was also found to be inexpensive and 
took householders approximately 15 minutes to 
install. If 5,000 existing homes in Whitehill Bordon 
were retrofitted with an eco-beta, approximately 
384,000 litres of water a day could be saved.

Furthermore the Water Efficiency Project 
highlighted the relation between saving water 
and saving energy as water saving appliances also 
reduce CO2 emissions. For instance, if a household 
fits an eco-beta, an aerated showerhead and a 
kitchen tap aerator for an approximate cost of £40, 
around 880kg of CO2 per year would be saved, 
annual energy bills would be reduced by around 
£38. This is in addition to saving approximately 
30,000 litres of water per year and reducing annual 
metered water bills by approximately £25.

BEHAVIOUR AS kEY
However what is most evident from the research, 
for both new and existing homes, is the effect of 
behaviour on water consumption. Households with 

• Stephanie Beggs is 
eco-housing and retrofitting 
officer, Whitehill Bordon 
eco-town team (EHDC)

↑ The eco-beta flush device 
saves water and is easy to 
install
↑↑ Installing the eco-beta 
dual flush device in an 
existing toilet

↑ A range of possible energy 
saving measures
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The economic, social, environmental and health 
benefits of improving existing buildings, makes 
the whole retrofit process and agenda a worthy 
one. Rather than applying hard and fast targets for 
carbon reduction that might scare occupants, it 
could be argued that doing just what can be afforded 
and is technically possible for the building in the 
short term should be the aim. This action alone 
could bring about a step change in approach to 
energy management and conservation in buildings.

Ultimately if wide scale retrofit is going to 
happen, the public must want it and outcomes must 
be positive in the early stages. The public’s attitude 
and behaviour towards energy use needs to change: 
the general apathy towards domestic Energy 
Performance Certificates illustrates this point 
and the battle must be won by selling the broader 
benefits of retrofit. Retrofitting isn’t an easy task 
but activity is set to increase dramatically; we must 
ensure we retain our design heritage through this 
very process. Good luck! •

glazing which remains extremely slender and hence 
retains the appearance of single glazing. This makes 
an energy efficient retrofitted window virtually 
undistinguishable from pre-retrofitting, and should 
satisfy even to the most ardent of historic building 
officers. 

It is likely that we will soon see a transformation 
of sloping roofs as more solar panels, photo-electric 
and thermal, are installed, taking advantage of new 
incentives such as the feed-in tariff and making 
these measures economically viable and more 
attractive to users. Many planning authorities 
offer exemption from the need to obtain planning 
permission for these measures when the solar 
panels are installed close to the plane of the roof, 
except for listed buildings and those in conservation 
areas. With regard to photovoltaics, large areas 
are required for the panels to be able to make a 
reasonable contribution to energy saving, and will 
be considered by some as alien to the traditional 
appearance of the roofs. It is however possible, 
especially when the provision of the panels coincide 
with re-roofing, to integrate the modules into the 
roof to simulate tiles or slates, and when a darker 
colour finish is used around them, the appearance 
of the PV from the street scene becomes less 
prominent and in some cases difficult to detect at 
all.

PLANNING AND RETROFITTING
The role of planning in retrofitting is important. If 
every home in a street adds external wall insulation 
or solar panels in an ad-hoc manner of different 
sizes, colours and types, it could have a adverse 
effect on the street scene; whereas adopting an 
area based approach via planning may well be 
appropriate and could actually provide improved 
rhythm to the street. Heat pumps, generally more 
suitable at present to homes located off the gas 
network, will need the plant carefully sited, ideally 
to the rear of the property and in an attractive 
enclosure. Air source heat pump evaporators 
fitted to the front elevation of flats are of similar 
appearance to air conditioning units and will 
not look attractive. In high-density areas, local 
authorities should be engaged in heat mapping and 
identifying opportunities for future district heating 
schemes, for which the infrastructure is by and 
large concealed. 

With the move towards a low-carbon built 
environment, rising fuel prices and the introduction 
of new legislation such as the Carbon Reduction 
Commitment and Energy Performance in Buildings 
Directive, there will be more pressure and added 
incentives for commercial buildings to take greater 
action to save energy. This too will lead to changes 
in the urban environment and it is critical to do 
this sensitively. Again timing could be everything 
to prevent loss of earnings; thus the end of a lease 
could be the perfect opportunity to act.

of 5-10 per cent , whereas to do these measures 
from scratch might be cost prohibitive.

A bespoke retrofit strategy should be designed 
for each house or house type. It is vitally important 
to understand the home and its construction, 
particularly when historic homes or those in 
conservation areas are concerned. The package 
of energy efficiency measures selected in order to 
reach the desired carbon reduction target should be 
adopted following the energy design hierarchy. The 
order is to first concentrate on reducing wastage 
by improving the home envelop or fabric insulation 
and air tightness. This is followed by making the 
services, appliances and ventilation as efficient 
as possible. The last consideration should be the 
addition of renewable energy micro-generation, 
which tend to be the most expensive item; by 
removing energy wastage first less renewable 
energy will be required. 

Concealed measures such as loft and cavity wall 
insulation will not impact on the aesthetics of a 
building. However, the UK has the greatest number 
of solid wall homes in Europe, approximately 
one in four homes fall into this category, many of 
which are pre WW1. Solid wall homes are generally 
classified as ‘hard to treat’ and many will be of the 
prefabricated type. The external walls of prefab 
homes, mainly erected shortly after WW2, can be 
treated by adding external wall insulation, and a 
wide range of finishes are available. These include 
coloured render systems, brick slips or tile hanging, 
or a combination of these to add interest to the 
elevations. External wall insulation encases the 
shell of the building, helping to eliminate cold 
bridging paths; however, it is essential to ensure 
continuity of insulation and airtight barriers 
especially at junctions of walls with floors, roofs 
and balconies. Architects and building surveyors 
have a key role to play in detailing such junctions 
and helping the trades to up-skill for retrofit. 

Older, solid-wall homes present a much more 
difficult challenge. It would not be appropriate 
to externally insulate these with the loss of their 
attractive facades and character. This means that 
we must look to insulate them internally which in 
turn presents new problems. Firstly, the process 
of internal wall insulation is disruptive, and even 
if it is possible to do it on a room by room basis, 
it may still require the occupiers to decant for a 
period of time. Secondly, the addition of insulation 
to the walls will reduce the floor area of rooms, 
which owners don’t find desirable. Finally to 
prevent thermal bridging, the detailing of internal 
insulation requires careful consideration especially 
at junctions, for example where a solid partition 
wall abuts an external wall. Despite these potential 
problems, internally insulating external walls is 
possible. Because as much as 35 per cent of heat 
loss takes place through external walls, it is likely 
that ultimately all solid brick homes of architectural 
merit will need to face up to undertaking this 
work at some point in the future, perhaps certain 
listed buildings aside. Timing of the works will be 
essential to reduce the burden and expense, for 
example by ensuring that such works coincide with 
general refurbishment, maintenance or decoration.

Fenestration is another important aspect, 
especially when dealing with historic sash windows. 
It is pleasing to see that solutions are emerging 
to address this style of window through vacuum 

important: the less energy efficient a home is 
before work commences, the easier it is in theory to 
achieve the 80 per cent cut. Alternative approaches 
are to look at energy use per square metre of floor 
area per annum as this would establish a fairer 
and more meaningful benchmark that all homes 
would be expected not to exceed and perhaps with 
minimum performance levels set to suit generic 
house types. Another option is to cap homes 
of a certain size, type and age with a maximum 
permissible rate of annual emissions, likely to be in 
the order of 1.5 tonnes.

There are generally two ways of tackling a 
home retrofit: either to do a whole house under 
one project management typically lasting at 
least 8 weeks, which may require the occupants 
to move out for this period or part of it; or to 
tackle it piecemeal, taking advantage of moments 
of intervention like general maintenance and 
improvement work. An example of an ideal 
intervention would be applying internal wall 
insulation while the kitchen is being replaced. 
The extra cost of introducing energy efficiency 
measures during these interventions is in the range 

↑ Highfield Road, 
Petersfield: solar PVs and 
solar water heating panels 
installed by Radian

In high-density areas, local 

authorities should be engaged 

in heat mapping and identifying 

opportunities for future district 

heating schemes

• Paul Ciniglio, 
Sustainability Manager, 
Radian and Consultant to 
eco-town housing theme 
lead, Whitehill Bordon

↑ The whole terrace has 
been retrofitted by over-
cladding and improvement 
to heating and ventilation
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or lack of infrastructure and in desperate need 
of regeneration and investment to stem the 
decline and sustain their populations. The ÉcoCité 
programme is designed to address both ends of this 
spectrum by encouraging new thinking on ways to 
design, construct, develop and manage cities.

ÉcoCité forms part of the French government’s 
Sustainable City Action Plan launched in October 
2008 and overseen by, the Ministère de l’écologie, 
de l’énergie, du développement durable et de la 
mer (MEEDDM). The Ministry sees sustainable 
development as a collective civic responsibility, and 
rather than relying on the private sector to fund 
new solutions, they diverged from the British eco-
town model right from the outset by approaching 
the communities themselves to put sites and 
projects forward for consideration. In doing so 
they neatly sidestepped any potential NIMBYism by 
ensuring public buy-in and interest from the outset. 
The protests that arose in the UK around some of 
the eco-town proposals would be unthinkable in 
France where all the projects were already included 
in the local plan and where sustainable development 
is almost always welcomed as a good thing.

CALL FOR BIDS
In 2009, the call went out to local authorities to 
submit proposals for ÉcoCité candidacy. Successful 
cities would enjoy state funding and government 
support in return for developing innovative 
approaches to architecture, social and energy 
issues which aim to put France at the forefront of 
sustainable development in Europe. 

The initial criteria set by MEEDDM were 
designed to ensure bids would be conceived 
on a city scale. Only large urban centres with 
a commitment to sustainable development 
could apply, and that these had to be located in 
a significant urban zone of more than 100,000 
residents. In addition, they had to demonstrate a 
desire for sustained growth, specifically a minimum 
increase of over 30 per cent or 50,000 residents 
over a maximum of 25 years. Bids should have 
regard to the ‘three pillars of sustainability’: society, 
economy and environment, and most importantly, 
they had to already be included within that city’s 
adopted local plan. 

Bids were received in all shapes and sizes from 
19 cities and eventually MEEDDM chose 13 to go 
forward with ÉcoCité status. These are spread 
across the whole of France, including the overseas 
territory of La Réunion in the Indian Ocean, and 
as such are broadly representative of the cultural 
characteristics and climatic conditions to be found 
across the country. 

It is fair to say that the original brief was 
deliberately vague for fear of stifling creativity. 
In keeping with that spirit there was no single 
approach in what the cities put forward – for 

It’s no secret that historically the French and the 
British have often done things differently. Should 
you drive on the left or the right? Eat simple food or 
haute cuisine? Grab a pastis or a pastie? Though the 
French often approach problems from a different 
perspective, we share a common problem: how 
to house a growing population in a way that will 
sustain quality of life, support the economy and 
protect natural resources? In the UK, the response 
has been eco-towns, in France ÉcoCités. Having 
been fortunate enough to have worked on both 
initiatives, it is fascinating to see how the two 
approaches differ. So what can we learn from the 
French approach to enhance our sustainability 
savoir-faire?

BACkGROUND TO THE FRENCH ÉCOCITÉ 
PROGRAMME
Post-industrial France is experiencing many of the 
problems also faced by the UK: an ever expanding 
population migrating towards the coast and 
borders with well located cities such as Nantes, 
Bordeaux and Montpellier growing rapidly and 
facing huge pressure for new housing. The romantic 
view of life in France may be of picturesque 
apartment living and café society but the reality is 
all too familiar: just like the Brits, the French love 
their suburbs, and many cities’ outskirts are littered 
with suburban sprawl. At the same time, smaller 
cities are shrinking, left behind by technology 

ÉCOCITÉS: A SUSTAINABLE 
LIGHT AT THE END OF THE 
CHUNNEL?
By Kathryn Anderson

most cities the term ÉcoCité was interpreted as an 
umbrella covering a series of projects which aimed 
to be sustainable in their own right and which 
would collectively raise the level of sustainability of 
the city overall.

The definition of ‘city scale’ was interpreted in 
various ways. For example, Clermont-Ferrand chose 
to propose a number of interventions to regenerate 
their existing city fabric with emphasis on 
densification around the transport hubs, whereas 
Rennes proposed large-scale extensions to create 
a series of interconnected eco-neighbourhoods. At 
Nantes – St. Nazaire the definition of an ÉcoCité 
was expanded to encompass an ÉcoRegion linking 
two existing cities along the River Loire, whilst 
at Strasbourg they aimed higher still, eschewing 
conventional political boundaries to encompass 
their closest German neighbours in their vision of a 
more sustainable future.

ASSESSING THE PROPOSALS
Unsurprisingly given such a broad brief, the 
cities differed wildly in their scope and vision, 
providing varying degrees of detail and information 
which made it difficult to compare and assess 
the proposals. Certain issues had been poorly 
identified or insufficiently understood across all the 
submissions and it quickly became clear that some 
form of ÉcoCité definition was needed in order to 
compare proposals, assess potential and monitor 
progress. 

Fortunately this problem had been anticipated 
and MEEDDM had already employed a team of 
experts in the field of sustainability, collaboration 
and design. Known as AMOs (Assistant à la Maîtrise 
d’Ouvrage), their role is to act as go-betweens 
between the state and the cities, driving the process 
forward through an ‘iterative dialogue’, using a 
series of regular on-site workshops, continuing 
assessments and discussions. They navigate the 
complexities of the French planning and funding 
systems, to give clear and simple advice for 
improving the projects, and aim to help each city 
make their project an exemplar in France and 
Europe. Their role is similar to that of the eco-town 
panel in the UK, but it is state funded in the long 
term and enables much closer interaction with the 
cities. 

THE SIx THEMES THAT DEFINE AN ÉCOCITÉ
The original bids were based on the three themes: 
economy, environment and society, but it soon 
became obvious that none of the bids had been 
able to quantify outputs. The assessment criteria 
couldn’t be changed as they were the basis of the 
bids, but they could be expanded to include those 
aspects of sustainability that produced measurable 
deliverables. Three additional themes were added: 
urban design quality, sustainable infrastructure and 
governance. A further refinement was made with 
the addition of ‘innovation’ as an aspiration across 
all six themes and this was adopted as the definition 
of an ÉcoCité. The relationship between the six 
themes is illustrated in the three adjacent diagrams.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The AMOs devised a two-tier assessment 
methodology which would firstly establish a 
baseline scenario for each of the cities, and as 
the dialogue progressed, measure successive 

↑ The 13 successful first 
phase ÉcoCité
→ Evolution of the six ÉcoCité 
themes 
→ The Nantes- St Nazaire 
Eco Region
→ Strasbourg’s proposals 
showing their zone of 
influence in Germany
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radar scores. It remains to be seen whether the 
grille continues to be used as an assessment tool, as 
funding allocation guidelines for specific projects, 
are currently being developed under different 
criteria. 

FUNDING 
So, who is paying for all of these projects? To date 
no money has been allocated, but the funding 
criteria are dictated by the Caisse des Depôts, 
(CDC), a national investment bank whose role is to 
stimulate economic development that best serves 
the public interest. This public/private group has 
approximately €1 billion of President Sarkozy’s 
‘Big Loan’, to allocate across all strands of the 
sustainable cities programme and they will use 
funding to pump prime or to co-invest in projects 
rather than fully fund them. 

The trouble is that until recently CDC and 
MEEDDM have been working separately on 
developing their assessment criteria, and they don’t 
necessarily see eye to eye on key issues. For the CDC 
it is all about seeing a return for their investment, 
but for MEEDDM the questions are much more wide 
ranging. It remains to be seen if the desire to win 
funding will affect the cities’ designs for better or 
worse. 

CONCLUSION
Whilst it is still too early to judge the efficacy of 
either the British or French process we can already 
see marked differences in the ways they could 
influence the final outcomes.

Perhaps in relying too heavily on private 
developers to deliver UK eco-towns the result will 
be hampered by their natural aversion to risk. 
Potentially exciting but unproven innovations 
could become limited to small scale demonstration 
projects, with only established technologies allowed 
to roll out across the entire scheme. In contrast, 
ÉcoCités seem to be moving towards cutting 
edge technology with funding weighted towards 
innovation. Arguably, this ignores the possibility 
of lo-tech or traditional solutions which use less 
resource and tread more softly on the site.

Whereas the British government caused 
consternation when it attempted to circumnavigate 
planning procedures to kick-start the eco-town 
agenda, a radical rethink of existing policy was 
never on the agenda in France. The British eco-town 
approach has always entertained the possibility of 
creating a stand-alone new town if that would be 
the most sustainable solution. ÉcoCités may be at a 
city scale but even the most ambitious projects do 
not approach the level of new city planning. In its 
current form the programme could never result in 
the creation of a new town because of its reliance 
on projects that are already in train. This limits its 
scope to urban extensions in existing urbanised 
areas regardless of what could be achieved if a more 
wide-ranging dialogue were to be opened. 

It would seem that as always, there are pros and 
cons to each approach. The French model favours 
innovation and supports investment whilst the UK 
approach is more circumspect and arguably less 
risky. We will have to wait and see which will achieve 
long lasting results. It is, however, very positive 
that everyone agrees about the urgent need to make 
development more sustainable and respond to 
climate change. •

improvements to the proposals. Because of the tight 
programme, rapid assessment was required; so a 
pro-forma called the fiche d’identité was devised. 
This combined data such as population statistics, 
climate, availability of water and other natural 
resources, size of the territory and the type and 
number of projects proposed, to quickly form a 
picture of each city. As the original bid had not 
requested any specific data, there were large gaps 
in the information provided, but this was enough to 
highlight the depth of thought and background for 
each of the projects, and allowed a quick and dirty 
assessment of the current situation. 

The next stage was to devise an assessment 
matrix that would provide sufficient depth 
to address the issues without becoming 
unmanageable. Based around the six themes which 
underpin an ÉcoCité, this tool has become known 
as the grille. Originally intended to assess both the 
quality of the bids and their suitability for funding, 
the grille is essentially a large and complicated 
spreadsheet which expands on each of the themes 
by asking a series of questions about the projects. 
Each answer is scored to provide an overall mark 
for each theme and visually expressed on a radar 
diagram, which compares successive assessments. 

The grille is still developing to make it more 
responsive and more accurate. For example, 
weighting the various questions is still ongoing, 
and questions are being added and discarded as 
the issues are clarified. To date, the cities are aware 
of the grille but have not been shown each other’s 

↑ A typical response to the 
‘eco’ label: new homes in 
woodlands in Nantes
↑↑ The first workshop 
with the Local Authority at 
Clermont Ferrand

THE VITRUVIAN LEGACY
We can call this medium Vitruvian because that’s 
how Marcus Vitruvius Pollio approaches the 
topic of urban design in his classic treatise De 
Architectura. Chapter I.6, The Directions of the 
Streets: with remarks on the winds, calls for a 
Tower of the Winds – a marble amussium – to be 
set up in the centre of a town – site and streets 
to be aligned exactly along the lines of division 
between the quarters of the various winds, so they 
strike against the angles of the blocks and their risk 
to health is broken and dispersed. Vitruvius was 
drawing upon long traditions of classical thinking 
about the microclimates of towns. Hippocrates’ 
treatise Airs Waters and Places argues that healthy 
residents with good skin colour and clear voices 
live in cities exposed to the winds originating in the 
East, between the summer and winter risings of the 
sun. Healthy positioning in relation to wind and sun 

The November 13th symposium to celebrate the 
50th anniversary of Harvard’s Graduate School 
of Design (GSD) was dominated by an accusation 
that ‘landscape urbanism’ is stealing the clothes 
of urban design, claiming superior ecological 
credentials and fitness for the challenge of climate 
change. There’s a real issue here. Landscapers play 
up the climatic contribution of vegetation, planted 
areas and green infrastructure – quite right too. 
But we should equally appreciate the micro- and 
meso- climates created by dense environments 
of buildings and streets. Built form, land use 
patterns and urban morphology affect weather 
to a significant extent. Cities are not just passive 
recipients, they shape their own climates for better 
or worse. And whatever else it may be, urban design 
is the oldest medium for anthropogenic climatic 
modification. 

VITRUVIAN REVIVAL NOW
Michael Hebbert reflects on a science-based revival 
of forgotten principles of urban design

• Kathryn Anderson is an 
Urban Design Director in 
Barton Willmore

↑ Detail from Klimaatlas 
Region Stuttgart (2008) 
showing windroses, 
climatopes and airflows
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is still finding its voice. That’s what makes those 
long-established precedents of Vitruvian urbanism 
so significant. For example the City of Munich’s 
kompakt-urban-grün strategy is partly based on 
climatological mapping undertaken by the Bavarian 
urban climate unit Stadtklima Bayern in 1986, 
which revealed the city’s dependence for summer 
ventilation on cold night-time air draining off the 
Alps to the south, and daytime flows of fresh air 
from the Danube plain to the east. This knowledge 
played a crucial role in the redevelopment of 
the former airport site as a city extension, the 
Messestadt Reim: its design incorporates a ‘fresh air 
glade’ 400 metres wide from east to west of the site 
to guarantee the ventilation of the city centre, while 
the layout of the housing blocks allows for night-
time ventilation from the Alps to the south (see 
image page 34). The concept was devised by one of 
the climatologists behind the 1986 study of Munich, 
Prof Helmut Mayer, who has gone on to apply 
similar strategies for wind management in Freiburg. 

Stuttgart continues to play a leading role. Its 

technique of synthesizing climate data into maps 
that can be used by planners has been adopted 
as a national standard by the German Institute 
of Engineers (see image page 33), and is now 
beginning to be applied internationally – a new 
study finds examples in Brazil, Chile, China, 
the Czech Republic, Hong Kong, Sweden, and 
Thailand. In November 2010 the city published a 
report on Climate Change as a Challenge for Urban 
Climatology. The report, in German and English, 
shows how Stuttgart’s long-standing application 
of Vitruvian principles for ventilation and air 
quality is being extended to the global challenge 
of climate change – fascinating reading, and freely 
downloadable from the website www.stadtklima-
stuttgart.de. 

The new Vitruvianism applies sophisticated 
scientific understanding to the oldest question 
of how the solids and voids of the city should be 
shaped for health and thermal comfort. ‘Landscape 
urbanism’ be damned, this is a great opportunity for 
urban design. •

universities and technical schools of architecture 
and design. It included 30 pages of topics that 
every urbanist should understand, including the 
structure of the terrestrial atmosphere, the nature 
of solar radiation, precipation, wind, humidity, 
atmospheric electricity, air pollution, techniques of 
weather analysis and the various types of climate. 
The author, Bob Frommes, predicted ‘catastrophic 
damages and dangers’ arising from ignorance of 
such basic climatological factors. You could say 
history proved him right. 

CLIMATE SCIENCE AND URBAN DESIGN
The story of climate awareness in urban design 
is currently being researched at the University of 
Manchester in a 20-month project funded by the 
Economic and Social Research Council (www.sed.
manchester.ac.uk/architecture/research/csud/). 
We’re looking at the way urban climatology has 
evolved since 1950 and its mostly unrequited 
efforts at knowledge transfer to design practice. 
The science has developed at three levels: 
through observational measurement campaigns 
of urban heat islands and the local patterns of 
heat, air movement and humidity at street level; 
through a growing theoretical understanding 
of the meteorological dynamics of the Urban 
Boundary Layer (i.e. the heat island) and Urban 
Canopy Layer (i.e. the street canyon); and through 
modelling, whether in wind tunnels or via 
numerical simulation of the exchanges between 
the three-dimensional surfaces of cities and their 
atmospheres, using computational fluid dynamics. 
The website of the International Association for 
Urban Climate – www.urban-climate.org – shows 
the range of the modern discipline and the extent 
to which traditional Vitruvian intuitions have been 
overtaken by robust scientific method, including 
sophisticated modelling of human comfort and 
health within a virtual urban environment, 
now or in the future. And all this is a science of 
factors directly relevant to urban design – street 
orientation, building alignment, height-to-width 
ratios, shadow patterns, the heat-reflectivness 
(albedo) of building form and materials, hard and 
soft landscape, morphology. 

THE NEW CLIMATIC URBANISM 
The ESRC project comes up to date with four 
modern case studies of climate science and urban 
design in Manchester, New York City, Stuttgart 
and Tokyo. The point here is that Stuttgart is no 
longer alone: now at last, there’s a worldwide 
interest in applying lessons of urban climatology 
through the feedback loop of urban design. 
Global climate change has brought home the need 
for city governments to understand their local 
climatic environments. Municipal leadership in 
response to global warming is the defining aim of 
networks such as ICLEI and C40. Under the UK 
Climate Impacts Programme, cities are catching 
up with their own pasts, analysing patterns of 
historic weather events as a basis for future risk 
assessments. As city mayors begin to develop their 
climate strategies various voices are clamouring 
for attention. Environmental architects frame 
the remedy in terms of building design and 
technology, landscape architects emphasize green 
infrastructure and the evapo-transpirational factor. 

As the GSD controversy shows, urban design 

comes before military security as the first principle 
of town layout in Aristotle’s Politics. Classical 
thinking echoes the sensibility of other ancient 
civilisations, such as the close appreciation of wind, 
water and physical setting in Chinese town plans, 
still practised in feng shue design method. 

De Architectura was rediscovered in the library 
of the Convent of St Gall around 1413. Besides his 
influence on Palladio and the course of Renaissance 
architecture, Vitruvius revived interest in the 
climatic effect of street layout. Alberti seized on this 
in his 1485 updating of Vitruvius and Spiro Kostof 
suggests that it influenced Leonardo da Vinci’s 
1503 design for the city of Imola, the earliest town 
plan to incorporate a wind-rose. King Philip II of 
Spain showed a Vitruvian concern in the ordinances 
concerning the laying out of towns in the New 
World which he issued from the Escorial in 1573: 
town sites were to allow entrance and departure 
open to the north wind, and building lots and 
edifices to be arranged in such a manner that rooms 
might enjoy the best airs; in the middle of every 
town should be an oblong plaza from which

‘… shall run four main streets, one from the 
middle of each side of the plaza; and two streets 
are to meet at each of its corners. The four corners 
of the plaza are to face the four principal winds, 
because thus the streets diverging from the plaza 
will not be exposed to the four principal winds 
which would cause much inconvenience.’

Vitruvian theory of town layout reappeared 
as a significant consideration in response to the 
population concentrations and atmospheric 
pollution of the early industrial city. Public 
health reformers appealed to the authority of De 
Architectura to justify controls over street layout 
to ensure clean-sweeping breezes. So did both 
sides in the late 19th century planning debates 
between proponents of straight and curved streets. 

And come the 1920s Le Corbusier and the Modern 
Movement claimed the same mantle in their 
polemic against the corridor street. The whole 
purpose of the Athens Charter was to reconcile 
what it called those ‘four functions’ of housing, 
work, recreation and traffic with the ‘three 
imperious necessities’ of space, sun and ventilation.

THE UNAWARE DECADES
For whatever reason, climatic awareness lost 
ground in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Stanford Anderson’s massive On Streets of 1978 - 
416 pages in a wide three column format - looked at 
streets from every architectural, social, economic 
and cultural angle but had nothing on climate, 
weather, wind, sunshine or comfort. ‘Air’ was 
discussed only as in ‘air right development’. It was 
typical of the postwar decades that weather came 
to be taken for granted as something to be fixed by 
central heating and air conditioning, or avoided 
by provision of covered walkways. Criticising 
this blind spot in her book The Granite Garden 
of 1984 Anne Whiston Spirn drew attention to 
the one major exception - in Germany, Vitruvian 
planning was alive and well. The leading example 
was Stuttgart, a motor manufacturing city in a deep 
valley with low wind speeds. The city council had 
– and still has – an inhouse meteorological team 
whose climate maps have played a significant role in 
urban design and development control, for example 
protecting cold air drainage paths down valley 
slopes in the interests of inner city ventilation. Page 
33 shows a detail from the updated 2008 edition 
of the Klimaatlas, covering the entire metropolitan 
region of the city and adjacent municipalities.

The Stuttgart case was featured in a colour film 
Climate and Development shown as part of the 
German Federal Republic’s exhibit at UN Habitat 
in Montreal in 1976. Anne Whiston Spirn describes 
how the city manager of Dayton Ohio happened to 
see the documentary and was instantly won over. 
Dayton has the opposite problem to Stuttgart - too 
much strong wind hitting the city centre - but its 
message of harnessing climate analysis to design 
was just as applicable. The municipality built a 
1:600 scale model of the entire downtown in the 
Parks Department workshop, the City Manager's 
assistant loaded it into suitcases and drove it to 
Cambridge Mass for testing in the M.I.T. wind 
tunnel, maps were drawn and measures taken, 
and in the early 1980s Dayton briefly led the 
way in climatic urbanism. This short-lived local 
experiment only confirmed the lack of Vitruvian 
awareness in most cities. It was a problem that 
preoccupied scientists and was repeatedly 
discussed at their international gatherings. The 
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) 
gave priority to the issue, joining forces with 
the Confédération Internationale du Bâtiment, 
the International Federation for Housing and 
Planning (IFHP) and the World Health Organisation 
in various efforts to publicise the few extant 
examples of climate-aware urban design from 
the German-speaking world, Israel, and the 
Soviet Union. In 1976 the WMO published the 
report Urban Climatology and its Relevance to 
Urban Design by the British geographer Tony 
Chandler. Four years later IFHP distributed a 
booklet Fundamental Knowledge in Urban and 
Building Climatology to all the major European 

• Michael Hebbert, 
Professor of Town Planning, 
University of Manchester

Weather came to be taken for 

granted as something to be 

fixed by central heating and 

air conditioning, or avoided by 

provision of covered walkways

↑ Wind-ventilation concept, 
from Landeshaupstadt 
München (1995) Messestadt-
Reim Ökologische Bausteine 
Teil 1 Stadtplanung fig 15

Urban design is – among other 

things – the oldest medium for 

anthropogenic climatic modification
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THE RIVERSIDE WALk ENHANCEMENT STRATEGY 
The City of London developed a design framework for the riverside walk

The Riverside Walk Enhancement Strategy 
is a long-term framework developed 
by the City of London’s Planning & 
Transportation Department to deliver an 
attractive, fully accessible and continuous 
pedestrian walkway along the River 
Thames. The key aims of the Strategy 
are to create universally accessible 
connections between the riverside and the 
rest of the City, to create new, and redesign 
existing, green spaces for people to stop 
and enjoy the Thames, and to encourage 
the biodiversity of the City riverside. 

Today, seven years since its inception, 
the Strategy remains a crucial tool 
enabling the City of London to deliver 
cumulative and transformational 
improvement to over 2km of riverside 
frontage, and successfully overcome 
a myriad of private and public land 
ownership issues and physical and natural 
restrictions. So far the City has completed 
50 per cent of intended projects and 
phases, which underlines the long-term 
focus of this framework.

BACkGROUND
Since the inauguration of the Thames Path 
National Trail in 1990 there has been an 
aspiration to improve the City riverside. 
The character of the Riverside Walk was 
dominated by the architecture of the 
buildings either fronting the riverside or 
with the walkway running through them, 
with many sections unwelcoming due to 
design, materials, lighting, a lack of way-
finding information, or neglect. Despite 
policy direction, improved monitoring, 
repair regimes and communication with 
property owners, the Riverside Walk 

continued to be under-utilised and did not 
provide the level of amenity that the public 
would want from a riverside environment. 
The issue was therefore not one of proper 
maintenance but the need for a different 
approach to the management of the 
Riverside Walk, as a single entity rather 
than as a series of randomly connected 
wharfs.

In 2002 officers met occupiers, 
property owners and government agencies 
to get their views; the consensus was 
that more should be done to connect the 
riverside to the rest of the City and provide 
a unified City character along the river. The 
riverside should reflect the quality of the 
public spaces in the City, but it was failing 
to do so.

PROCESS
In 2002 an inter-departmental Riverside 
Working Group was established to explore 
the need for a strategy and discuss how 
it could be formalised. Consultants were 
commissioned to analyse the existing 
situation, then design consultants 
Burns + Nice and Bere Architects were 
commissioned to work with officers 
on enhancement options. Seventeen 
project areas were identified and sketch 
options were produced with an emphasis 
on simple designs and consistency of 
materials. The development of a strategy 
was supported through the adoption of 
complementary City policy documents 
such as the 2004 Supplementary Planning 
Guidance on Open Spaces (the riverside 
area comprises 16,000m2 of open space) 
and City Biodiversity Action Plan. The 
City’s 2004 SPG on Planning Obligations 

formalised how the City agrees planning 
obligation contributions with developers. 
Importantly, this SPG provided the formal 
basis for the City to secure funding from 
developers for local area improvements, 
with a role for framework strategies 
such as the Riverside Walk Enhancement 
Strategy. 

In 2005 Members reviewed the 
work so far and approved the strategic 
approach, a full public consultation on 
proposals, £1.6 million of City monies 
to fund the delivery of the high priority 
projects and an application to the Pool 
of London Partnership for SRB funding 
for further projects. Following members 
approval, the City ran a high profile 
public consultation to get the views of all 
stakeholders, including neighbouring local 
authorities and the GLA. The feedback 
was overwhelmingly positive; the support 
enabled officers to prioritise opportunity 
sites and proposed enhancements on 
the riverside into high, medium and 
lower categories and to proceed with 
implementation.

DELIVERY
Since 2005, 10 of the 17 identified areas 
have been enhanced and ten projects 
remain (three of which are further phases 
in project areas where work has already 
taken place). They comprise small and 
large scale public realm enhancements, 
including installing ramps to replace 
steps; new planting areas and seating, 
new art, enhanced lighting and paving; 
and installation of measures to prevent 
illegal vehicle overrun whilst preserving 
full pedestrian access. Public art measures 

include a film installation (due in 
November 2010) and curved mirrors. 
These generate visual change in the 
environment and public interest in what 
is happening in vacant spaces that will be 
enhanced in the future.

One of the main projects was the 
enhancement at Grants Quay, one of the 
largest public spaces on the Riverside 
Walk. A fully accessible ramp was 
installed to replace steps and the lower 
and upper terraces were enhanced 
through significant landscaping. Desire 
lines were enhanced with standard City 
York stone paving replacing old concrete 
paving, and new and robust granite clad 
planters replacing large timber planters 
that were in poor repair and blocking 
people’s routes. The new planting scheme 
is serviced by an irrigation system that 
is essential in this south-facing riverside 
environment. 

A survey carried out before and 
after the improvements in summer 
2007 and summer 2009, assessed the 
impact on pedestrians of the Grants 
Quay enhancement in terms of use and 
satisfaction. Weekday use of the space has 
risen by 29 per cent, with a 100 per cent 
increase in usage at peak times. Use by 
old people and children has tripled, while 
the number of people using the route for 
commuting rose by 60 per cent. Overall 
satisfaction with the space has risen 
significantly between the two surveys, 

with 81 per cent of respondents now rating 
the area as ‘very good’, a large increase 
from the 33 per cent recorded in 2007. 

SUCCESSES
The key achievement of the Strategy has 
been a significant increase in pedestrian 
activity and very positive feedback on the 
quality of experience along the Riverside 
Walk. With another ten projects still to be 
delivered, officers are hopeful that footfall 
and positive feedback will continue to rise, 
as more people travelling to and through 
the City learn about the quality, ease of 
access and proximity of the enhanced 
Riverside Walk.

In terms of project delivery, the 
Riverside Walk Enhancement Strategy 
has catalysed progress and provided a 
framework that ensures high quality 
enhancements are delivered according 
to key urban design principles. The 
Strategy has provided a link between 
strategic, macro-policy direction, and 
individual, micro-projects being funded, 
managed and delivered. This medium 
scale link provides structure to what might 
otherwise be piecemeal enhancements 
and helps generate a sense of continuity 
and support among stakeholders. Private 
sector stakeholders, politicians and 
officers have greater confidence on each 
project and on progress as they are aware 
of what is happening in the wider area, 
the overall strategic goals and how the 

projects are interrelated. 
The Strategy has promoted better 

communication with internal and external 
stakeholders on key project requirements, 
successes or problems. Officers have 
learned from each other on key practical 
issues such as the physical constraints of 
constructing on the riverside, and how to 
deliver construction works when access to 
the riverside is restricted via either private 
land or Transport for London roads. 
Knowledge of such issues enables officers 
to transfer principles of good urban design 
from plan to reality, and the sharing of this 
knowledge reduces the time and resources 
needed to deliver each project successfully. 

Lastly, the Strategy has been successful 
as a catalyst for funding. Political approval 
of the strategy enabled funding for the 
projects to be secured from internal City 
resources, Section 106 Agreements, the 
Cross River Partnership and Transport 
for London. The use of internal City funds 
assisted in securing external funding, 
and around 80 per cent of the total cost 
of enhancements so far has come from 
external funds – far in excess of the 
original expectations for the strategy.

CONCLUSION
Since 2005 there has been a 
transformation of the Riverside Walk from 
a series of disconnected and sometimes 
inaccessible spaces towards a continuous, 
attractive and fully accessible route that 
supports surrounding land uses, a range of 
pedestrian activities and local biodiversity. 
The Riverside Walk Enhancement Strategy 
has played a central role in designing and 
implementing this transformation. The 
Strategy provided an overall structure for 
riverside works, generating local support 
and identifying how such a large project 
could be successfully delivered, backed 
up by adopted SPG documents supporting 
enhancement works and formalising the 
ability for private developers to contribute 
to enhancements in their local area.

So far adoption of the Strategy has 
greatly increased the use of the riverside 
and the quality of the public space. By 
providing a framework for delivery, 
the City has facilitated enhancements 
everybody wants, supports and benefits 
from. Ultimately, the City is on the sunny 
side of the river and the riverside is a 
space, or a network of spaces, that should 
be heavily used and celebrated, and not 
overlooked for any reason. •

↙ Riverside Walk 
Enhancement Strategy map 
↓ Grants Quay before (↓) 
and after (↘) enhancement
→ Blackfriars ramp, phase 
2 of 3
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THE BOURG WALk BRIDGE – AYLESBURY
A pedestrian and cycle bridge provides a new gateway into Aylesbury

The Bourg Walk bridge opened in April 
2009 and provides a direct and high 
quality pedestrian and cycle link from the 
south of Aylesbury into the town centre. 
The design of the curving open structure 
creates an impressive gateway into 
Aylesbury, a gateway which indicates how 
the town is changing and looks forward to 
the future with confidence. 

AYLESBURY’S REGENERATION
Aylesbury Vale was designated as a growth 
area under the previous government’s 
Sustainable Communities Plan. Today, the 
scale of growth may differ but Aylesbury, 
as the county town of Buckinghamshire, 
remains a principal growing economic 
centre. The creation of the Bourg Walk 
was an initial and important step in 
the delivery of a wider strategy and 
regeneration programme for Aylesbury 
town centre. 

The bridge is a prime example of how 
public sector investment can attract 
inward investment and future prosperity. 
Aylesbury Vale District Council’s (AVDC) 
new £35m Waterside theatre opened 
October 2010 with the planned delivery of 
a new superstore, hotel and the National 
Enterprise Academy scheduled for 2012. 
These investments generate confidence, 
with Brookfields Europe Ltd., Chiltern 
Railway Ltd., Aylesbury College, a range 
of housing developers and the Vale of 
Aylesbury Housing Trust also having 

invested millions in Aylesbury over the 
last few years.

Other regeneration projects, part 
of the wider integrated transport 
improvement programme, shared the 
same design ambitions as the Bourg Walk: 
to successfully combine structure, form 
and space in creating a revitalised local 
landscape. The re-design and landscaping 
of the Station Boulevard (part of the 
gateway on this southern side of the 
town), the creation of the longest piece of 
original enamelled artwork in Europe in 
the underpass leading to the refurbished 
bus station, the remedial enhancements to 
the rail station, the design of the real-time 
bus stops throughout the town centre and 
the new travel information kiosk in Market 
Square add to the regeneration and vitality 
of Aylesbury.

ACCESS TO THE TOWN CENTRE
The Bourg Walk makes a clear statement 
about sustainability, with priority given 
to pedestrians and cyclists access to the 
town centre over the movement of vehicles 
on the ring road. Visitors from the train 
station, residents (existing and new), 
college students and pupils of the nearby 
school all benefit from this clearly defined 
route to the town centre; providing a safer 
access, both day and night.

The old bridge provided access but 
did little to alter the perception of the 
railway line running through Aylesbury 

acting as a clear divide between one of the 
major housing estates in the town and the 
town centre. The Bourg Walk has changed 
all that with access to the train and bus 
stations, adjacent supermarket and town 
centre via a staircase or, for families with 
prams, people of limited mobility or for 
the Para-Olympiads training at Stoke 
Mandeville stadium ( 2012 Olympics), a 
lift. The lift features public art by a local 
artist which is positioned on the glass wall, 
depicting a tree as it passes through the 
seasons. 

One of Aylesbury’s key successes which 
The Bourg Walk contributes to, is the 
significant modal shift to using sustainable 
transport. In 2005 – 2008 Aylesbury was 
a Cycle Demonstration Town and between 
2004 and 2009 has experienced a 73 per 
cent increase in cycling journeys in the 
town and a 56 per cent increase in use of 
the rail station’s cycle park.

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER
The snake-like curving lines of the 
250m long Bourg Walk bridge with the 
suspended 35m mast soaring into the sky 
above, creates both horizontal and vertical 
impact. Pedestrians and cyclists using the 
bridge also experience this impact as the 
curving lines unfurl before them. 

To provide good visibility and a 
lightweight appearance on the bridge, a 
unique parapet system was designed which 
achieves an expansive open feel, which 

captures the structural form and function 
of being on a bridge without restricting the 
visual interplay of space, light and views 
of the town and surrounding countryside. 
This sense of space is also enhanced by 
the specially blended woven mesh which 
forms the walls of the bridge and creates 
a basket type effect, as well as preventing 
any objects passing through it. 

The lighting design is a very important 
aspect to ensure public safety: the 
positioning of the lighting system on the 
parapet creates an even spread of light 
with no shadows. Uplighters to the mast 
provide a strong visual presence which 
adds impact and drama when viewed 
from a distance. The colours of the mast 
illumination can be changed. Currently 
they reflect autumn, as part of the 
changing seasons. 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The site of the structure is long and thin 
with many major obstructions along the 
path, which dictated for the main part, the 
alignment of the structure and position 
of the associated supports. As such, the 
unique snaking horizontal alignment 
was developed to overcome these tight 
physical constraints with pillars designed 
and placed to suit available locations. 
Sharp turns within the ramps had to be 
avoided to minimise potential collisions 
between pedestrians and cyclists, and 
ramps were provided at each end of the 
bridge at 1 in 20 to avoid the need for any 
steps. The spans that had to be achieved 
across Station Way and the railway were 
designed to carry their own dead weight, 
while the mast and cable cater for the 
live loading of pedestrians. In order to 
comply with Network Rail standards 
the area of the bridge over the railway 
required a solid 1.8m high parapet and 
this was provided via stainless steel 
panels to match materials used elsewhere. 
These constraints led to a high degree 
of fabrication off site which enabled the 
maintenance of the diversion route across 
the railway during the building process. 
The result is a lightweight, elegant and 
contemporary bridge.

In order to create a direct route into the 
heart of the Market Square the designers 
created a new crossing on the ring road, 
at the foot of the bridge. The objective was 
to try and change the priority and mindset 
of drivers to think that pedestrians had 
as much a right to be in the area and that 

the dominant flow was actually from the 
bridge and adjacent Station Boulevard. 
This lead to the adoption of shared space 
principles and a straight over signalised 
junction incorporating toucan crossings. 
Materials for the road surface were 
carefully selected to try and change 
the dominance of the main flow at the 
junction. 

LEARNING
The separate cycle lane on the bridge 
with its red coloured surface, has proven 
to be somewhat unnecessary. Cyclists 
and pedestrians tend to amble along the 
whole width of the bridge, creating a 
shared space and resulting in slower cycle 
speeds and a different vitality and feel for 
the space. Young and older people report 
feeling safer with such high levels of 
interaction.

The Bourg Walk itself is a success 
in social terms too. There have been 
some behaviour changes with minimal 
incidences of graffiti on the bridge 
surfaces which is a significant difference 
when compared to the old bridge and 
access route. However, the lift has 
presented some challenges because when 
it opened some young people jumped up 
and down on the lift’s floor causing the 
emergency brake to come on. This has 
now been partially resolved by reducing 
the speed of the lift so that the emergency 
brake is not triggered so frequently. The 
lesson here is the need to plan for social 
interaction in all aspects of the overall 
design and function. 

CONCLUSION
The Bourg Walk is a success story for 
Aylesbury. As part of a £20m integrated 
transport system which was delivered 
within a 5 year time period, the bridge 
provides a quality experience for residents 
and visitors to Aylesbury; the design 
and the choice of material used make a 
strong statement about how Aylesbury 
is changing. This perception of change 
emulates Aylesbury town’s aspirations 
to be a vibrant economic, cultural and 
leisure centre for Buckinghamshire in 
the 21st century. • Commissioning Body: 
Buckinghamshire County Council

↙ A panoramic view of the curving 
structure of the Bourg Walk
↙↙ Bourg Walk at night enhanced by 
a lighting scheme
↘ Mesh wall to the bridge creates a 
sense of space and provides safety
↘↘ The 35m soaring mast and the red 
surface ground for cyclists 
↘↘↘ The graffiti covering the old 
bridge hardly appear on the new one
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BARkING TOWN SqUARE 
Barking and Dagenham Borough presents a vibrant new public space 

The Square, designed by muf architecture/
art, is a t-shaped, 6,000m2 space 
consisting of four interlocking elements: a 
Civic Square, a Folly Wall (Secret Garden), 
an Arcade and an Arboretum. The space is 
surrounded by four new buildings which 
have public functions at ground floor level. 
These include Barking Learning Centre, 
a Gallery, further education facilities, 
a hotel, shops with private apartments 
above. The other key building forming 
the Square is Barking Town Hall a 1950s 
neo-Georgian red brick building with 
a campanile. Muf worked closely with 
architects Allford Hall Monaghan Morris, 
responsible for the adjacent buildings, 
in order to maximise the integration of 
the public space and surrounding uses, 
and ensure all elements are compatible 
and flow seamlessly. As a result of this 
collaborative process the buildings and 
public space create an enjoyable landscape 
for all users.

The Civic Square is designed as an 
extra large outdoor room. It is framed 
by the Town Hall, Barking Learning 
Centre gallery and the new Folly Wall. 
It is furnished with pale pink elongated 
Barking benches, each 6 metres in length, 
on a floor of pink Spanish granite. It is 
linked to the arboretum via a set of steps 
that exactly mirror the steps leading up 
to the Town Hall. These lead to a stage 
designed both for performance events and 
more informal uses.

The Folly Wall (Secret Garden) screens 
service yard and rear wall of an Iceland 
supermarket and provides the fourth 
elevation to the Town Square. It recovers 
the texture of the lost historic fabric of the 
town centre and serves as a memento-mori 
to this current cycle of regeneration. The 
wall is south-facing and has opportunities 
for seating, both on the steps and on the 
designed bench along the base. It is built of 
architectural salvage bedded in brick and 
is planted with indigenous species which 
will in time overrun and colonise both the 
designed and opportune crevices. It was 
designed and built using the skills of local 
people.

The Arcade: the terrazzo floor of 
the colonnade adjacent to the Barking 
Learning Centre, extends out to Ripple 
Road marking a direct route to the square 
and Town Hall. It also links the entrances 
to the flats above the One-Stop Shop, the 
café and a retail unit on Ripple Road. The 
arcade is paved in black and white terrazzo 
tiles that reference both the grandeur of 
arcades and the paths of the London’s 
Edwardian villas. Large diamond light 
chandeliers designed by Tom Dixon are an 
adaptation of an interior fitting.

The Arboretum is the centrepiece of the 
later Square development, connecting with 
the terrazzo, the Town Square and Secret 
Garden to create a focal point for Barking. 
It is conceived as a literary arboretum to 
the adjacent library and functions as an 

outside reading room. Its dense planting 
of 40 mature trees and quirky furniture 
provide a space for role play, performance, 
learning, reading and exploration. Play 
is not ring fenced here, but instead is 
fostered through the miniaturisation of 
street furniture and hiding spaces.

THE PROCESS
The Barking Town Square project 
emerged as a reaction to Barking Town 
Centre’s failure to compete with other 
nearby centres, and its lack of a positive 
image. Barking Town Square was a bleak, 
windswept and soulless public space in 
need of change, containing a town hall 
and a dated library and surrounded by 
car parks. The scheme emanates from 
a development brief in 1999 which 
culminated in 2005, in the scheme being 
taken forward to fruition by Redrow 
to a design by architects, Allford Hall 
Monaghan Morris (AHMM). This included 
the Barking Learning Centre and three 
other commercial buildings – Piano 
Works, Bath House and Lemonade 
Building – which provided residential 
development, a hotel, a training enterprise 
and retail space. It was important to 
provide the public realm as an integral 
part of the project and not an add-on. 
The public realm was key in integrating 
the Town Square with the surrounding 
residential, civic and commercial areas, 
and in raising the image and profile of the 
area, while providing an important public 
space for local people. There was a cocktail 
of funding coming from the Council 
foregoing a capital receipt, Redrow , 
Central Government and London Thames 
Gateway Development Corporation.

Muf architecture/art were appointed 
to draw together the elements of Town 
Square through an innovative public realm 
scheme. They worked closely with AHMM 
from an early stage in order to maximise 
the properties of the public space, and 
as a result of the collaborative process, 
the footprint of some of the buildings 
changed. 

The design of the scheme aimed to 
knit together the private, commercial, 
community services and the civic 
components of the scheme, and 
collaboration between the architects 
ensured that all town square elements 
were compatible and flowed seamlessly. 
The design also reflects the existing 
architecture of the Town Hall, for example 

in the mirroring of the steps in the design 
of the performance area.

The Council ensured that the proposal 
was developed in the context of both the 
immediate surroundings and the wider 
town centre. For example, the Folly Wall 
was designed to screen the rear wall of 
Iceland while, at the same time, providing 
the fourth elevation to Town Square. The 
Arcade connects the Square to the retail 
area on Ripple Road. The Square was also 
designed to link together the civic areas 
of the town centre with the surrounding 
residential and retail areas, providing a 
pleasant and safe walking environment.

The project was also developed in line 
with the Barking Code – a systematically 
arranged and comprehensive collection of 
materials, products and detailed finishing 
techniques including maintenance 
considerations. The Code aims to promote 
innovation, shape interest and help 
develop a distinctive character in the 
design for Barking town centre. 

Town Square has been designed to 
benefit the whole community in a number 
of ways. It provides an attractive space to 
sit in, read in and play in. It provides a link 
between different town centre locations 
and facilities and helps attract new 
retailers and uses to the town centre. It has 
been designed to Access for All principles 
and is fully DDA compliant, with the local 
Access group being fully consulted during 
design.

In addition to statutory consultation 
the design and building phases were 
interspersed with unusual and effective 
ways to involve local residents and 
stakeholders. These included: 
•	A series of workshops with young 
people that resulted in arresting images on 
temporary hoardings
•	The involvement of the master builders 
and apprentices of Barking College in the 
actual technical design and construction of 
the Folly Wall
•	Seven workshop sessions with 
librarians, young people and local children 
to develop narratives and prototypes for 
street furniture

LESSONS LEARNED AND 
CONCLUSIONS
The whole Town Square scheme is an 
example of New Urbanism, it brings 
together the Learning Centre, residential, 
leisure and quality public space that as a 
whole creates a sustainable, convenient 

and enjoyable destination in the Town 
Centre.

The main lesson learned is that in 
a scheme of this kind, there needs to 
be a fully inclusive process between 
the architects of the buildings and the 
public realm designers, with the local 
authority taking the lead in terms of the 
vision, establishing trust between the 
various clients and designers, ensuring 
funding is in place, involving local people 
and ensuring a continuity of support, 
especially political.

Town Square project would not 
have been delivered without a large 
number of organisations working in 
partnership. The key partners in this 
project are the Borough, London Thames 
Gateway Development Corporation, The 
Department of Communities and Local 
Government, and Redrow Regeneration.

The real success of the Square is 
measured by how well it is used by local 
people, and so far it has been enjoyed by all 
sections of the vibrant community, and is 
being used both informally and for public 
arts events. The Square has hosted a wide 
variety of events from the Molten Arts 
Festival (2008, 2009, 2010) to a Dance 
Festival (2009). It has been the venue for 
a funfair, ice rink and beach volleyball, 
and the library has drawn up a series of 
events to take place in the arboretum. 
The Folly Wall has been absorbed into the 
local imagination – many believing the 
wall has always been there or has been 
reconstructed as a relocation from another 
site in the borough.

In addition the project has been 
identified as an exemplar for what is 
possible; the borough officers and the 
designers have been invited to talk 
about the scheme both nationally and 
internationally; it received the European 
Prize for public space (2008) and the RTPI 
London Planning Awards Best New Public 
Space (2010), and was one of the Mayor’s 
100 spaces. •

↙ Temporary event in the Town 
Square: beach volleyball

↓ Barking central site plan
↓↓ The arcade, direct route 
to the Square and town hall
↓↓↓ Folly Wall, Secret 
garden provides the fourth 
elevation to Town Square
↓↓↓↓ Town Square 
arboretum, a focal point for 
Barking
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OURPLACE™
North West Leicestershire District Council harnessed consumer power to transform 
housing quality 

CABE’s housing audits stimulated 
discussion about a suburban renaissance 
as part of its efforts to improve the 
everyday, ordinary places where people 
live, work and play on a daily basis. Its 
ambition was to see ‘very good’ and ‘good’ 
rated developments under Building for 
Life (the standard for new homes and 
neighbourhoods) become the norm as 
opposed to exception – a tall order when 
its national housing audits uncovered that 
only 18 per cent of developments met this 
standard. 

But how do we achieve this where the 
quality baseline is evidenced to be so 
low? Is it through strengthening local 
policies? Is it through further regulation? 
Is it through encouraging the widespread 
adoption and use of Building for Life? If we 
had all of these in play, would it be enough 
or do we need something else? These were 
the questions and issues that North West 
Leicestershire District Council considered 
when its Cabinet adopted a radical new 
approach to housing quality – one that 
harnessed consumer influence and 
supported consumers in finding their ideal 
place to live1. 

The challenge is tough. How can a step 
change in design quality of new homes 
and neighbourhoods be achieved where 
the quality baseline is so low, where 
robust urban design and place making 
skills are in short supply (or rarely used), 
where house builders can seem reluctant 
to invest in better places (and in many 

cases, even more reluctant to design for 
the place, rather than impose a design on 
the place)? Combine these factors with 
an industry where demand is expected 
to continue exceeding supply, and where 
basic economics tells you that this can be a 
disincentive to innovation, if not product 
development. It’s also easy to forget that 
CABE’s housing audits were of completed 
developments, places where homes had 
been successfully sold by the developer to 
the consumer. Therefore perhaps the time 
has come to focus our efforts on creating 
and nurturing a more intelligent client 
as championed by the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation ( JRF).

THE THINkING BEHIND OURPLACE™
In 2002, the JRF suggested that ‘the aim 
must be to create an ‘intelligent client’ not 
just a consumer of a product…they are not 
well equipped to act as ‘intelligent clients’. 
Their vision needs to be expanded… 
it needs a rethink of both the industry 
and the attitudes of the house-buying 
consumer’ (2002, p.99). Within this 
research by the JRF, Hedges and Clements 
(1994 cited in JRF, 2002, p.103) argued,

‘…public attitudes are too conditioned 
by the characteristics of the actual housing 
market for people to stand back and 
separate out the intrinsic desirability of 
ownership as such from the desirability 
conferred on it by circumstances… ‘

So, compounding the issues mentioned 
earlier, we have a consumer accustomed 
and willing to buy into places that could be 
designed much better. 

We’re now used to seeing rating 
certificates displayed on fridges and 
washing machines: at a glance the 
consumer can make a more informed 
choice. Needless to say, these products 
cost considerably less than homes, 
therefore it is somewhat ironic that the 
consumer is afforded more advice on 
household appliances than on the home 
itself. 

HOW OURPLACE™ WORkS
ourplace™ is the brand name for North 
West Leicestershire’s Design Initiative 
with the most high profile element of the 
scheme, its quality rating scheme. Our 
philosophy is simple: we believe that if 
home buyers are offered an easy way to 
identify good design (and in turn compare 
places to one another) design standards 
will be driven up by more discerning 
purchasers. 

Our simple and easy to understand 
rating system is based on the national 
Building for Life standard. Once a scheme 
has been assessed (and assuming it is 
granted planning consent) the developer is 
issued with a certificate for one of four tier 
ratings, ranging from A+ to C. 

DO POST COMPLETION DESIGN 
AWARDS OFFER HOUSE BUILDERS 
WHAT THEY REALLY WANT AND 
NEED? 
Can we do more for those developers 
that lead the way and embrace the place 
making agenda? Our quality rating scheme 
seeks to encourage and reward good 
design at the time when it really matters 
to developers: when they are trying to 
sell new homes. Developers that secure a 
coveted A+ or A rated certificate not only 
get the opportunity to attend a formal 
certificate presentation with an ourplace™ 
ambassador (and the potential for some 
local publicity), but receive a certificate 
they can display with pride in their Sales 
Office. Developers are also offered to use 
the ourplace™ brand to help differentiate 
their development from their competitors. 

The primary concern for home builders 
is and will always be the activity of 
building and selling homes, whilst that of 
local authority’s is related to the wellbeing 
of its communities. If local authorities 
really want house builders to recognise the 
value and importance of urban design and 
place making, they need to appreciate that 
whilst the grant of planning consent 

is perhaps the end for them, it is just 
the start for developers. They therefore 
need to reward and encourage the more 
enlightened developers by supporting 
them in selling places of quality. 

‘I THINk THERE ARE SOME FLAWS IN 
THE SCHEME’
We have presented the idea of ourplace™ 
to a number of local authorities and 
stakeholders across the country at a 
variety of CABE events. We’re often asked 
two particular questions: ‘Surely if the 
Council’s design initiative was really 
working, you’d never end up issuing B 
and C rated certificates’ and ‘You’ll never 
see a developer display a B or C rated 
certificate’. 

First, perhaps we need to be more 
realistic about design within the wider 
context of planning. You need only look 
at the quality of the bulk of residential 
developments that have been approved 
over the last ten years or so, to see that 
concerns about design can and have 
been outweighed by other factors. There 
are always going to be circumstances 
where despite our best efforts as urban 
designers, a planning inspector disagrees 
with us, planning committee takes a 
different view, or we simply cannot get a 
development to the standard we require; 
but the standard they do reach would not 
necessarily merit a refusal (for example, 
a scheme that is assessed as 13.5 out of 
20 under the Building for Life scheme). 
Therefore, whilst the ideal is to only issue 
A+ and A rated certificates, the reality is 
that sometimes we might need to accept 
a standard of design that is not where we 
want it to be. 

Second, all ratings are posted on 
our website www.findourplace.com. 
Additionally, if you go into any sales office 
and ask the Sales Advisor some questions 
about their development, they’ll tell you 
what you need to know and the deals 
available. But they’ll also be able to tell 
you about what their competitors are 
building, and the deals they’re offering. 
So, as part of the sales repertoire, you 
can be sure that house builders will know 
each other’s rating under ourplace™: 
the A+ and A rated developments will be 
keen to make sure you – the buyer – know 
how developments, particularly those 
with lower ratings, perform. We know 
this because we’ve developed ourplace™ 
with a focus group representing sales and 

marketing professionals with extensive 
experience in the industry. 

We also know that ourplace™ will create 
internal demand from sales and marketing 
functions within house builders on their 
planning and design teams to produce 
higher quality schemes – a valuable and 
much needed dynamic between often 
polarised departments. Interestingly, 
not one person in our focus group would 
want to market or try to sell a B or C rated 
development, particularly if there was a 
better rated development within the same 
area. 

THE FUTURE OF OURPLACE™ 
ourplace™ has already been extended 
to South Derbyshire District Council 
with a number of authorities planning 
on joining the scheme during 2011. The 
scheme has been designed with simplicity 
and economy in mind to make it easy to 
roll out to other local authorities – for 
free provided they have an Accredited 
Building for Life Assessor. Once signed 
up to the scheme, the local authority 
has access to everything they will need, 
including a range of pre-designed 
marketing materials, all of which they can 
personalise with their own Council’s logo. 

House builders work across multiple 
local authority boundaries, and home 
buyers will often shop across these 
boundaries. Therefore the more local 
authorities use ourplace™, the stronger 
the scheme will become and the more 
value it will have to home buyers. 

ourplace™ is about what we can 
collectively do to find a way of getting 
everyone enthusiastic about the 
creation of well-designed homes and 
neighbourhoods. Councillors want to see 
better designed places. House builders 
want to built and sell homes. Home buyers 
want to buy places that meet their needs. 
ourplace™ has the potential to work for 
everyone. •

↙ Cover of our place™ 
brochure Courtesy Marcus 
Holdsworth Photography

16 and above
14 or 15
10 to 13
9 and under

Very Good
Good
Average
Poor

A+
A
B
C

Number of Building for 
Life criteria met (/20)*

Building for Life band 
(anticipated)

ourplace™ rating tier

* Assessment based on evidence within the planning application

CORRELATION BETWEEN BFL CRITERIA AND OURPLACE™ RATING

↓ ourplace™ promotes fit for 
purpose places
↓↓ Which is bigger, the Mini or 
the garage?
↓↓↓ ourplace™ rating used 
when advertising properties
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WEST STREET CULTURAL qUARTER
Swadlincote reasserts its identity with the help of conservation-led regeneration 
initiatives

Pedestrianised in the 1980s, a wall-to 
wall-carpet of concrete blocks much in 
vogue at that time, had robbed the town of 
character. A context led design approach 
now aims to bring it back. The temptation 
to simply follow current trends, such 
as shared surfaces, has been resisted 
to focus on contextual design and local 
distinctiveness.

 Through a Public Realm Master plan, a 
high quality streetscape is being created. 
The ambitious long-term proposal 
sets out to: retain a pedestrian friendly 
environment; minimise vehicle/pedestrian 
conflict; de-clutter and reintroduce 

definition to the streets and reintroduce 
locally distinctive materials to achieve a 
scheme with a timeless quality. 

Enhancement of the burgeoning West 
Street Cultural Quarter is part of the 
second phase of the plan and has produced 
a locally appropriate scheme that 
responds to modern user requirements 
and facilitates ease of movement. West 
Street has been transformed at a cost of 
£613,000 procured through the Midlands 
Highways Alliance. The works, carried 
out to an excellent standard by Tarmac 
Limited National Contracting, were 
completed on time and within budget. 

A RICH HERITAGE
In its heyday Swadlincote throbbed 
with industrial activity, a landscape of 
pits, pipe works, chimneys and belching 
kilns. The clay industry encompassed 
art and domestic pottery, architectural 
and sanitary ware, the latter transported 
worldwide. Coal and clay created wealth 
but harsh working conditions and 
pollution. The industries’ decline left a 
legacy of despoiled land.

1970s land reclamation filled holes 
and greened the town backdrop. The 
subsequent town centre pedestrianisation 
and relief road removed congestion but 
also identity. Following public concern 
about vehicle/pedestrian conflict, the town 
had become increasingly cluttered with 
retrofitted bogus heritage street furniture 
to channel vehicles. 

Swadlincote’s industrial heritage 
remained tangible: Sharpe’s Pottery, a 
large former sanitary ware complex with 
kiln hovel, survived at the west end of 
town and Hepworth’s, a former pipe-
works at the east. Idiosyncratic Victorian 
and Edwardian buildings line the High 
Street between the two. It was designated 
a conservation area in 1991. In 2001 a 
Vision and Strategy set out a coordinated 
framework for future initiatives to 
enhance the town centre. Capitalising on 
Swadlincote’s heritage was central to the 
approach, which highlighted the need for 
investment in both buildings and streets. A 
heritage grant scheme started in 2001 and 
brought improvements across the town, 
particularly to shop fronts. In 2003, with 
a £1m Heritage Lottery Fund grant, the 
former Sharpe’s Pottery was reopened as a 
museum and visitor centre. In recognition 
of these achievements the Council received 
English Heritage’s regional conservation 
award in 2009. 

PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
The appearance of the streets was 
progressively more at odds with the 
impressive restoration as Swadlincote’s 
once obscured architectural quality 
re-emerged. In 2004 ideas for public 
realm improvements began to take shape. 
Starting with a townscape analysis, 
engagement with stakeholders and 
consultation with the wider community, 
the Council developed the concept 
plan with Martin Woolley Landscape 
Architects. Derbyshire County Council’s 
highly experienced civil engineers ably 

translated this into working designs, 
the County’s urban design officer, Adam 
Lathbury, providing expert guidance 
throughout.

In 2006 the 15-year Public Realm 
Master plan was adopted by the Council. 
The funding secured so far has come from 
the Derbyshire Economic Partnership, 
Central Government Growth Point 
Programme, Section 106 Agreement 
contributions, the Council, English 
Heritage and Derbyshire County Council.

Implementation began in 2008 
starting with modest improvements to 
Swadlincote’s eastern approach. Funding 
of £2.7m has permitted a grander scale 
for Phase 2, with the creation of a new 
public square that will open next spring. 
The West Street improvements are the 
recently completed first stage of Phase 2. 
With a close eye kept on the smallest detail 
a simple and beautifully resolved scheme 
has been realised.

qUALITY MATERIALS AND 
DETAILING
Staffordshire blue clay pavers cover the 
footways and flow into a similar pre-
existing surface leading to and framing 
Sharpe’s Pottery. Raised pink granite kerbs 
and light grey granite channel blocks 
frame the tarmac road surface creating 
a street with a strong linear form. The 
reintroduction of a 4.1m wide carriageway 
allows vehicle segregation whilst 
maintaining wide footways. Generous level 
tables in contrasting light grey granite 
further facilitate pedestrian movements. 
The contrast and definition of the kerbs 
and channels provide clear locators for 
people with impaired sight. Kerb lines 
echo frontage lines and bring the street 
back into proportion with adjacent 
buildings. 

The identity of the street is 
strengthened with details such as internal 
radii to the ends of disabled parking 
bays and radius quadrant blocks to their 
external corners. Different paving module 
sizes, in the form of long narrow strips, 
have been used to designate seating and 
planting areas. Realigned inspection 
chambers reduce the need for cuts to 
paving materials. Signs and lines are 
reduced to a minimum. A consistent 
palette of low-key high quality street 
furniture has been used. 

At the west end of the street a large 
and clutter free ramped raised table has 

been introduced at a complex realigned 
road junction. This design reduces traffic 
speeds and liberates pedestrians allowing 
them to take their chosen desire line in 
safety and comfort. For those wanting a 
more formal crossing point there are three 
contrasting granite crossings. This feature 
along with the iconic Sharpe’s buildings 
attractively and subtly frame the gateway 
to the central core of the town. 

Sharpe’s, West Street’s cultural hub, 
continues to develop, now housing 
Swadlincote’s first Tourist Information 
Centre and being extended to improve 
refreshment and exhibition facilities. An 
assessment of the development potential 
of the wider site recently commenced.

CONCLUSIONS
The Swadlincote experience has shown 
that an enduring special identity is rooted 
in the things that make a place tick and 
not something that can be grafted on. 
The design process has demonstrated the 
benefits of public sector collaboration. 
Potential conflicts have been resolved 
around the table by bringing engineering, 
urban design, conservation and planning 
skills together, building capacity for 
similar future schemes in Derbyshire. •
Commissioning Body: South Derbyshire District 
Council

↙ Before: wall to wall concrete 
block paving and street clutter
After: locally distinctive 
materials and linear street 
definition, no clutter

↓ Sharpe’s Pottery Museum 
access framed by the new 
paving
↓↓ Ramped raised table at the 
western gateway to the town 
centre
↓↓↓ In Progress: Careful setting 
out and accurate cutting 
produce quality results 
↓↓↓↓ Tarmac workers 
constructing raised crossing
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ECCLESIASTICAL qUARTER LIGHTING 
The City of Gloucester implemented a lighting strategy for the historic centre

Lighting probably isn’t the first thing, 
which springs to mind when considering 
the urban design qualities of a place. 
Maybe 99 per cent of the images in an 
architectural or urban design publication 
will be taken during the day. When you 
consider the night-time appearance of the 
same places, a very different impression 
will be perceived. The impression of 
the night-time urban landscape can be 
inspiring but it can also be grim, or just 
uninspiring. There are many opportunities 
to transform a place by focusing on the 
urban design qualities of that place with a 
number of these qualities being perceived 
differently depending on the time of day.

URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
We became aware that the positive urban 
design elements of Gloucester, such as 
its historic landmarks, street pattern, 
key routes, edges, gateways and nodes, 
and its legibility are somewhat lost at 
night, either consumed by darkness or 
inappropriately flood-lit.

At night, parts of Gloucester are 
unattractive, uninviting and unsafe. 
This has a negative impact on the user’s 
experience of the city, which consequently 
has a negative effect upon the wider image 
of the city and its evening economy. The 
thriving and active historic centre by day, 
transforms through the evening and into 
the night, into a underused and fairly 
uninspiring environment. We realised 

that we needed to use lighting and urban 
design principles together to create a city 
that is as positive and vibrant to use and 
experience in the night as it is in the day.

This saw the creation of the Gloucester 
City Council Lighting Strategy. We wanted 
to create a strategy that does not just 
attempt to light everything, but one that 
focuses on strengthening the city centre, 
using principles of urban design. The key 
design aims of the strategy are to:
•  Promote and strengthen Gloucester’s 

local distinctiveness
•  Reduce crime and the fear of crime
•  Promote lighting as an art form within 

the city
•  Improve the urban design qualities of 

the city 
•   Ensure that lighting schemes are 

sustainable

It is hoped that this will contribute to 
creating a more positive, sustainable, 
legible and inclusive place for all users of 
the city, day and night. 

THE PROCESS
During the last two years, we have started 
to implement the Lighting Strategy by 
lighting a number of historic structures, 
including a range of both listed buildings 
and Scheduled Monuments, in various 
parts of the city centre. These structures 
were chosen because of the quality they 

bring to the urban environment and their 
position as landmarks, some of which are 
on key routes.

Advice contained with the lighting 
strategy set out a clear approach to the 
provision of the initial lighting projects.

‘…through experience, the consultants 
have learnt that it is important, in terms 
of public visibility, to achieve a ‘critical 
mass’ of lighting projects in the first two 
years. The effect of this early impact is to 
raise the policy profile of the strategy and 
to sustain and draw in future funding. It 
is doubly effective if such projects have 
some kind of thematic or geographical 
connection.’ Lighting Strategy document 
p.30.

As such, the majority of the completed 
projects are located within a distinct 
area, with a distinct theme. The schemes 
are located within the area surrounding 
the Cathedral. This area has been loosely 
termed the Ecclesiastical Quarter, given 
it contains many existing and former 
historic structures of an ecclesiastical 
nature, with the cathedral at its heart. A 
combination of practical and technical 
lighting principles, with urban design 
principles, was considered the best way 
forward.

A team led by Nigel Parry of Balfour 
Beatty undertook the design of the 
individual lighting schemes. They were 
able to successfully design schemes that 
were relevant to each of the monuments 
and their settings. In particular the 
historical significance and existing 
composition of each structure had an 
important influence on each design. Each 
structure was positioned either along a key 
route or at a highly visible junction point.

The three completed schemes which 
make up part of the Ecclesiastical Quarter 
lighting area include the remains of St 
Oswald’s Priory (dated c900, Grade 1 
listed and Scheduled Monument), The 
Infirmary Arcade (dated early C13, Grade 
1 listed and Scheduled Monument) and 
Bishop Hooper’s Monument (Built 1861-
1863 to commemorate Bishop Hooper on 
the site where he was burnt at the stake 
in 1555, Grade 2 listed). The sequence of 
these historic structures was important 
to consider with a secondary function of 
providing a new tour route. The sequence 
of markers through the historic central 
area of Gloucester provides a visual 
and physical link between the modern 
inner ring road, and the cathedral itself. 

The idea of drawing people around the 
area was appealing, given many tourists 
and residents alike would only visit the 
cathedral, rather than experiencing the 
wider historic area.

St. Oswald’s Priory (remains) are 
positioned by the inner ring road and are 
highly visible from this main route around 
the centre. From this site, the cathedral 
tower can be clearly seen and acts as 
a marker towards the centre. Bishop 
Hooper’s Monument acts as a landmark 
on the journey towards the cathedral and 
precincts and can be clearly seen from 
within the precincts area. This lighting 
scheme acts as a link between the two 
distinct areas. Once inside the precincts, 
the re-lit cathedral tower is clearly seen, 
with the Infirmary Arcade structure 
prominent adjacent to the cathedral.

The intention is to complete the various 
lighting projects within the Ecclesiastical 
Quarter area and to complete the joining 
up process, principally the re-lighting of 
the route around the cathedral.

LESSONS LEARNED
The night-time appearance of a place 
needs to be fully considered at all stages of 
the design and planning process. Lighting 
key monuments and routes takes a lot of 
time, organisation and funding, but the 
enhancement to the urban design qualities 
of a place is well worth the effort. 

In order to make lighting effective and 
sustainable, the choice of what to light 
needs to be led by an understanding of 
the urban design qualities of a place. It is 
not necessary or sustainable to light the 
majority of even the historic or special 
architectural features in an area, but even 
small changes can make a big difference, 
if they embrace and enhance the urban 
qualities of that place.

It is important to identify the most 
effective structures to light, through 
an analysis of development uses and 
patterns (including historic or prominent 
structures), movement hierarchies and 
activity nodes. To be effective, lighting 
needs to be focused in areas of existing 
activity or interest. In the case of 
Gloucester, this was the cathedral, being 
the most visited building in the city, also 
being adjacent to the urban areas most 
important historic buildings, monuments 
and spaces. 

Future work will centre around the 
Gate Streets, which date back to the 

original Roman settlement (Circa 86 A.D.) 
and offer many retail functions. This 
investment is linked to the high activity 
levels provided by visitors and residents, 
and will hopefully have a positive impact 
on the city.

There is much more to be done but we 
are well on our way to achieving many 
of the short-term aims of the Lighting 
Strategy. •

↙ St. Oswald’s Priory lighting 
↘ Bishop Hooper monument
↓ Three details of St. Oswald’s 
Infirmary Arcade lighting scheme
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the real world to share visualisations and to 
change how things are made. All in all a use-
ful book for reflection and practice

• Judith Ryser

Urban Design and the 
British Urban Renaissance
John Punter (ed), 2009, 
Routledge, pp392, £34.99, 
ISBN 978-0415443036

When this book was first conceived, it could 
not be predicted that it would become a 
historical record of what may be a short-lived 
golden age of British urbanism. The recent 
abolition of regional development agencies 
and reduction or elimination of CABE marks 
a change of direction that risks aborting the 
urban renaissance described in this collec-
tion of papers, before it could be completed. 
Soon after the election of the Labour govern-
ment in 1998, the Urban Task Force was set 
up under the leadership of Richard Rogers. 
Its report Towards an Urban Renaissance 
marked an important change of direction in 
planning in Britain, giving design a promi-
nent role, for the first time in decades. The 
establishment of CABE and the publication of 
a number of reports, prominently By Design, 
reinforced this new approach. 

Ten years after, this book attempts an 
evaluation of the effects of the new policies 
on the major urban cities. Punter starts by 
placing the urban renaissance in its ideologi-
cal and practical context, for example listing 
the numerous policy documents and decisions 
taken in the first decade of the century and 
evaluating their overall impact. Concluding 
the introduction with a mostly positive view 
of the renaissance, a series of questions are 
asked for the different contributors to the 
book, to respond in relation to their own areas: 
England’s 8 Core Cities, 4 parts of London plus 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Cardiff and Belfast.

As can be expected, each chapter is dif-
ferent, reflecting the great variety of circum-
stances and approaches taken, and space 
here does not allow for a detailed analysis 

of each of them. The results have been very 
uneven and frequently due to factors unre-
lated to design policies: the economic boom 
and the expansion in consumption, popula-
tion increases in cities, property speculation 
and a new entrepreneurial attitude of local 
government officers were equally or more 
important. Nevertheless the list of achieve-
ments summarised in the concluding chapter, 
is impressive and goes from improved social 
housing design to better quality public realm 
and a reduction of car impact. Noticeable 
are the renaissance of city centres, increased 
residential densities, the quality of some new 
developments, the extensive use of master-
planning. On the down side are the limited 
engagement of the development industry, 
the lack of resources of local government, 
the excessive supply of small dwellings in 
high density developments and the limited 
improvement outside of city centres. Most of 
all the book shows the fragility of the urban 
renaissance and the need to continue to 
promote it with more, not fewer resources. 
The decisions recently taken by the Coalition 
don’t give much comfort. This book is recom-
mended both as a record of the past ten 
years and as guide to future action.

• Sebastian Loew

Governing for Sustainable 
Urban Development
Yvonne Rydin, Earthscan, 2010, 
pp172 £24.99, ISBN 978-1-894407-
819-6

Sustainability is now at the heart of planning, 
urban development and by extension, urban 
design. It should be one of the main preoc-
cupations of government policy as well. The 
way we think about the future environment is, 
or should be, dominated by issues of climate 
change and resource conservation. This book 
aims at linking the actions connected with 
sustainable development with the governing 
processes needed to implement them.

The first three chapters involve a discus-
sion of what is sustainable development as a 

concept and how it can be applied at differ-
ent scales, from the building to the region. 
They cover the processes to produce urban 
development and the actors involved. The 
core of the debate is in the next two chapters 
in which governance is discussed specifically 
in relation to sustainability, explaining the 
difference between government and govern-
ance and analysing the various tools available 
for governing. Since achieving sustainable de-
velopment and making it acceptable involves 
affecting people’s behaviour and attitudes, 
the role of learning and knowledge and the 
related importance of networks, are analysed 
in chapter five. The next chapter continues 
this theme with a discussion on information 
and how it can be used to shape policy, for 
instance measures of carbon emissions (such 
as BREEAM) and best practice.

In the latter part of the book, Rydin 
discusses the sticks and carrots that are 
the fundamental tools to achieve sustain-
able development: regulations on the one 
hand (mostly through planning) and financial 
incentives on the other. She shows however 
that the application and effects of these are 
not straightforward and involve substantial 
negotiations; in the process, learning and 
behavioural change take place as well. The 
last chapter looks at the future and sug-
gests that new models of governance may 
be needed, less reliant on the market and on 
new technologies.

The book cites a number of examples but 
it is fundamentally an academic and concep-
tual text. One objective of such a text should 
be to influence policy makers and one could 
question whether it will reach them. Another 
limitation, though understandable, is the 
concentration on the British system; other 
countries are mentioned occasionally but it 
would have been helpful to hear how others 
deal with similar problems and whether they 
are more or less successful. Also a few im-
ages of sustainable developments (such as 
the cover photograph) would have enlivened 
the text. Nevertheless this book is recom-
mended for its rigorous analysis of a subject 
which will preoccupy us for a long time.

• Sebastian Loew

60 Innovators, Shaping our 
Creative Future
Lucas Dietrich (ed), 2009, 
Thames and Hudson, pp 407, 
£35, ISBN 978-0-500-51492-4

Innovation seems to have become every-
body’s business and this compendium of 
sixty innovators is no exception. Its twelve 
categories of design are innovative, substi-
tuting planning, urban design, architecture 
and other conventional design categories. 
Thames and Hudson invited twelve leading 
designers to select their favourite innova-
tors in their respective fields, together with 
twelve views on innovation. Design is divided 
into street, built and green worlds, interiors 
& exteriors and, more conventionally, graphic 
design, advertising, fashion, new media, pho-
tography, visual, applied arts and materials, 
with ‘beyond design’ as the end game. 

Overall, design is understood as a 
social responsibility besides its aesthetic, 
utilitarian, or ephemeral characteristics and 
presents plenty of inspiration for urban de-
sign. The chapter on ‘beyond design’ places 
innovation at the intersection of design, 
technology, science and business to create 
something new. Experiments with mass 
participation may be closer to home. They 
encompass ‘flash mobs’, spontaneous group 
gatherings in public places, brought together 
via social media; and participation in ‘the 
design of the world’ as highest common 
denominator from where to experiment and 
innovate. Hilary Cottam applies design to the 
real world to improve the lives of those most 
in need, with her 21st youth service Reach 
Out, or her virtual networks Meet Up to al-
leviate social isolation. The place of future-
oriented designers is between the virtual and 
the material worlds. Lantz and Slavin have 
invented games to that effect: area/code is 
an experience where people inhabit different 
dimensions at the same time. 

Backtracking to the ‘street world’, it 
accords with UDG’s standpoint that streets 
and by extension street art are to be shared 
by everyone. Witty street sculptures and the 

space invader games of Darius and Downey 
bring life into the clutter legacy of traffic en-
gineers; jr’s gigantic photographs projected 
on steps, streets and facades surprise and 
disturb while creating a greater sense of own-
ership of the public realm; while Blu replaces 
stereotypical graffiti with sharp social com-
ment. Dealing with the ‘green world’, Alistair 
Fuad-Luke voices doubts about eco-efficient 
technologies as sole saviour of our planet. 
Closest to urban design are proposals by Wil-
liam McDonough for regeneration in Barcelo-
na, Rotterdam and Milan. Regarding the built 
world, Greg Lynn conceives innovation as the 
degree to which it is possible to bend histori-
cal trajectories into new territories. Other 
chapters provide much visual stimulation and 
plenty of ideas to inspire urban designers in 
making cities more humane and even more 
fun. Pity that design competence was not 
applied to the fancy dustcover which tears at 
the first handling.

• Judith Ryser

Design Activism – 
Beautiful strangeness for a 
sustainable world
Alistair Fuad-Luke, 2009, 
Earthscan, pp 244, £ 24.99, 
ISBN 978-1-84407-645-1

Accompanied by many diagrams and 
tables, this pedagogical book provides a 
historic and topical overview of design and 
activism, together with examples, toolkits 
(virtual and material) and lots of useful 
references for design activism. He defines a 
design activist as ‘…a person who uses the 
power of design for the greater good for 
humankind and nature, building on what al-
ready exists rather than advocating grandi-
ose schemes…the tendency of the planning 
process’. He looks for design activism in his 
review of design movements since 1750 – 
the beginning of mass production – from an 
idealistic rather than a militant stance of 
activism.

For him design carries social responsibil-
ity. The chapter on global – local tensions is 
on ecological capacity and how it is over-
stretched by unsustainable production and 
over-consumption of finite resources. Design 
can contribute to a fairer distribution by ex-
tending the range of values in the cost benefit 
equation beyond assets and finance, and by 
increasing the value range of stakeholders 
beyond those of investors. Fuad-Luke puts 
design intervention into an anthropocentric 
framework of ‘capitals’ and illustrates how 
design activism can intervene in relation to 
financial, natural, human, manufactured and 
social capital. A lot of such design activism 
focuses on awareness raising through post-
ers, videos, public happenings and artists 
expressions to improve human-product rela-
tions for both over- and under-consumers. 
He puts rather high expectations on design 
activists who will have to multi-task by focus-
ing on saving society, the environment and 
the future of design. 

Fuad-Luke often contrasts design activ-
ism with commercial design whose attributes 
need to change to accommodate for example 
‘co-design’, his particular form of par-
ticipatory humanistic design which aims to 
reduce domination. This implies no less than 
reinventing the notion of beauty in design, 
currently too often encapsulated in financial 
profitability which he considers socially and 
environmentally destructive. 

For him the purpose of co-design is the 
creation of new societal values to balance 
human happiness with ecological truths. This 
stands in stark contrast to financial capital 
which does not seem under any urgency to 
change its role in the development process 
to make it more sustainable and less socially 
divisive. 

Perhaps the most useful part of the 
book for urban designers is the chapter on 
co-creation, co-innovation and co-design. 
Fuad-Luke reviews a range of theories and 
draws on his own concrete experience with 
community involvement and demonstrates 
the benefits of a participatory process as the 
stakeholders associate themselves with the 
outcome. He also shows useful examples 
of how design activists work on-line and in 

Book Reviews Book Reviews
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Directory of practices, corporate 
organisations and urban design 
courses subscribing to this index.  
The following pages provide a service 
to potential clients when they are 
looking for specialist urban design 
advice, and to those considering 
taking an urban design course.

Those wishing to be included in future 
issues should contact the UDG,  
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T  020 7250 0872
E  admin@udg.org.uk
W  www.udg.org.uk
C Louise Ingledow 

AECOM PLC
The Johnson Building, 77 Hatton 
Garden
London EC1N 8JS
T  0203 009 2100
E  designplanning_eu@aecom.com
W  www.aecom.com
C Emma Corless
MANCHESTER
1 New York Street, Manchester, M1 4HD
T  0161 601 1700
CARDIFF
4th Floor, Churchill House, Churchill 
Way, Cardiff, CF10 2HH
T  029 2035 3400
BELFAST
24 Linenhall Street, Belfast, BT2 8BG
T  028 9060 7200
From regenerating cities and 
creating new communities to 
designing inspiring open spaces, 
we are a leader in urban design, 
town planning, masterplanning, 
landscape architecture and 
economic development. 

ALAN BAxTER & ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T  020 7250 1555
E  abaxter@alanbaxter.co.uk
W  www.alanbaxter.co.uk
C  Alan Baxter
An engineering and urban design 
practice. Particularly concerned with 
the thoughtful integration of buildings, 
infrastructure and movement, and the 
creation of places.

ALLEN PYkE ASSOCIATES 
The Factory 2 Acre Road, 
Kingston-upon-Thames KT2 6EF
T  020 8549 3434 
E  design@allenpyke.co.uk
W  www.allenpyke.co.uk
C  David Allen/ Vanessa Ross
Innovative, responsive, committed, 
competitive, process. Priorities: 
people, spaces, movement, culture. 
Places: regenerate, infill, extend 
create.

ANDREW MARTIN ASSOCIATES
Croxton’s Mill, Little Waltham, 
Chelmsford, 
Essex CM3 3PJ
T  01245 361611
E  ama@amaplanning.com
W  www.amaplanning.com
C  Andrew Martin/ 

Sophie O’Hara Smith
Master plans, urban design, urban 
regeneration, historic buildings, 
project management, planning, EIA, 
landscape planning and design.

ARNOLD LINDEN
Chartered Architect
54 Upper Montagu Street,  
London W1H 1FP
T  020 7723 7772
C  Arnold Linden
Integrated regeneration through the 
participation in the creative process 
of the community and the public 
at large, of streets, buildings and 
places.

ASSAEL ARCHITECTURE
Studio 13, 50 Carnwath Road
London SW6 3FG
T  020 7736 7744
E  pedley@assael.co.uk
W  www.assael.co.uk
C  Russell Pedley
Architects and urban designers 
covering mixed use, hotel, leisure 
and residential, including urban 
frameworks and masterplanning 
projects.

ATkINS PLC
Euston Tower, 286 Euston Road,
London NW1 3AT
T  020 7121 2000
E  paul.reynolds@atkinsglobal.com
C  Paul Reynolds 
Interdisciplinary practice that offers a 
range of built environment specialists 
working together to deliver quality 
places for everybody to enjoy.

AUSTIN-SMITH:LORD LLP 
Port of Liverpool Building, 
Pier Head, Liverpool L3 1BY
T  0151 227 1083
E  andy.smith@austinsmithlord.com
C  Andy Smith
Also at London, Cardiff and Glasgow
Multi-disciplinary national practice 
with a specialist urban design unit 
backed by the landscape and core 
architectural units. Wide range and 
scale of projects.

BAkER ASSOCIATES
The Crescent Centre, Temple Back, 
Bristol BS1 6EZ
T  0117 933 8950
E  all@bakerassocs.com
C  Claire Mitcham
Site context appraisals, urban design 
and regeneration frameworks, 
area action plans, Masterplanning, 
site promotion, design guides and 
statements.

BARTON WILLMORE 
PARTNERSHIP
Beansheaf Farmhouse, Bourne Close, 
Calcot, Reading, Berks RG31 7BW
T  0118 943 0000
E  Masterplanning@bartonwillmore.

co.uk
C  Clive Rand
Concept through to implementation 
on complex sites, comprehensive 
design guides, urban regeneration, 
brownfield sites, and major urban 
expansions.

THE BELL CORNWELL 
PARTNERSHIP
Oakview House, Station Road, Hook, 
Hampshire RG27 9TP
T  01256 766673
E  savery@bell-cornwell.co.uk
W  www.bell-cornwell.co.uk
C  Simon Avery
Specialists in Masterplanning and the 
coordination of major development 
proposals. Advisors on development 
plan representations, planning 
applications and appeals. 

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

• Stuart Barnes, Development 
Control Manager at St Helens
Council

• John Billingham, architect and 
planner, formerly Director of Design 
and Development at Milton Keynes 
Development Corporation

• Dominic Church is a Senior 
policy adviser at CABE

• Tim Hagyard Development 
control team manager (West) East 
Herts Council

• Joe Holyoak, architect and 
urban designer

• Sebastian Loew, architect and 
planner, writer and consultant, 
teaching at the University of 
Westminster

• Jane Manning, Associate at 
Urban Practitioners

• Judith Ryser is a researcher 
and urban affairs consultant to 
Fundacion Metropoli, Madrid

• Emma Zukowski works for Turley 
Associates in Manchester

Neither the Urban Design Group nor 
the editors are responsible for views 
expressed or statements made by 
individuals writing in Urban Design

REGIONAL CONTACTS

If you are interested in getting 
involved with any regional activities 
please get in touch with the following 

LONDON AND SOUTH EAST
Robert Huxford and Louise Ingledow
T  020 7250 0892 
E  louise.ingledow@udg.org.uk

SOUTH
Maya Shcherbakova
M 07884 246190
E  myshcherbakova@dpds.co.uk

SOUTH WEST
Judy Preston 
M 07908219834
E  judy.preston@blueyonder.co.uk

EAST MIDLANDS 
Laura Alvarez 
T  0115 962 9000
E  udgeastmidlands@hotmail.co.uk

WEST MIDLANDS
Patricia Gomez
E  Patricia.gomez@birmingham.gov.uk

EAST ANGLIA
Daniel Durrant 
T  01223 372 638
E  daniel.durrant@rce.org.uk 

NORTH WEST
Annie Atkins of Places Matter! 
E  Annie.Atkins@placesmatter.co.uk
STREET North West
E  street-north-west@urban-design-

group.org.uk

NORTH EAST
Georgia Giannopoulou
T  0191 222 6006
E  georgia.giannopoulou@ncl.ac.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND
James Hennessey
T  028 9073 6690
E  james@paulhogarth.com 

SCOTLAND
Francis Newton, Jo White & Laurie 
Mentiplay
E  scotland@urban-design-group.org.uk

The North of England region and 
Wales require contacts

BIDWELLS 
16 Upper King Street, Norwich NR3 1HA 
T  01603 763 939 
E  landscapearchitecture@bidwells.

co.uk
W  www.bidwells.co.uk
C  Luke Broom-Lynne 
Planning, Landscape and Urban 
Design consultancy, specialising 
in Masterplanning, Townscape 
Assessment, Landscape and Visual 
Impact Assessment.

BLAMPIED & PARTNERS LTD
2A Brackley Road, Chiswick
London W4 2HN
T  020 8747 3870
E  contact@blampied.co.uk
W  www.blampied.co.uk
C  Clive Naylor
Architectural Masterplanning, 
urban design, tourism, education, 
commercial expertise in the United 
Kingdom and overseas.

BOYER PLANNING
Crowthorne House, Nine Mile Ride
Wokingham, Berkshire RG40 3GZ
T  01344 753220
E  craigeburden@boyerplanning.co.uk
W  www.boyerplanning.co.uk
C  Craige Burden
Planning and urban design 
consultants offering a wide range of 
services to support sites throughout 
the development process: from 
appraisals to planning applications 
and appeals. 

BREE DAY LLP
The Old Chapel
1 Holly Road, Twickenham TW1 4EA
T  020 8744 4440
E  tim@architech.co.uk
W  www.architech.co.uk
C  Tim Day
Eco-urbanism guides the 
partnership’s core disciplines of 
architecture, urban design and 
community planning.

BROADWAY MALYAN
3 Weybridge Business Park
Addlestone Road, Weybridge,  
Surrey KT15 2BW
T 01932 845599
E e.watson@broadwaymalyan.com
W www.broadwaymalyan.com
C Erik Watson
We are an international 
interdisciplinary practice which 
believes in the value of placemaking-
led masterplans that are rooted in 
local context.

BROCk CARMICHAEL 
ARCHITECTS
19 Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9JQ
T  0151 242 6222
E  office@brockcarmichael.co.uk
C  Michael Cosser
Master plans and development 
briefs. Mixed-use and brownfield 
regeneration projects. Design in 
historic and sensitive settings. 
Integrated landscape design.

BUILDING DESIGN PARTNERSHIP
16 Brewhouse Yard, Clerkenwell, 
London EC1V 4LJ
T  020 7812 8000
E  andrew.tindsley@bdp.com
W  www.bdp.co.uk
C  Andrew Tindsley
BDP offers town planning, 
Masterplanning, urban design, 
landscape, regeneration and 
sustainability studies, and has teams 
based in London, Manchester and 
Belfast.

BURNS + NICE
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T  020 7253 0808
E  bn@burnsnice.com
W  www.burnsnice.com
C  Marie Burns/ Stephen Nice
Urban design, landscape 
architecture, environmental and 
transport planning. Masterplanning, 
design and public consultation for 
community-led work.

CHAPMAN TAYLOR LLP
32 Queensway, London W2 3RX
T  020 7371 3000
E  ctlondon@chapmantaylor.com
W  www.chapmantaylor.com
C  Adrian Griffiths/ Paul Truman
MANCHESTER
Bass Warehouse, 4 Castle Street
Castlefield, Manchester M3 4LZ
T  0161 828 6500
E  ctmcr@chapmantaylor.com
Chapman Taylor is an international 
firm of architects and urban 
designers specialising in mixed-use 
city centre regeneration projects 
throughout Europe.

CHRIS BLANDFORD ASSOCIATES
1 Swan Court, 9 Tanner Street,  
London SE1 3LE
T  020 7089 6480
E  mail@cba.uk.net
W  www.cba.uk.net
C  Chris Blandford/Mike Martin
Also at Uckfield
Landscape architecture, 
environmental assessment, ecology, 
urban renewal, development 
economics, town planning, historic 
landscapes and conservation.

CITY ID 
23 Trenchard Street
Bristol BS1 5AN
T  0117 917 7000
E  mike.rawlinson@cityid.co.uk
W  cityid.co.uk
C  Mike Rawlinson
Place branding and marketing vision 
Masterplanning, urban design, 
public realm strategies, way finding 
and legibility strategies, information 
design and graphics.

CLARkE kLEIN & CHAUDHURI 
ARCHITECTS
63-71 Collier Street, London N1 9BE
T  020 7278 0722
E  info@ckcarchitects.com
C  Wendy Clarke
Small design-led practice focusing 
on custom solutions for architectural, 
planning or urban design projects. 
Exploring the potential for innovative 
urban design.

COLOUR URBAN DESIGN LIMITED
Milburn House, Dean Street, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 1LE
T  0191 242 4224
E  design@colour-udl.com
W  www.colour-udl.com
C  Peter Owens
Design oriented projects with full 
client participation. Public spaces, 
regeneration, development, 
Masterplanning, residential, 
education and healthcare.

CONROY CROWE kELLY 
ARCHITECTS & URBAN 
DESIGNERS
65 Merrion Square, Dublin 2
T  00 353 1 661 3990
E  info@cck.ie
W  www.cck.ie
C  Clare Burke and David Wright
Architecture, urban design, 
Masterplanning, village studies. 
Mixed use residential developments 
with a strong identity and sense of 
place.

CONSERVATION ARCHITECTURE 
& PLANNING
Wey House, Standford Lane, Headley, 
Hants GU35 8RH
T  01420 472830
E  cap@capstudios.co.uk
W  www.capstudios.co.uk
C  Jack Warshaw
Historic cities,towns, sites, buildings, 
conservation areas, regeneration, 
studies, new buildings, guidance, 
Masterplanning, expert witness 
services.

DALTON CRAWLEY PARTNERSHIP
29 Carlton Crescent,  
Southampton SO15 2EW 
T  02380 719400 
E  info@daltoncrawley.com
W  www.daltoncrawley.com
C  Steve Dalton
Urban design and Masterplanning of 
commercial developments, medium 
to large scale residential and mixed-
use schemes.

DAVID HUSkISSON ASSOCIATES
17 Upper Grosvenor Road, 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 2DU
T  01892 527828
E  dha@dha-landscape.co.uk
C  Nicola Brown
Landscape consultancy offering 
Masterplanning, streetscape 
and urban park design, estate 
restoration, environmental impact 
assessments.

DAVID LOCk ASSOCIATES LTD
50 North Thirteenth Street,  
Central Milton Keynes,  
Milton Keynes MK9 3BP
T  01908 666276
E  mail@davidlock.com
W  www.davidlock.com
C  Will Cousins
Strategic planning studies, 
area development frameworks, 
development briefs, design 
guidelines, Masterplanning, 
implementation strategies, 
environmental statements.

DEVEREUx ARCHITECTS LTD
200 Upper Richmond Road,  
London SW15 2SH
T  020 8780 1800
E   d.ecob@devereux.co.uk
W  www.devereux.co.uk
C  Duncan Ecob 
Adding value through innovative, 
ambitious solutions in complex urban 
environments.

DHA PLANNING & URBAN 
DESIGN
Eclipse House, Eclipse Park, 
Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone,  
Kent ME14 3EN
T  01622 776226
E  info@dhaplanning.co.uk
W  dhaplanning.co.uk
C  Matthew Woodhead
Planning and Urban Design 
Consultancy offering a full range 
of Urban Design services including 
Masterplanning, development briefs 
and design statements. 

DPDS CONSULTING GROUP
Old Bank House, 5 Devizes Road, Old 
Town, Swindon, Wilts SN1 4BJ
T  01793 610222
E  dpds.swindon@dpds.co.uk
W  www.dpds.co.uk
C  Les Durrant
Town planning, architecture, 
landscape architecture and urban 
design: innovative solutions in 
Masterplanning, design guidance 
and development frameworks.

ENTEC Uk LTD
Gables House Kenilworth Road, 
Leamington Spa, Warwicks CV32 6JX
T  01926 439 000
E  brann@entecuk.co.uk
W  www.entecuk.co.uk
C  Nick Brant
Masterplanning, urban design, 
development planning and 
landscape within broad based 
multidisciplinary environmental and 
engineering consultancy. 

FABRIk
38 A High Street, Alton,  
Hampshire GU34 1BD
T  01420 593250
C  Johnny Rath

FAULkNERBROWNS
Dobson House, Northumbrian Way, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE12 0QW
T  0191 268 3007
E  info@faulknerbrowns.co.uk
C  Neil Taylor
Architectural design services from 
inception to completion. Expertise 
in transport, urban design, 
Masterplanning, commercial and 
leisure projects. 

FERIA URBANISM
Second Floor Studio, 11 Fernside Road
Bournemouth, Dorset BH9 2LA
T  01202 548676
E  info@feria-urbanism.eu
W  www.feria-urbanism.eu 
C  Richard Eastham
Expertise in urban planning, 
masterplanning and public 
participation. Specialisms include 
design for the night time economy, 
urban design skills training and local 
community engagement.
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FLETCHER PRIEST ARCHITECTS
Middlesex House, 34/42 Cleveland 
Street,
London W1T 4JE 
T  020 7034 2200 
F  020 7637 5347 
E  london@fletcherpriest.com
W  www.fletcherpreist.com
C  Jonathan Kendall
Work ranges from city-scale master 
plans (Stratford City, Riga) to 
architectural commissions for high-
profile professional clients.

FPCR ENVIRONMENT  
& DESIGN LTD
Lockington Hall, Lockington,  
Derby DE74 2RH
T  01509 672772
E  tim.jackson@fpcr.co.uk
W  www.fpcr.co.uk
C  Tim Jackson 
Integrated design and 
environmental practice. Specialists 
in Masterplanning, urban and mixed 
use regeneration, development 
frameworks, EIAs and public 
inquiries. 

FRAMEWORk ARCHITECTURE 
AND URBAN DESIGN
3 Marine Studios, Burton Lane,  
Burton Waters, Lincoln LN1 2WN
T  01522 535383
E  info@frameworklincoln.co.uk
C  Gregg Wilson
Architecture and urban design. A 
commitment to the broader built 
environment and the particular 
dynamic of a place and the design 
opportunities presented.

GARSDALE DESIGN LIMITED
High Branthwaites, Frostrow, 
Sedbergh, Cumbria, LA10 5JR
T  015396 20875
E  Info@garsdaledesign.co.uk
W  www.garsdaledesign.co.uk
C  Derrick Hartley
GDL provides Masterplanning and 
urban design, architecture and 
heritage services developed through 
25 years wide ranging experience in 
the UK and Middle East. 

GLOBE CONSULTANTS LTD
26 Westgate, Lincoln LN1 3BD
T  01522 546483
E steve.kemp@globelimited.co.uk
C  Steve Kemp 
W  www.globelimited.co.uk
Provides urban design, planning, 
economic and cultural development 
services across the UK and 
internationally, specialising in 
sustainable development solutions, 
masterplanning and regeneration.

GILLESPIES
Environment by Design
GLASGOW
21 Carlton Court, Glasgow G5 9JP
T  0141 420 8200
E  admin.glasgow@gillespies.co.uk
C  Brian M Evans
MANCHESTER
T  0161 928 7715
E  jim.gibson@gillespies.co.uk
C  Jim Gibson
OXFORD
T  01865 326789
E  admin.oxford@gillespies.co.uk
C  Paul F Taylor
Urban design, landscape 
architecture, architecture, planning, 
environmental assessment, 
planning supervisors and project 
management.

G.M.k ASSOCIATES
1st Floor Cleary Court,  
169 Church Street East,  
Woking, Surrey GU21 6HJ
T  01483 729378
E  info@gmk.datanet.co.uk
C  George McKinnia

HALCROW GROUP LTD
44 Brook Green, Hammersmith 
London W6 7BY
T  020 7602 7282
E  schmidtr@halcrow.com
W  www.halcrow.com
C  Robert Schmidt
Award winning consultancy, 
integrating planning, transport and 
environment. Full development cycle 
covering feasibility, concept, design 
and implementation.

HANkINSON DUCkETT 
ASSOCIATES
The Stables, Howberry Park, Benson 
Lane, Wallingford OX10 8BA
T  01491 838 175
E  consult@hda-enviro.co.uk
C  Brian Duckett
An approach which adds value 
through innovative solutions. 
Development planning, new 
settlements, environmental 
assessment, re-use of redundant 
buildings.

HAWkINS\BROWN
60 Bastwick Street, London EC1V 3TN
T  020 7336 8030
E  davidbickle@hawkinsbrown.co.uk
W  www.hawkinsbrown.co.uk 
C  David Bickle
Multi-disciplinary architecture and 
urban design practice specialising in 
mixed-use regeneration, educational 
Masterplanning, sustainable rural 
development frameworks, transport 
infrastructure and public urban realm 
design.

HOk INTERNATIONAL LTD
Qube, 90 Whitfield Street
London W1T 4EZ
T  020 7636 2006
E  tim.gale@hok.com
C  Tim Gale
HOK delivers design of the highest 
quality. It is one of Europe’s leading 
architectural practices, offering 
experienced people in a diverse 
range of building types, skills and 
markets.

HOLMES PARTNERSHIP
89 Minerva Street, Glasgow G3 8LE
T  0141 204 2080
E  glasgow@holmespartnership.com
C  Harry Phillips
Urban design, planning, renewal, 
development and feasibility studies. 
Sustainability and energy efficiency.  
Commercial,residential,leisure. 

HOMES & COMMUNITIES AGENCY
(HCA)-MILTON kEYNES
Urban Design Team, National 
Consultancy Unit, Central Business 
Exchange,  
414-428 Midsummer Boulevard,  
Milton Keynes MK9 EA
T  01908 692692
E  louisewyman@englishpartnerships.

co.uk
C  Louise Wyman

HTA ARCHITECTS LTD
106-110 Kentish Town Road,  
London NW1 9PX 
T  020 7485 8555 
E  urbandesign@hta.co.uk
C  James Lord/Sally Lewis
W  www.hta-arch.co.uk
Design-led housing and 
regeneration consultancy offering 
inter-disciplinary services including 
architecture, Masterplanning, urban 
design, graphic design, landscape 
design, sustainability and planning.

HYLAND EDGAR DRIVER
One Wessex Way, Colden Common, 
Winchester, Hants SO21 1WG
T  01962 711 600
E  hed@heduk.com
W  www.heduk.com
C  John Hyland
Innovative problem solving, driven 
by cost efficiency and sustainability, 
combined with imagination and 
coherent aesthetic of the highest 
quality.

JACOBS 
Tower Bridge Court, 224-226 Tower 
Bridge Road, London SE1 2UP
T  020 7939 1375
E  dan.bone@jacobs.com
W  www.jacobs.com
C  Dan Bone
Multidisciplinary urban design, 
Masterplanning and architecture as 
part of the integrated services of a 
national consultancy.

JENNY ExLEY ASSOCIATES
Butler’s Quarters, The Mews, Lewes 
Road
Danehill, East Sussex RH17 7HD
T  0845 347 9351
E  info@jennyexley.com
W  www.jennyexley.com
C  Jonathan Sayers
Landscape architecture. Urban 
design. Catalysts for transforming 
sensitive urban realm and education 
projects. Inspirational vision 
underpinned by public workshops, 
consultation, contextual analysis, 
character assessment, contracts.

JMP CONSULTING 
8th Floor, 3 Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GE
T 020 7536 8040
E paul.smith@jmp.co.uk
W   www.jmp.co.uk 
C  Paul Smith
Integrating transport, planning and 
engineering, development planning, 
urban design, environmental 
assessment, water and drainage 
throughout the U.K.

JOHN THOMPSON & PARTNERS
23-25 Great Sutton Street,  
London ECIV 0DN 
T  020 7017 1780 
E  info@jtp.co.uk 
W  www.jtp.co.uk 
C  Marcus Adams 
EDINBURGH 
2nd Floor Venue studios, 15-21 
Calton Road, Edinburgh EH8 8DL 
T  0131 272 2762
E  info@jtp.co.uk 
C  Alan Stewart
Addressing the problems of physical, 
social and economic regeneration 
through collaborative interdisciplinary 
community based planning.

JON ROWLAND URBAN DESIGN
65 Hurst Rise Road, Oxford OX2 9HE
T  01865 863642
E  jonrowland@jrud.co.uk
W  www.jrud.co.uk
C  Jon Rowland
Urban design, urban regeneration, 
development frameworks, site 
appraisals, town centre studies, 
design guidance, public participation 
and Masterplanning.

kAY ELLIOTT
5-7 Meadfoot Road, Torquay, Devon 
TQ1 2JP
T  01803 213553
E  admin@kayelliott.co.uk
W  www.kayelliott.co.uk
C  Mark Jones
International studio with 30 year 
history of imaginative architects 
and urban designers, creating 
buildings and places that enhance 
their surroundings and add financial 
value.

LANDSCAPE PROJECTS
31 Blackfriars Road, Salford,  
Manchester M3 7AQ
T  0161 839 8336
E  post@landscapeprojects.co.uk
C  Neil Swanson
We work at the boundary between 
architecture, urban and landscape 
design seeking innovative, sensitive 
design and creative thinking.

LAND USE CONSULTANTS
43 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD
T 020 7383 5784 
E london@landuse.co.uk 
C Luke Greysmith 
GLASGOW
37 Otago Street, Glasgow G12 8JJ
T 0141 334 9595
E glasgow@landuse.co.uk
C Martin Tabor
Urban regeneration, landscape 
design, masterplanning, sustainable 
development, environmental 
planning, environmental assessment, 
landscape planning and 
management. Offices also in Bristol 
and Edinburgh.

LATHAMS
St Michael’s, Queen Street, Derby DE1 
3SU
T  01332 365777
E  enquiries@lathamarchitects.co.uk
C  Derek Latham/ Jon Phipps
Urban regeneration. The creative 
reuse of land and buildings. 
Planning, landscape and 
architectural expertise combining the 
new with the old.

LAVIGNE LONSDALE LTD
38 Belgrave Crescent, Camden
Bath BA1 5JU
T  01225 421539
TRURO
55 Lemon Street, Truro
Cornwall TR1 2PE
T  01872 273118
E  martyn@lavignelonsdale.co.uk
W  www.lavigne.co.uk 
C  Martyn Lonsdale
We are an integrated practice of 
masterplanners, Urban Designers, 
Landscape Architects and Product 
Designers. Experienced in large 
scale, mixed-use and residential 
Masterplanning, health, education, 
regeneration, housing, parks, public 
realm and streetscape design. 

LDA DESIGN
14-17 Wells Mews, London W1T 3HF
T  020 7467 1470
E  info@lda-design.co.uk
C  John Phillipps 
Multidisciplinary firm covering all 
aspects of Masterplanning, urban 
regeneration, public realm design, 
environmental impact and community 
involvement.

LEVITT BERNSTEIN ASSOCIATES 
LTD
1 Kingsland Passage, London E8 2BB
T  020 7275 7676
E  post@levittbernstein.co.uk
W  www.levittbernstein.co.uk
C  Patrick Hammill
Urban design, Masterplanning, full 
architectural service, lottery grant 
bid advice, interior design, urban 
renewal consultancy and landscape 
design.

LHC URBAN DESIGN
Design Studio, Emperor Way, Exeter 
Business Park, Exeter, Devon EX1 3QS
T  01392 444334
E  jbaulch@ex.lhc.net
C  John Baulch
Urban designers, architects and 
landscape architects, providing an 
integrated approach to strategic 
visioning, regeneration, urban 
renewal, Masterplanning and 
public realm projects. Creative, 
knowledgeable, practical, 
passionate.

LIVINGSTON EYRE ASSOCIATES
35-42 Charlotte Road,  
London EC2A 3PG
T  020 7739 1445
F  020 7729 2986
E  lea@livingstoneyre.co.uk
C  Laura Stone
Landscape architecture, urban 
design, public housing, health, 
education, heritage, sports.

LIZ LAkE ASSOCIATES
Western House, Chapel Hill
Stansted Mountfitchet
Essex CM24 8AG
T  01279 647044
E  office@lizlake.com
W  www.lizlake.com
C  Matt Lee
Urban fringe/brownfield sites where 
an holistic approach to urban design, 
landscape, and ecological issues 
can provide robust design solutions.

LOCI
1 Butlers Court, Sir John Rogerson's 
Quay, Dublin 2
T 00353 1 881 4062
E  info@loci.ie
W  www.loci.ie
C  Conor Norton
Urban design, architecture and 
planning consultancy dedicated to 
working for better places: places 
with a real sense of identity, a better 
quality of life.

LSI ARCHITECTS LLP
The Old Drill Hall, 23 A Cattle Market 
Street, Norwich NR1 3DY
T  01603 660711
david.thompson@lsiarchitects.co.uk
C  David Thompson
Large scale Masterplanning and 
visualisation in sectors such as 
health, education and business, and 
new sustainable settlements.

MACCORMAC JAMIESON 
PRICHARD
9 Heneage Street, London E1 5LJ
T  020 7377 9262
E  mjp@mjparchitects.co.uk
W  www.mjparchitects.co.uk
C  Liz Pride
Major master plans to small, bespoke 
buildings. Acclaimed contemporary 
buildings designed for historic 
centres of London, Cambridge, 
Oxford, Bristol and Durham. 

MACGREGOR SMITH LTD
Christopher Hse, 11-12 High St,  
Bath BA1 5AQ
T  01225 464690
E  michael@macgregorsmith.co.uk
W  www.macgregorsmith.co.uk
C  Michael Smith
A broad based landscape/urban 
design practice with particular 
emphasis on high quality prestige 
landscape schemes.

MATRIx PARTNERSHIP
17 Bowling Green Lane,  
London EC1R 0QB
T  0845 313 7668
E  m.lally@matrixpartnership.co.uk
C  Matt Lally
W  www.matrixpartnership.co.uk
Master plans, regeneration 
strategies, development briefs, site 
appraisals, urban capacity studies, 
design guides, building codes and 
concept visualisations.

MELVILLE DUNBAR ASSOCIATES
Studio 2, Griggs Business Centre
West Street, Coggeshall, Essex CO6 1NT
T  01376 562828
E  info@melvilledunbarassociates.com
C  Melville Dunbar
Architecture, urban design, planning, 
Masterplanning, new towns, urban 
regeneration, conservation studies, 
design guides, townscape studies, 
design briefs.

METROPOLITAN WORkSHOP
14-16 Cowcross Street, Farringdon,  
London EC1M 6DG
Te 020 7566 0450
E  info@metwork.co.uk
W  www.metwork.co.uk
C  David Prichard/ Neil Deely
Metropolitan Workshop has 
experience in urban design, land 
use planning, regeneration and 
architecture in the UK, Eire and 
Norway. 

METROPOLIS PLANNING AND 
DESIGN
30 Underwood Street, London N1 7JQ 
T  020 7324 2662 
E  info@metropolispd.com
W  www.metropolispd.com
C  Greg Cooper
Metropolitan urban design solutions 
drawn from a multi-disciplinary 
studio of urban designers, architects, 
planners, and heritage architects. 

MOUCHEL 
1 Waterhouse Square, 138-142 Holborn
London EC1N 2HG
T  020 7822 2560
E  Ludovic.Pittie@mouchel.com
W  www.mouchel.com 
C  Ludovic Pittie
Integrated urban design, transport 
and engineering consultancy, 
changing the urban landscape in a 
positive manner, creating places for 
sustainable living.

NATHANIEL LICHFIELD & PARTNERS 
LTD
14 Regent’s Wharf, All Saints Street,  
London N1 9RL
T  020 7837 4477
E  nthompson@lichfields.co.uk
W  www.nlpplanning.com
C  Nick Thompson
Also at Newcastle upon Tyne and 
Cardiff
Urban design, Masterplanning, 
heritage/conservation, visual 
appraisal, regeneration, daylight/
sunlight assessments, public realm 
strategies.

NATIONAL BUILDING AGENCY
Hatherton, Richard Avenue South, 
Milltown, Dublin 6
T  00 353 1497 9654
E  eryan@nba.ie
W  www.nba.ie
C  Eoghan Ryan
Strategic planning, town centre 
regeneration, urban design 
frameworks, Masterplanning urban 
extensions, village planning, design 
guidance and design briefs. 

NEW MASTERPLANNING LIMITED
2nd Floor, 107 Bournemouth Road, 
Poole, Dorset BH14 9HR
T  01202 742228
E  office@newMasterplanning.com
W  www.newMasterplanning.com
C  Andy Ward
Our skills combine strategic planning 
with detailed implementation, 
design flair with economic rigour, 
independent thinking with a 
partnership approach.

NICHOLAS PEARSON 
ASSOCIATES
30 Brock Street, Bath BA1 2LN
T  01225 445548
E info@npaconsult.co.uk
W www.npaconsult.co.uk
C Simon Kale / Paul Jolliffe
Masterplanning, public realm 
design, streetscape analysis, 
concept and detail designs. Also full 
landscape architecture service, EIA, 
green infrastructure, ecology and 
biodiversity, environmental planning 
and management.

NICOLL RUSSELL STUDIOS
111 King Street, Broughty Ferry
Dundee DD5 1EL
T 01382 778966
E willie.watt@nrsarchitects.com
W www.nrsarchitects.com
C Willie Watt
Design led masterplanning and 
town centre studies which seek to 
provide holistic solutions to complex 
challenges, creating sustainable 
‘joined up’ and enjoyable 
communities.

NJBA ARCHITECTS & URBAN 
DESIGNERS
4 Molesworth Place, Dublin 2
T  00 353 1 678 8068
E  njbarchitects@eircom.net
W  homepage.eircom.net/~njbrady1
C  Noel J Brady
Integrated landscapes, urban 
design, town centres and squares, 
strategic design and planning.

NOVELL TULLETT
7 Unity Street, Bristol BS1 5HH
T  0117 922 7887
E bristol@novelltullett.co.uk
C  Maddy Hine
Urban design, landscape 
architecture and environmental 
planning.

PAUL DAVIS & PARTNERS
Mozart Terrace, 178 Ebury Street
London, SW1W 8UP
T  020 7730 1178
E  p.roos@pauldavisandpartners.com
W  www.pauldavisandpartners.com
C  Pedro Roos
New Urbanist approach establishing 
a capital framework with a 
subsequent incremental approach. 
Bridging the divide between urban 
design and architecture. 

PAUL DREW DESIGN LTD
23-25 Great Sutton Street
London EC1V 0DN
T  020 7017 1785
E  pdrew@pauldrewdesign.co.uk
W  www.pauldrewdesign.co.uk
C  Paul Drew
Masterplanning, urban design, 
residential and mixed use design. 
Creative use of design codes and 
other briefing material.

THE PAUL HOGARTH COMPANY
Avalon House, 278-280 Newtownards 
Road, Belfast BT4 1HE
T  028 9073 6690
E  belfast@paulhogarth.com
W  www.paulhogarth.com
C  James Hennessey
EDINBURGH 
Bankhead Steading, Bankhead Road,
Edinburgh EH30 9TF
T  0131 331 4811
E  edinburgh@paulhogarth.com
Integrated urban design and 
landscape architecture practice, 
providing Masterplanning, 
regeneration and public realm 
consultancy to the public and private 
sectors. 

PD LANE ASSOCIATES 
1 Church Road, Greystones,  
County Wicklow, Ireland 
T  00 353 1287 6697
E  dlane@pdlane.ie
C  Malcolm Lane
Urban design, architecture and 
planning consultancy, specialising 
in Masterplanning, development 
frameworks, site layouts, 
applications, appeals, project co-
ordination.

PEGASUS
Pegasus House, Querns Business 
Centre, Whitworth Road, Cirencester 
GL7 1RT
T  0128 564 1717
E  mike.carr@pegasuspg.co.uk
W www.pegasuspg.co.uk
C  Mike Carr
Masterplanning, design and 
access statements, design codes, 
sustainable design, development 
briefs, development frameworks, 
expert witness, community 
involvement, sustainability appraisal. 
Offices at Cirencester, Birmingham, 
Bristol, Nottingham, Leeds, Bracknell 
and Cambridge. 
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PHILIP CAVE ASSOCIATES
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T  020 7250 0077
E  principal@philipcave.com
W  www.philipcave.com
C  Philip Cave
Design-led practice with innovative 
yet practical solutions to 
environmental opportunities in urban 
regeneration. Specialist expertise in 
landscape architecture.

PLANIT i.e. LTD
The Planit Group, 2 Back Grafton Street
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 1DY
T  0161 928 9281
E info@planit-ie.com
W  www.planit-ie.com
C  Peter Swift
Public realm solutions informed by 
robust urban design. We create 
quality spaces for people to live, 
work, play and enjoy.

POD 
99 Galgate,Barnard Castle,
Co Durham DL12 8ES
T  0845 003 7755
E  info@pod.gb.com
W  www.pod.gb.com 
C  Andy Dolby
NEWCASTLE
10 Summerhill Terrace,  
Newcastle upon Tyne NE4 6EB
C  Craig van Bedaf
Masterplanning, site appraisal, 
layout and architectural design. 
Development frameworks, urban 
regeneration, design codes, briefs 
and design and access statements.

POLLARD THOMAS EDWARDS 
ARCHITECTS
Diespeker Wharf 38, Graham Street,  
London N1 8JX
T  020 7336 7777
robin.saha-choudhury@ptea.co.uk
W  www.ptea.co.uk
C  Robin Saha-Choudhury
LIVERPOOL
Unit S204, Second Floor, Merchants 
Court, Derby Square, Liverpool L2 1TS
T  0151 703 2220
E  roo.humpherson@ptea.co.uk
C  Roo Humpherson
Masterplanners, urban designers, 
developers, architects, listed building 
and conservation area designers; 
specialising in inner city mixed-use 
high density regeneration.

POWELL DOBSON URBANISTS
Charterhouse, Links Business Park
St Mellons, Cardiff CF3 0LT
T  029 2079 9699 
E  james.brown@powelldobson.com
W  www.powelldobsonurbanists.com
C  James Brown
Masterplanning, design frameworks, 
design codes, town centre strategies, 
housing renewal. A commitment to 
people, places, sustainability, design 
and delivery. 

PRINGLE BRANDON DREW
10 Bonhill Street, London EC2A 4QJ
T  020 7466 1000
E  pbmarketing@pringle-brandon.

co.uk
C  John Drew
Offices, hotels, workplace design.

PROJECT CENTRE LTD
Saffron Court, 14b St Cross Street,  
London EC1N 8XA
T  020 7421 8222
E  info@projectcentre.co.uk
W  www.projectcentre.co.uk
C  David Moores
Landscape architecture, public realm 
design, urban regeneration, street 
lighting design, planning supervision, 
traffic and transportation, parking 
and highway design.

PRP ARCHITECTS
10 Lindsey Street
London EC1A 9HP
T  020 7653 1200
E  lon.prp@prparchitects.co.uk
C  Andy von Bradsky
Architects, planners, urban 
designers and landscape architects, 
specialising in housing, urban 
regeneration, health, education and 
leisure projects.

qUARTET DESIGN
The Exchange, Lillingstone Dayrell,  
Bucks MK18 5AP
T  01280 860500
E  quartet@qdl.co.uk
C  David Newman
Landscape architects, architects and 
urban designers. Masterplanning, 
hard landscape projects in urban 
areas achieving environmental 
sustainability.

RANDALL THORP
Canada House, 3 Chepstow Street, 
Manchester M1 5FW
T  0161 228 7721
E  mail@randallthorp.co.uk
C  Pauline Randall
Masterplanning for new 
developments and settlements, 
infrastructure design and urban 
renewal, design guides and design 
briefing, public participation.

RANDOM GREENWAY 
ARCHITECTS
Soper Hall, Harestone Valley Road
Caterham Surrey CR3 6HY
T  01883 346 441
E  rg@randomgreenwayarchitects.

co.uk
C  R Greenway
Architecture, planning and urban 
design. New build, regeneration, 
refurbishment and restoration.

RICHARD COLEMAN 
CITYDESIGNER
14 Lower Grosvenor Place, 
London SW1W 0EX
T  020 7630 4880
E  r.coleman@citydesigner.com
C Lisa Gainsborough
Advice on architectural quality, 
urban design, and conservation, 
historic buildings and townscape. 
Environmental statements, listed 
buildings/area consent applications.

RICHARDS PARTINGTON
First Floor, Fergusson House
124 – 128 City Road, London EC1V 2NJ
T  020 7490 5494
E  post@rparchitects.co.uk
C  Simon Bradbury
W  www.rparchitects.co.uk
Urban design, housing, retail, 
education, sustainability and 
commercial projects that take 
a responsible approach to the 
environment and resources.

RICHARD REID & ASSOCIATES
Whitely Farm, Ide Hill, Sevenoaks,  
Kent TN14 6BS
T  01732 741417
E  richardreid@btconnect.com
C  Richard Reid

ROBERT ADAM ARCHITECTS
9 Upper High Street, Winchester
Hampshire SO23 8UT 
T  01962 843843 
E  peter.critoph@

robertadamarchitects.com
C  Peter Critoph
W  www.robertadamarchitects.com
World-renowned for progressive, 
classical design covering town 
and country houses, housing 
development, urban master plans, 
commercial development and public 
buildings. 

ROGER GRIFFITHS ASSOCIATES
4 Regent Place, Rugby
Warwickshire CV21 2PN
T  01788 540040
E  roger@rgalandscape.com
W  www.rgalandscape.com
C  Roger Griffiths
A quality assured landscape 
consultancy offering landscape 
architecture, land use 
planning, urban design, project 
implementation, EIA and expert 
witness services.

RPS
Bristol, Cambridge, London, Newark, 
Southampton & Swindon
T  0800 587 9939
E  rpspte@rpsplc.co.uk
W  www.rpsgroup.com
Part of the RPS Group providing a 
wide range of urban design services 
including Masterplanning and 
development frameworks, design 
guides and statements.

RUMMEY DESIGN ASSOCIATES
South Park Studios, South Park, 
Sevenoaks Kent TN13 1AN
T  01732 743753
C  Robert Rummey
Masterplanning, urban design, 
landscape architecture, architecture, 
environmental consultancy. 
Responsible place-making that 
considers social, environmental and 
economic issues.

SAVILLS (L&P) LIMITED
Lansdowne House, 57 Berkeley Square 
London W1J 6ER
T  020 7353 0202
E  bvanbruggen@savills.com
W  www.savills.com
C  Ben van Bruggen
SOUTHAMPTON
Brunswick House,Brunswick Place,
Southampton SO15 2AP
T  02380 713900
E  pfrankum@savills.com
C  Peter Frankum
Offices throughout the World
Savills Urban Design creates value 
from places and places of value. 
Masterplanning, urban design, 
design coding, urban design advice, 
planning, commercial guidance.

SAUNDERS PARTNERSHIP
Studio Four, 37 Broadwater Road, 
Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL7 3AX
T  01707 385 300
E  martin.williams@sandersarchitects.

com
C  Martin Williams

SCOTT BROWNRIGG LTD 
St Catherines Court, 46-48 Portsmouth 
Road, Guildford GU2 4DU
T  01483 568 686
E  L.deda@scottbrownrigg.com
W  www.scottbrownrigg.com
C  Luan Deda
Integrated service of architecture, 
urban design, planning, 
Masterplanning, involved in several 
mixed-use schemes regenerating 
inner city and brownfield sites.

SCOTT TALLON WALkER 
ARCHITECTS
19 Merrion Square, Dublin 2 
T  00 353 1 669 3000
E mail@stwarchitects.com
W  www.stwarchitects.com
C  Philip Jackson
Award winning international practice 
covering all aspects of architecture, 
urban design and planning.

SCOTT WILSON LTD
Scott House, Alençon Link, 
Basingstoke RG21 7PP
T   01256 310 200
E  simon.wise@scottwilson.com
W  www.scottwilson.com
C Simon Wise
Also at Birmingham, Leeds, London, 
Manchester, Plymouth
Urban design, planning, landscape, 
economic and architectural 
design expertise supported by 
comprehensive multidisciplinary 
skills.

SHAFFREY ASSOCIATES
29 Lower Ormond Quay, Dublin 1
T  00 353 1872 5602
E  studio@shaffrey.ie
C  Gráinne Shaffrey 
Urban conservation and design, with 
a particular commitment to the
regeneration of historic urban 
centres, small towns and villages, 
including new development.

SHEILS FLYNN LTD
Bank House High Street, Docking,  
Kings Lynn PE31 8NH
T  01485 518304
E  norfolk@sheilsflynn.com
C  Eoghan Sheils
Award winning town centre 
regeneration schemes, urban 
strategies and design guidance. 
Specialists in community consultation 
and team facilitation.

SHEPHEARD EPSTEIN HUNTER
Phoenix Yard, 65 King’s Cross Road,  
London WC1X 9LW
T  020 7841 7500
E  stevenpidwill@seh.co.uk
C  Steven Pidwill
SEH is a user-friendly, award-
winning architects firm, known for 
its work in regeneration, education, 
housing, Masterplanning, mixed-use 
and healthcare projects. 

SHEPPARD ROBSON
77 Parkway, Camden Town,  
London NW1 7PU
T  020 7504 1700
E  charles.scott@sheppardrobson.

com
W  www.sheppardrobson.com
C  Charles Scott
MANCHESTER
27th Floor, City Tower, Piccadilly Plaza
Manchester M1 4BD
T  0161 233 8900
Planners, urban designers and 
architects. Strategic planning, urban 
regeneration, development planning, 
town centre renewal, new settlement 
planning.

SMEEDEN FOREMAN 
PARTNERSHIP
8 East Parade, Harrogate HG1 JLT
T  01423 520 222
E  trevor@smeeden.foreman.co.uk
C  Trevor Foreman
Ecology, landscape architecture 
and urban design. Environmental 
assessment, detailed design, 
contract packages and site 
supervision.

SOLTYS: BREWSTER CONSULTING
87 Glebe Street, Penarth,  
Vale of Glamorgan CF64 1EF
T  029 2040 8476
E  enquiry@soltysbrewster.co.uk
W  www.soltysbrewster.co.uk
C  Simon Brewster
Urban design, master plans, 
design strategies, visual impact, 
environmental assessment, 
regeneration of urban space, 
landscape design and project 
management. 

_space Environment
Spaceworks, Benton Park Road
Newcastle upon Tyne NE7 7LX
T 0191 223 6600
E richard.charge@spacegroup.co.uk
W  www.spacegroup.co.uk
C Richard Charge / Tony Wyatt
Multidisciplinary practice offering 
expertise in urban design, 
architecture, conservation and 
landscape architecture.

SPAWFORTHS
Junction 41 Business Court, East 
Ardsley, Leeds WF3 2AB
T  01924 873873
E  info@spawforth.co.uk
W  www.spawforth.co.uk
C  Adrian Spawforth
Urbanism with planners and 
architects specialising in 
Masterplanning, community 
engagement, visioning and 
development frameworks.

STUART TURNER ASSOCIATES
12 Ledbury, Great Linford,  
Milton Keynes MK14 5DS
T  01908 678672
E  st@studiost.co.uk
W  www.studiost.co.uk
C  Stuart Turner
Architecture, urban design and 
environmental planning, the 
design of new settlements, urban 
regeneration and site development 
studies.

STUDIO | REAL
59-63 High Street, Kidlington, Oxford 
OX5 2DN
T  01865 377 030
E  design@studioreal.co.uk
W  www.studioreal.co.uk
C  Roger Evans
Urban regeneration, quarter 
frameworks and design briefs, town 
centre strategies, movement in towns, 
Masterplanning and development 
economics. 

TAYLOR YOUNG URBAN DESIGN
Chadsworth House, Wilmslow Road, 
Handforth, Cheshire SK9 3HP
T  01625 542200
E  stephengleave@tayloryoung.co.uk
C  Stephen Gleave 
LIVERPOOL
T  0151 702 6500
Urban design, planning and 
development. Town studies, housing, 
commercial, distribution, health and 
transportation. Specialist in urban 
design training.

TERENCE O’ROURkE LTD
Everdene House, Deansleigh Road, 
Bournemouth BH7 7DU
T  01202 421142
E  maildesk@torltd.co.uk
W  www.torltd.co.uk
Town planning, Masterplanning, 
urban design, architecture, 
landscape architecture, 
environmental consultancy, complex 
urban design problems.

TERRA FIRMA CONSULTANCY
Cedar Court, 5 College Road 
Petersfield GU31 4AE
T  01730 262040
E  contact@terrafirmaconsultancy.

com
C  Lionel Fanshawe
Independent landscape architectural 
practice with considerable urban 
design experience at all scales from 
EIA to project delivery throughout UK 
and overseas. 

TERRY FARRELL AND PARTNERS
7 Hatton Street, London NW8 8PL
T  020 7258 3433
E  tfarrell@terryfarrell.co.uk
W  www.terryfarrell.com
C  Drew Nelles
Architectural, urban design, planning 
and Masterplanning services. 
New buildings, refurbishment, 
conference/exhibition centres and 
visitor attractions.

TIBBALDS PLANNING & URBAN 
DESIGN
19 Maltings Place, 169 Tower Bridge 
Road, London SE1 3JB
T  020 7089 2121
E  mail@tibbalds.co.uk
W  www.tibbalds.co.uk
C  Andrew Karski
Expertise in Masterplanning 
and urban design, sustainable 
regeneration, development 
frameworks and design guidance, 
design advice.

TOWNSCAPE SOLUTIONS
128 Park Road, Smethwick, West 
Midlands, B67 5HT 
T  0121 429 6111 
E  kbrown@townscapesolutions.co.uk
W  www.townscapesolutions.co.uk
C  Kenny Brown
Specialist urban design practice 
offering a wide range of services 
including master plans, site layouts, 
design briefs, design and access 
statements, expert witness and 3D 
illustrations.

TP BENNETT LLP
One America Street, London SE1 0NE
T  020 7208 2029
E  mike.ibbott@tpbennett.co.uk
C  Mike Ibbott
Development planning, urban 
design, conservation and 
Masterplanning – making places 
and adding value through creative, 
progressive, dynamic and joyful 
exploration.

TURLEY ASSOCIATES
25 Savile Row, London W1S 2ES
T  020 7851 4010
E mlowndes@turleyassociates.co.uk
W  www.turleyassocaiates.co.uk
C  Michael Lowndes (National Head of 

Urban Design)
Offices also in Manchester, Belfast, 
Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Leeds and Southampton.
Nationwide integrated urban design, 
planning and heritage services 
provided at all project stages and 
scales of development. Services 
include Masterplanning, townscape 
analysis, design guides and public 
realm resolution.

TWEED NUTTALL WARBURTON
Chapel House, City Road,  
Chester CH1 3AE
T  01244 310388
E  entasis@tnw-architecture.co.uk
W  www.tnw-architecture.co.uk
C  John Tweed
Architecture and urban design, 
Masterplanning. Urban waterside 
environments. Community teamwork 
enablers. Visual impact assessments.

URBAN DESIGN FUTURES
97c West Bow, Edinburgh EH1 2JP
T  0131 226 4505
E  info@urbandesignfutures.co.uk
W  www.urbandesignfutures.co.uk
C  Selby Richardson
Innovative urban design, planning 
and landscape practice specialising 
in Masterplanning, new settlements, 
urban regeneration, town and village 
studies.

URBAN INITIATIVES
1 Fitzroy Square, London W1T 5HE
T  020 7380 4545
E  k.campbell@urbaninitiatives.co.uk
W  www.urbaninitiatives.co.uk
C  Kelvin Campbell
Urban design, transportation, 
regeneration, development planning.

URBAN INNOVATIONS
1st Floor, Wellington Buildings,  
2 Wellington Street, Belfast BT16HT
T  028 9043 5060 
E  ui@urbaninnovations.co.uk
C  Tony Stevens/ Agnes Brown
The partnership provides not only 
feasibility studies and assists in site 
assembly for complex projects but 
also full architectural services for 
major projects. 

URBAN PRACTITIONERS
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ
T  020 7253 2223
E  antonyrifkin@urbanpractitioners.

co.uk
C  Antony Rifkin
Specialist competition winning urban 
regeneration practice combining 
economic and urban design skills. 
Projects include West Ealing and 
Plymouth East End.

URBED (URBAN AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP)
MANCHESTER
10 Little Lever Street,  
Manchester M1 1HR
T  0161 200 5500
E  urbed@urbed.co.uk
W  www.urbed.co.uk
C  David Rudlin
LONDON
26 Gray’s Inn Road, London WC1X 8HR
T  020 7436 8050
Urban design and guidance, 
Masterplanning, sustainability, 
consultation and capacity building, 
housing, town centres and 
regeneration.

VINCENT AND GORBING LTD
Sterling Court, Norton Road, 
Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2JY
T  01438 316331
E  urban.designers@vincent-gorbing.

co.uk
W  www.vincent-gorbing.co.uk
C  Richard Lewis
Masterplanning, design statements, 
character assessments, development 
briefs, residential layouts and urban 
capacity exercises.

WEST & PARTNERS
Isambard House, 60 Weston Street,  
London SE1 3QJ
T  020 7403 1726
E  wp@westandpartners.com
C  Michael West
Masterplanning within the 
creative interpretation of socio-
economic, physical and political 
urban parameters: retail, leisure, 
commercial, residential.

WESTWADDY: ADP 
The Malthouse, 60 East St. Helen 
Street, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 5EB
T  01235 523139
E  enquiries@westwaddy-adp.co.uk
W  westwaddy-adp.co.uk
C  Philip Waddy
Experienced and multi-disciplinary 
team of urban designers, architects 
and town planners offering a full 
range of urban design services.

WHITE CONSULTANTS
18-19 Park Place, Cardiff CF10 3DQ
T  029 2064 0971
E  sw@whiteconsultants.co.uk
C  Simon White
A holistic approach to urban 
regeneration, design guidance, 
public realm and open space 
strategies and town centre studies 
for the public, private and community 
sectors.
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WHITELAW TURkINGTON 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
33 Stannary Street, London SE11 4AA 
T  020 7820 0388
E  post@wtlondon.com
C  Lindsey Whitelaw
LEEDS
16 Globe Road, Leeds LS11 5QG
T  0113 237 7200
E  post@wtnorth.com
C  Guy Denton
Urban regeneration, streetscape 
design, public space, high 
quality residential and corporate 
landscapes. Facilitators in public 
participation.

WHITE YOUNG GREEN PLANNING
21 Park Place, Cardiff CF10 3DQ
T  029 2072 9000
E  glewis@wyg.com
C  Gordon Lewis
Also at London, Newcastle, 
Manchester, Leeds, Bristol and 
Southampton
Regeneration and development 
strategies, public realm studies, 
economic development planning, 
Masterplanning for urban, rural and 
brownfield land redevelopment.

WILLIE MILLER URBAN DESIGN & 
PLANNING
20 Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow 
G12 9DD
T  0141 339 5228
E  mail@williemiller.com
C  Willie Miller
Conceptual, strategic and 
development work in urban design, 
Masterplanning, urban regeneration, 
environmental strategies, design and 
development briefs.

WILLMORE ILES ARCHITECTS LTD
267 Hotwell Road, Bristol BS8 4SF
T  0117 945 0962
E  andrew.iles@willmoreiles.com
W  www.willmoreiles.com 
C  Andrew Iles
Architecture, town planning, urban 
design, campus development 
frameworks. Architects and urban 
designers with specialisms in 
education and student residential 
design.

YELLOW BOOk LTD
39/2 Gardner’s Crescent
Edinburgh EH3 8DG
T  0131 229 0179
E  john.lord@yellowbookltd.com
W  www.yellowbookltd.com
C  John Lord
Place-making, urban regeneration 
and economic development involving 
creative and cultural industries, 
tourism and labour market research.

EDUCATION INDEx 

ANGLIA RUSkIN UNIVERSITY
Department of the Built Environment 
Faculty of Science & Technology
Faculty Building, Rivermead Campus
Bishop Hall Lane, Chelmsford CM1 1SQ
T 0845 196 3952/3962
E  gil.lewis@anglia.ac.uk /  

delle.odeleye@anglia.ac.uk
W www.anglia.ac.uk/urbandesign 
C Gil Lewis / Dellé Odeleye
Graduate Diploma in Urban Design & 
Place Shaping. Innovative, one year, 
workplace-based course. Developed 
to enable built environment 
professionals to better understand, 
design and deliver great places.

BIRMINGHAM CITY UNIVERSITY
Birmingham Institute of Art & Design
Corporation St, Birmingham B4 7 DX
T  0121 331 5110
E  rob.hyde@bcu.ac.uk
W  www.bcu.ac.uk
C  Rob Hyde
MA Urban Design. This course 
enhances the creative and practical 
skills needed to deal with the diverse 
activities of urban design. Modes of 
attendance are flexible: full-time, 
part-time or individual modules 
as CPD short courses. The course 
attracts students from a wide range 
of backgrounds.

CARDIFF UNIVERSITY
Welsh School of Architecture and 
School of City & Regional Planning, 
Glamorgan Building, King Edward V11 
Avenue, Cardiff CF10 3WA
T  029 2087 5972/029 2087 5961
E  dutoit@Cardiff.ac.uk
 bauzamm@cf.ac.uk
W  www.cardiff.ac.uk/cplan/ma_

urbandesign
C  Allison Dutoit/Marga Munar Bauza 
One year full-time and two year part-
time MA in Urban Design. 

EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9DF
T  0131 221 6175/6072
W  www.eca.ac.uk/index.php?id=523
C  Leslie Forsyth
Diploma in Architecture and Urban 
Design, nine months full-time. 
Diploma in Urban Design, nine 
months full time or 21 months part-
time. MSc in Urban Design, 12 months 
full-time or 36 months parttime. MPhil 
and PhD, by research full and part-
time.

LEEDS METROPOLITAN 
UNIVERSITY 
The Leeds School of Architecture, 
Landscape and Design, Hepworth 
House, Claypit Lane, Leeds LS2 8AE
T  0113 283 2600 ext. 29092
E  landscape@leedsmet.ac.uk 
W  www.leedsmet.ac.uk/courses/la
C  Edwin Knighton
Master of Arts in Urban Design 
consists of one year full time or 
two years part time or individual 
programme of study. Shorter 
programmes lead to Post Graduate 
Diploma/Certificate. Project based 
course focusing on the creation of 
sustainable environments through 
interdisciplinary design.

LONDON SOUTH BANk 
UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences, 
103 Borough Road, London SE1 0AA
T  020 7815 7353
C  Bob Jarvis
MA Urban Design (one year full 
time/two years part time) or PG Cert 
Planning based course including 
units on place and performance, 
sustainable cities as well as project 
based work and EU study visit. Part of 
RTPI accredited programme.

OxFORD BROOkES UNIVERSITY
Joint Centre for Urban Design, 
Headington, Oxford OX3 0BP
T  01865 483403
C  Georgia Butina-Watson/  

Alan Reeve
Diploma in Urban Design, six months 
full time or 18 months part time. MA 
one year full-time or two years part-
time.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
Development & Planning Unit,  
34 Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9EZ
T  020 7679 1111
E andrew.wade@ucl.ac.uk
C  Andrew Wade
MSc in Building and Urban Design 
in Development. Innovative, 
participatory and responsible design 
in development and upgrading of 
urban areas through socially and 
culturally acceptable, economically 
viable and environmentally 
sustainable interventions. One year 
full time or two years part time.

UNIVERSITY OF GREENWICH
School of Architecture & Construction, 
Avery Hill Campus, Mansion Site, 
Bexley Road, Eltham, London SE9 2PQ 
T  020 8331 9100/ 9135
W  www.gre.ac.uk/schools/arc 
C  Duncan Berntsen
MA in Urban Design for postgraduate 
architecture and landscape 
students, full time and part time with 
credit accumulation transfer system.

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE 
UPON TYNE
Department of Architecture, Claremont 
Tower, University of Newcastle, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU
T  0191 222 6004
C  Georgia Giannopoulou
MA/Diploma in Urban Design. Joint 
programme in Dept of Architecture 
and Dept of Town and Country 
Planning. Full time or part time, 
integrating knowledge and skills 
from town planning, architecture, 
landscape.

UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD
The School of the Built Environment,
4th Floor Maxwell Building,
Salford M5 4WT
T  0161 295 4600
E  enquiries-sobe@salford.ac.uk 
C  Julia Cannon
W www.sobe.salford.ac.uk 
MSc Urban Design develops 
physical digital design expertise 
in sustainable design and policy.  
Suitable for architecture and 
urban planning graduates and 
practitioners.

UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE
Department of Architecture,
Urban Design Studies Unit,
131 Rottenrow, Glasgow G4 ONG
T  0141 548 4219
E  ombretta.r.romice@strath.ac.uk
W  www.udsu-strath.com
C  Ombretta Romice
The Postgraduate Course in Urban 
Design is offered in CPD,Diploma and 
MSc modes. The course is design 
centred and includes input from a 
variety of related disciplines.

UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF 
ENGLAND, BRISTOL
Faculty of the Built Environment, 
Frenchay Campus, Coldharbour Lane, 
Bristol BS16 1QY
T  0117 328 3508
C Janet Askew 
MA/Postgraduate Diploma course in 
Urban Design. Part time two days per 
fortnight for two years, or individual 
programme of study. Project-based 
course addressing urban design 
issues, abilities and environments.

UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER
35 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LS
T  020 7911 5000 x3341
E  w.n.erickson@westminster.ac.uk
C  Bill Erickson
MA or Diploma Course in Urban 
Design for postgraduate architects, 
town planners, landscape architects 
and related disciplines. One year full 
time or two years part time.
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Paradigm Lost

On the day of the Government’s Comprehen-
sive Spending Review, October 20th, I wrote 
an elegiac Endpiece for this issue, anticipat-
ing regretfully the demise of a number of 
familiar institutions. The previous day I had 
been at the final event held by RegenWM, 
the Regeneration Centre of Excellence for 
the West Midlands, which was closing down 
following the decision by the RDA Advantage 
West Midlands, itself with the axe tickling 
its neck, to end its funding. At the event, 
which was combined with the presentation 
of the final annual awards for good regenera-
tion practice, the Chief Executive, Adrian 
Passmore, spoke of being part of a paradigm 
which has ground to a halt. 

I don’t have the political science vo-
cabulary to define this paradigm, but I do 
recognise its flavour even if I can’t name it, 
and it has shaped the context in which I have 
taught and practised for the past decade 
since Towards an Urban Renaissance. Some 
of its components have been CABE, the 
RDAs, the HMRAs, the regional architecture 
centres, Building Schools for the Future, the 
HCA and the Egan Report. I don’t believe that 
its termination by the coalition government 
is simply a pragmatic response to the money 
running out; the decision is expediency in the 
service of an ideology that is in opposition 
to publicly-funded regional bodies that seek 
to educate and elevate the market. I can’t 
put a name either to the new paradigm that 
is likely to succeed it, but I fear that it is not 
going to assist us in making better places, to 
put it mildly.

That drafted Endpiece was heartfelt but 
a bit unspecific, apart from the bit about 
RegenWM, and I wasn’t fully satisfied with 
it. But I was about to email it the following 
day when in quick succession I received two 

emails. The first was from Richard Simmons, 
Chief Executive of CABE, telling of DCMS’s de-
cision to end its funding of CABE, and his bit-
ter disappointment at this news. The second 
was from a colleague who is a conservation 
officer in Birmingham City Council, which the 
previous week had announced a 30 per cent 
cull of jobs in the Planning and Regeneration 
Department. She told me that her team of 
six conservation officers, which in March had 
already lost its team leader post, was to be 
reduced to two. Suddenly, the generalised 
concerns I had expressed in my Endpiece felt 
very real and immediate.

CABE’s shrinkage had already impinged 
on me personally, my role as Regional Repre-
sentative having disappeared earlier in 2010. 
But the possibility that the organisation itself 
might disappear I find almost unthinkable. It 
has been an enormous force for good since 
2000, promoting good practice and setting 
higher standards, and demonstrating critical-
ly that good design is good business. At the 
time of writing we await news of CABE’s fate 
from DCLG, without any great hopes. 

The news about the cull of the conserva-
tion team came a week after I had been pub-
licising the Victorian Society’s annual Top Ten 
Endangered Buildings. Our region has two 
buildings in the list, about which I am unsure 
whether we should be pleased or not; the 
wonderful Wedgwood Institute in Burslem, 
Stoke-on-Trent, and the ex-Moseley School of 
Art in Birmingham, both listed Grade II*, and 
neglected. The Victorian Society has been 
pressuring the conservation officers in Bir-
mingham for years to take action against the 
owners of the crumbling School of Art, with 
little success. The City Council’s conservation 
strategy document is called Regeneration 
through Conservation, but in fact other forms 
of regeneration often appear to take priority 
over sensible conservation. This unsatisfac-
tory situation is clearly going to get much 
worse. How two conservation officers, in a 
city of one million people, can carry out more 

than a tiny fraction of the Council’s statu-
tory duties towards listed buildings, I cannot 
imagine. The paradigm shift is here.

• Joe Holyoak

Endpiece

↑ Moseley School of Art 
(architect William Bidlake, 
1898) 
↑↑ Wedgwood Institute 
(architects Robert Edgar and 
J Lockwood Kipling, 1869)

Cittaslow
Urban Design Group study tour 
14 – 22 May 2011

The Cittaslow Movement was born in 1999 
at the instigation of Paolo Saturnini, Mayor 
of Greve in Chianti, out of the successful 
Slow Food movement. It aims to carry the 
Slow Food idea further to cover quality of life 
and urban interventions, and those towns 
which sign up have to meet fifty quality goals 
devised by the Cittaslow Organisation. So far 
there are ten Slow Towns in Britain and about 
seventy in Italy. Mostly they are small towns 
with a definite character and quality of life.

Our tour covers a cluster of towns in Tus-
cany and Umbria, including Greve in Chianti 
where the movement started, but also such 
towns as Todi, Trevi, Anghiari and Città della 
Pieve. In some of them we shall be talking to 
Town Councils to find out about the progress 
they are making with the Cittaslow agenda 
and how this has benefited their town. The 
price of £865 (£825 for UDG members) in-
cludes rail travel to and from London, travel 
around the towns by coach and train, and 
eight nights’ accommodation in tourist class 
hotels.

Further information is available from Alan 
Stones, Fullerthorne, Church Street, Kelve-
don, Essex CO5 9AH, phone 01376 571351, or 
email alanstones@fullerthorne.fsnet.co.uk 
The last booking date is Friday 11th February 
2011. ↑ Todi, Piazza del Popolo


